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Farmers hope to 'hold
own'at tobacco sales

RAIN,RAIN,GO AWAY — Flooding and high waters shown were indicative of several areas in the city and
county this morning during heavy rainfall. Workers at Parker Popcorn on LP. Miller Street had to put up
sandbags after to protect against high waters from the Roseberry Branch Creek. Jack Bryan at the popcorn
plant reported no damage to supplies and equipment.

City Council unanimously rejects
$100,000 bid for surplus property
By RUTH ANN COLEMAN
Staff Writer
A $100,000 bid for surplus city
property located on U.S. 641 North
was unanimously rejected by
members of the Murray City
Council Tuesday night. The bid,
submitted by Silver Land &
Developers in Centralia, Ill., was
the only offer received on the property but council members and
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis felt
the amount was not adequate.
It was the consensus of the council that if a reasonable offer was
made on the property within a
reasonable amount of time, that
the offer would be considered
without the city again advertising
for bids on the property. Ellis said
about $100 had been spent on
advertising for bids on the property.
The property consists of 10L4
acres across the road from The
Commerce Centre. The property
had been used for the motor vehicle pool of the Murray Street
Department which has been
relocated to Andrus Drive. With
the move, the tract of land could
no longer be used effectively by
the city.
In other business the.members
of the council received reports
from Ted Billington, consulting
engineer for the city and William
C. Adams Jr., Adams Construction Co., on recommendations and
actions concerning repair of the
north wall of city hall.
The wall was damaged last
month when fire destroyed a
building adjacent to the city hall
structure.
Billington's recommendations
include removal and replacement

of the brick facing and.eight-inch
masonry block of that portion of
the north wall above the second
floor beginning at the east corner
and extending for a distance of 38plus feet to a point where the wall
intersects with the gas vent stack
brick structure.
He also recommends complete
removal and replacement of the
brick and masonry block above
the second floor for the approximate northern 14 feet of the east
wall.
"As they now exist, these walls

are structurally unstable, and
they need to be removed and
replaced to insure structural integrity and future safety," Billington's report said.
Other areas recommended for
repair include replacement of the
remaining brick facing along the
north wall and windows that were
damaged or broken, removal and
repair or replacement of the brick
gas vent stack above the roof,
repair of minor hairline cracks in
interior masonry partitions,
(Continued on Page 2)

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
With quality off, production way
down, and federal fees up, darkfired tobacco growers face a
drastic loss of income at the upcoming local markets. That
makes it more important than
ever that they do a good job of
finishing, classifying and
marketing their leaf, according to
local agricultural agents.
Burley markets have already
opened, and prices in Mayfield
Tuesday were averaging slightly
less than $1.76 per pound, a drop of
five or six cents from last year.
Burley leaf is of poorer quality
and less abundant due tolast summer's drought and high
temperatures.
Burley is a less important crop
to Calloway farmers than darkfired, however. About 200 acres of
burley are grown in the county
compared to 2,200 or 2,300 acres of
dark-fired.
The severe summer weather
reduced dark-fired yield by close
to half, and much of the leaf that
did survive is thin, light and of
poor color. At the same time, demand for dark-fired tobacco is up.
What those factors will mean in
terms of prices will partially depend on how well growers finish
and classify their tobacco, and
how wisely they market it, said
Will Ed Clark, general manager of
the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
Agricultural extension agent
Ted Howard concurred. He said
growers can "make some
dividends if we stay with it (the
tobacco) and put some flavor and
finish on it that the market will demand."
Regarding fire-cured leaf, "I
would be disappointed if we didn't
see some increase in price," Clark

said. Last year fire-cured brought
an average of $145.91 per hundredweight on the auction floor.
As for air-cured, "I will be
satisfied if we just hold our own"
and maintain last year's average
price of $113.36, he said.
This year's air-cured markets
open Dec. 8 in Mayfield and Dec. 9
in Murray, and will be held again
Dec. 15 in Murray and Dec. 16 in
Mayfield. A date has not yet been
set for the fire-cured markets.
Even if fire-cured brings a
higher price on the average, most
farmers figure to take a heavy
loss. Production of fire-cured
tobacco in the western Kentucky
and Tennessee district fell from
about 11.5 million pounds last year
to no more than 6.5 million this
year. Mr-cured production dropped from 2.5 million to no more
than 1.5 million pounds. Area peracre yield fell from an average of
2,000 pounds-plus to 1,300 or 1,400.
Further, the per-pound fee
established last year under the
government's no-net cost program has been raised from one
cent to two cents for fire-cured,
three cents for air-cured and five
cents for burley tobacco. The fee
is intended to prevent the government's taking losses in its support
price program, which loans
money to tobacco associations to
buy up leaf under a designated
price level. The associations pay
back the loans by re-selling as

Newspaper will not
publish Thursday
The Murray Ledger & Times
will not print Thursday in observation of the Thanksgiving holiday.
The newspaper will resume
printing on Friday.

County included
in tornado watch
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
National Severe Storms Forecast
Center in Kansass City issued a
tornado watch today for parts of
western and central Kentucky,
parts of western and central Tennessee, parts of northeastern
Mississippi and parts of western
and northern Alabama.
It will remain in effect until 4
p.m., CST. The watch area is
along and 70 miles east and west
of a line from 40 miles southsouthwest of Columbus, Miss., to
30 miles east of Owensboro, Ky.
The service "said tornadoes,
large hail and damaging
thunderstorm winds are possible
in these areas. A tornado watch
means conditions are favorable
for tornadoes and severe
thunderstorms in and close to the
watch area.

much of their stored tobacco as
they can.
This year's support prices
average $123 per hundredweight
for fire-cured and $105.70 for aircured.
The per-pound fees go into a
reserve fund to be tapped in case
the associations cannot pay off
their loans. The U.S. Secretary of
Agriculture is authorized to raise
the fee according to how much
tobacco is stored by the associations each year.
Clark said the associations convinced the agriculture secretary
not to raise the fees higher than
two and three cents a pound, due
to the difficult financial situation
farmers are experiencing.
Whether the new fees will cover
the loss on last year's crop is
uncertain, he said. If there is no
improvement this year the fees
may have to be raised again.
Clark said he is not expecting a
lot will go to the pool (of prieesupported leaf)" in the upcoming
markets, due to the drop in production and increased demand.
Largely due to an expanded export market, demand is up to
about 38 million pounds, he said.
And associations have sold a great
portion of the fire-cured tobacco
they had in storage.
(Continued onfage 2)

thunderstorms
Tonight thunderstorms
diminishing through the evening and turning cooler. Low in
the low to mid 40s with winds
becoming west to southwest at
10 to 20 mph. Thanksgiving Day
becoming partly cloudy and
cool. High in the mid 40s with
west winds 10 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
354.7
Kentucky Lake
354.8
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THANKSG WING FEAST — Kindergarten students of Nancy Thurman, Ann Chri.srnan and Mary Johnson
at Robertson Elementary celebrated Thanksgiving with a mini-feast. The classes have complete a unit study
of Pileims and the first Thanksgiving. Costumes, decorations and food for the mini-feast all were prepared
by the students.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Merrily ledger IL Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 153-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satyrdays.

Local funding a necessity if Boy Scout museum becomes reality
An Editorial
Not much can be gained at this point by offering
lengthy explanations of why the national Boy Scout
museum project at Murray State University is in
jeopardy. The sokition — if indeed there is a solution — is ahead of us, not behind us.
However, two observations may enhance
understanding of how circumstances have evolved
to bring about the present financial crisis:
First, negotiators of the original agreement between the Boy Scouts and Murray State, although
acting in good faith, obviously had little comprehension of the cost that woula be involved in converting
the former laboratory school into a museum!
And second, Murray State has repeatedly
reiterated its intention to stand by its original commitment, but, at the same time, has been equally
adamant that it cannot allocate additional dollars to
renovate the building to house the museum.
More than $2 million must yet be raised to make
changes in the building as specified in the plan approved by the museum board of trustees more than
a year ago. A further complication is the letter from

11.vor
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I

Boy Scout officials to Dr. Kala Stroup advising her
that they would like to have the museum issue
resolved by Dec. 31.
In the wake of a public meeting called by Dr.
Stroup last week, a 10-member steering committee
was appointed locally to direct the effort. That
group has wasted no time in addressing the problem. It has formed a subcommittee for advanced
gifts which is in the process of contacting potential
major contributors. It is hoped that this will create
enough impetus on the local level to expand the
fund-raising into a state and national effort.
Volunteers were plentiful and interest was high at
the informational meeting. As formidable as is the
task, we feel goad about the enthusiasm that has
already been demonstrated and the willingness of
people in the community to become actively involved.
_
Murray State has done all that can reasonably be
expected. People on the campus conceived dirt idea
and took the lead in negotiations that led to a
university commitment of a building valued at $2.5
million, funding of $300,000 for its renovation and

the responsibility for annual operating costs.
More educational dollars for a national Boy Scout
museum would be inappropriate. Higher education
is already caught in a perplexing economic
squeeze, and, besides, the farthest-reaching implications of the museum would be in tourism
anyway, not education.
Think of it. Our area would have one-of-a-kind
showcase offering a variety of attractions, including 54 original oil paintings by Norman
Rockwell. the artist who for many years depicted
the people of America for The Saturday Evening
Post.
With that kind of tourist potential, the perspective
broadens substantially beyond our area. From the
most direct economic impact in West Kentucky, the
"ripple effect" will go out across the state and into
nearby areas of adjacent states.
We would hope that thinking people across our
state can see a national Boy Scout museum as good
for all Kentucky — and will lend their support and
Influence to the effort to turn a good idea into reality.

Gov.-elect Martha Layne Collins has already
committed herself to tourism as a cabinet-level
priority for her administration. If she and her appointees see the museum as a project as worthy as
Whitehaven in Paducah, it could mean some matching state dollars.
Whether it qualifies for some kind of federal
grant is another legitimate question. Some of the
local volunteers who know which cobwebs to brush
away are exploring that possibility.
But let's not fall victim to the mentality we so
often see today and expect government to send us a
bale of money sqi.we can have what we want. We
need to make an impressive showing, particularly
locally, inprimuing contributions from the private
sector.
Raising $2 million will require a united community, regional, statewide and even national effort —
and it won't be easy. But it can be good for our community and area by giving us a common purpose
and, if successful, a common source of pride for
having done something worthwhile to help
ourselves.
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Kiesow appointed to Lenox China post
LAWRENCEVILLE, N.J. —
Lenox China, Incorporated has
announced the appointment of
Paul F. Kiesow as plant manager
of its new facility currently under
construction in Oxford, N.C.
Kiesow has been plant manager
of the Fisher-Price Toy Company
plant in Murray for the past six
years and has held managerial
positions for the Ward LaFrance
Truck Corporation and at
Westinghouse Electric facilities in
Stauton, Va. and in Elmira, N.Y.
He is a ceramic engineering
graduate of Alfred University.
Kiesow has been highly active in
civic affairs in Murray, holding
many significant offices including: president of the Chamber
of Commerce; vice chairman of
the Board of Associated Industries
of Kentucky; and president of the
Murray-Calloway Economic
Development Corporation.
He was recently named
Chamber of Commerce Citizen of
the Year and he was also named
Kentucky Volunteer of the Year
and Volunteer of the Year by the
Southern States Economic
Development Council at its

Paul Kiesow
regional conference in Virginia
Beach.
Kiesow and his wife Pat will be
relocating to the Oxford area.
"Obviously we will miss Murray," Kiesow said. "We have
thoroughly enjoyed living here for
the last six years. We have many
friends here that we will long
remember and we look forward to
getting back to see our friends.
"We certainly wish all our
friends well, we wish the town and
the university well and we wish
continued success for Fisher

Price and its fine employees."
The new factory is designed to
produce Lenox fine china giftware, a line of handcrafted items
ranging from vases and candy
dishes to candlesticks and serving
pieces. At full capacity, the 140,000
square foot facility will employ
some 450 hourly and staff
workers. Lenox also has a major
dinnerware facility in Pomona,
N.J. and its cystal manufacturing
plant is located in Mt. Pleasant,
Pa.
Lenox is the country's largest
producer of fine china and crystal.
The company has produced many
official dinnerware services for
the White House, including the
service recently commissioned by
President Reagan. Lenox China is
the service used in the North
Carolina Governor's Mansion as
well as in many other state mansions. Lenox Crystal is used in
U.S. embassies around the world.
Lenox China gifts, such as those
which will be produced in the Oxford factory, were given to
dignitaries by President and Mrs.
Reagan on their recent visit to
Japan.

Tobacco...
C

(Continued from Page 1)
"When you look at what's been
sold out of the pool and what's
been produced, it's going to take
everything that's in the country to
get the buyers what we think
they're going to need," Clark
pointed out. Howard said dark
tobacco is in "the best sales shape
it has been for years."
How much the buyers will pay is
another question. Because the
general quality of leaf is poorer
this year, growers should not in
their discouragement do a poor
job of curing, sorting and
marketing their tobacco, Clark
emphasized. It "may put dollars
in producers' pockets by taking
good care of it," he said.
Growers should pay special attention to classifying their leaf,

because many plants this year
have three or four leaves at the
top that are short and of poor color, Clark said. Such plants should
be sorted into their own classification, he advised.
Growers should also remember
the importance of dark-fired
tobacco's flavor and aroma from
the curing process, he added.
"One thing we have here in the
dark-producing areas of Kentucky
and Tennessee, is we are able to
produce a product that has a lot of
flavor," Clark pointed out. "We
have the ability to put a lot of
finish on this tobacco, and these
companies look to us for the 'salt
and pepper' (Of their blends)."
U.S. growers, with their greater
know-how and resources for curing, have an edge on growers in

Africa and other overseas regions,
Howard pointed out.
Further, growers should pay
close attention to the price situation for different types of leaf
when selling their crop. Clark urged them to "know what the quality
of the product is they are selling
and know what the market is for
that type of tobacco when they sell
it."
Howard expects that this year,
as last year, a lot of tobacco will
be sold directly from producers'
barns rather than taken to
market. More companies have
started combing the countryside
in search of the better leaf, and
producers probably shouldn't take
the first offer they get, Howard
advised. If they have good tobacco
they will get more than one offer.
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waste in the future."
As part of a three-phase expansion plan for the city water and
sewer systems, the council voted
to accept bids for sewer line extension on Old Benton Highway from
Bee Creek to the Utterback Road
intersection with 12th Street and
down 12th Street to Diuguid Drive.
City Clerk Jo Crass reported to
members of the council that the
open house for the Street, Sanitation and Utility Departments will
be from 2 to 5 p.m. Dec. 11. Drawings for prizes will be held at 5
p.ns, and prices include a weed
eater, garbage container, one
brush pickup and two gas grills.
Council members, the mayor and
department heads will be on hand
throughout the afternoon to host
the open house guests.
Acting on a recommendation
from the Public Works Committee
and committee Chairman C.C.
Lowry, the council voted to accept
a bid from Parker Ford for a
dump truck for the street department. Several bids were submitted with Parker Ford's $14,218.93
bid being the lowest.

Chestnut St.
Murray
7 A.M-10 A.M. Mon.-Sat.
11 A.M. to 6 A.M.Sun.
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According to Phil Owens, city
fire marshal, the south wall of the
Ashcraft building that was located
two to three feet north of the city
hall underwent a sudden collapse
when the roof of the Ashcraft
Building collapsed. When the wall
collapsed, portions of the wall fell
against the north wall of city hall
causing considerable impact force
against the wall.
Adams Construction Co. of Murray has completed removal of
brick veneer on the north wall and
a portion of the north corner of the
east wall of city hall and will pro-

ceed under contract to restore the
structure.
In other action, the council passed the first reading of a revised
sewer use ordinance. The ordinance concerns usuage, cost for
connections, permits, inspections,
testing, rates and penalties for.
violations and is an update of the
existing sewage ordinance required to comply with Environmental Protection Agency
guidelines.
Tommy Marshall, Murray
Municipal Utilities superintendent, says the new water treatment facility can easily meet the
criteria set aside by ordinance.
The council also approved a
pretreatment program in conjunction with the sewage ordinance.
Marshall explains that industries
with particular waste problems
will be requires to pretreat waste
before it is released in the city's
sewage system. He added that at
the present time there is no industry in the city that will have to
implement the pretreatment program and the "ordinance will prevent any problems with industrial

Pepsi
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cameras, radios etc

Batteries Tangle Proof®
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(Continued from Page 1)
removal and replacement or
repair of brick parapet wall above
roof and replacement of damaged
roof surfaces.
"In my opinion, if the above
recommended corrective structural reparis are performed, those
portions of the City Hall building
damaged by the recent fire to the
Ashcraft Building will be structurally sound and the building will
be safe for occupancy," Billington
states.
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as seen in hunting magazines. 4' long
blade made of the finest alloy steel • 5"
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FHA "DADDY DATE NIGHT" — Walt Apperson, publisher of the Murray Ledger & Times, received
honorary membership into Murray High School's Future Homemakers of America chapter during the annual
"Daddy Date Night" banquet. Emily Apperson, second vice president, presented the award to her father.
Featured speaker for the night was Vicki Dortch, anchorwoman at WPSD-TV, Paducah. Sally Crass is FHA
chapter advisor. The occasion was the 20th annual "Daddy Date Night." The invocation for the banquet held
at Rudy's was by given Lindy Knight, FHA devotional leader. Lisa Mikulcik, first vice president, recognized
the honored guests and her father Dr. John D. Mikulcik gave the response. Alison Sears, president of Murray
High FHA,served as toastmistress for evening. Seventy attended the banquet. Gaye Smith, chairman for the
banquet,introduced Dortch, a native of Murray. Kelly Bolls provided entertainment with vocal solos.
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Let us all
give thanks
As we pause Thursday in our annual
Thanksgiving observance, we should remember
all that we are thankful for.
Freedom to pick and choose and live our lives
the way we see it comes to mind first. In many
countries, citizens are told what to do and how to
think. Freedom to choose in elections is not present.
We are Americans — carrying on a proud
heritage of our forefathers, who fought for and
won the freedom we now enjoy.
As we go our separate ways this Thanksgiving,
let us take a moment to rentember those no
longer with us and to remember all that we are
thankful for.

The people pay

•

perspective

Mirrray Ledger & Times

business mirror

by john cunniff

Higher wages may not be in the near future
NEW YORK (AP) — A familiar
pattern, accepted by management
and labor for the past 20 years,seems
to have been broken by a hodgepodge
of factors that includes fear and the
dollar's value.
Though not certain, it appears now
that a falling jobless rate isn't likely
to be followed quickly by much
higher wages, once considered
almost automatic. Even some union
leaders agree that the pattern, dating
to the early 1960s, may be broken
next year.

Perhaps the most often cited
reason is an oversupply of workers,
documented by an 8.8 percent
civilian jobless rate that one union
chief says leads to a classic, wagedepressing supply-demand problem.
William Winpinsinger, Machinists
& Aerospace Workers president and
member of a Conference Board panel
on the labor outlook, said the pool of
available workers also condemns the
unskilled to "continuing and chronic
joblessness."
Merrill Lynch's Jack Lavery ex-

plains that while the jobless rate has
fallen sharply, it remains high by
most yardsticks. He believes a 6 percent to 7 percent rate would be needed before wage pressures are felt,
"well below the 8 percent rate we expect by the end of 1984."
In some industries unemployment
remains much higher than the
overall rate. In October more than 15
percent of workers in construction
were idle and the rate in manufacturing was 9.5 percent.
Also helping to break the pattern is

U.S. News and World'Report calculates that the
federal government will borrow 62 percent of all
money loaned in the United States in 1984.
Two questions:
Isn't a country socialistic when the government is
the biggest borrower during peacetime?
What's the difference between taxing the people
to pay the cost of government and borrowing their
money to pay it?
The Democrats tax and the Republicans borrow.
Both ways,the American people pay.

Force plan sidetracked
An AP News Analysis
The Reagan administration's secret plan for a
joint U.S.-Jordanian strike force to respond to
Middle East emergencies has been sidetracked,
if not killed, because it was unable to survive
public scrutiny, U.S. officials say.
The plan, which was quietly developed over
several years, would have required an initial appropriation of $220 million. A key feature was the
use of U.S. pilots and aircraft to transport up to
two Jordanian brigades — 8,300 troops — to trouble spots.
The underlying purpose of the joint force was
to ensure continued Western access to the vital
oil resources of the Persian Gulf.
The force would augment or even replace the
U.S. Rapid Deployment Force for the Middle
East. Jordanians, regarded as more acceptable
to Arab sensibilities than American troops,
would do any fighting that was required, while
the Americans would get them to their destination.
Both the Jordanians and Americans would
have to approve before the force could go into action.
According to available evidence, the plan was
widely — but quietly — supported by the governments of moderate oil-producing nations, including Saudi Arabia, which the force was
designed to protect. The Jordanian government
is staunchly pro-West and its military has proven
to be an efficient fighting force that has lent
assistance to moderate Arab governments
before.
The idea was conceived in the Carter administration after the attempt by Moslem
dissidents to seize the Grand Mosque at Mecca in
Saudi Arabia in 1979. There were fears that
moderate regimes throughout the region would
be threatened by radical Moslem movements in
the wake of the rise to power of the Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini in Iran.
The plan was pushed to near completion by the
Reagan administration, only to be thwarted at
the last minute when opponents made it public
through leaks to reporters. One U.S. official said
the opposition came from Israel and from Israeli
supporters in Congress.
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washington today

by harry f. rosenthal

Reagan has few instant identifiers
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ronald
Reagan is acknowledged to be one of
the best speechmakers. But quick,
Martha, think of a word or a phrase
that instantly identifies him.
"Iron curtain," is Winston Churchill. "I want to be alone," is Greta
Garbo. "Nattering nabobs of

letters to the editor
Lions telethon
supporters thanked
To The Editor:
The Lions-WPSD-TV Telethon has
been another tremendous success
because of you and your generosity.
The board of managers, staff, and
disabled children and adults of the
West Kentucky Easter Seals Center
join me in expressing our deepest appreciation to the hundreds of individuals and groups who have worked so tirelessly in this great effort. A
special thanks to all of the Lions in
District 43-K and to WPSD-TV.
May each of you be blessed and enjoy the goodness of this Thanksgiving
Season. Thanks again for making it
possible for disabled individuals to
enjoy a richer, fuller life through
your support.
Sincerely,
Russ Wolfe
Executive Director

Beshear expresses
thanks to voters
To The Editor:
Let me take this opportuntiy to extend my sincere gratitude to the
countless Kentuckians who voted for
me and assisted so enthusiastically
in my successful bid for Lieutenant
Governor. I intend to justify their
faith in me these next four years by
serving the people of this state with
initiative, imagination and integrity.
Steven L. Beshear
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
o the editor are welcomed and enouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
ould be on topics of general interest.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

negativism." Who else but Spiro
Agnew?
Ronald Reagan?
After three years in office, Reagan
hasn't acquired many instant identifiers — turns of phrase said by or
about a person that are so apt that
they cling like sand to a wet body.
For Reagan, the best that come to
mind: "Win one for the Gipper" from
his movie days; "Ask yourself, are
you better off than you were four
years ago" and "I paid for this
microphone!" from his presidential
campaign.
Reagan can't even lay claim to a
set of initials or nickname, like FDR,
LBJ, JFK, Ike and Teddy. Reagan
had a campaign joke about that. He
had knocked on a farmer's door and
was asked, "Who's there?" Reagan
said he answered "R.R." and the
farmer opened the door and said,
with disappointment, "You're not
Roy Rogers."
History is full of word tags that
capture a person or an era. Say "The
Buck Stops Here," or "Give them
hell, Harry," or "If you can't stand
the heat, get out of the kitchen" and
Harry Truman comes instantly to
mind.
Gerald Ford left "WIN" buttons, to
Americana, but not much to quote,

looking back

unless you count "I'm a Ford, not a
Lincoln." But still, he's immortalized
by Lyndon Johnson's jabs: "He can't
walk and chew gum at the same
time" and "he played football too
long without a helmet." (WIN stood
for Whip Inflation Now.)
Richard Nixon and his merry band
left us a cornucopia to remember
them by. A connoisseur could
specialize in Nixoniana,including the
classic "I am not a crook."
History loves a good phrase. Henry
Kissinger's "Peace is at hand."
Nikita Khrushchev's "We will bury
you." Marie Antoinette's "Let them
eat cake." "Engine" Charlie
Wilson's "What's good for General
Motors is good for the country."
Face it, we're suckers for labels:
The New Deal. The Fair Deal. The
Great Society. The War on Poverty.
The New Frontier. Each one attaches
indubitably to a specific president.
What's Reagan's?
Unless he comes up with the
definitive phrase, Reagan's contributions to Bartlett's Quotations might
be limited to "There's nothing so
good for the inside of a man than the
outside of a horse."
And that, Martha, doesn't rank
with "speak softly and carry a big
stick."

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Christians are taught to look upon
death, not as an end, but as a fulfillment. Yet how many of us do?
How many of us can really accept
( deep down,as they say these words
on death written by the Hindu
novelist and poet Rabindranath
Tagore?
On the day when death will
knock at thy door, what wilt
thou offer to him?
Oh, I will set before my guest
the full vessel of my life — I will
never let him go with empty
hands.
All the sweet vintage of all my
autumn days and summer
nights, all the earnings and
gleanings of my busy life will I
place before him at the close of
my days when death will knock
at my door.
These words, from Tagore's poem
"Gitanjali", were quoted recently in
the Christian Science Monitor. My
thanks to colleague Terry Strieter for
the clipping.
We often think of moral injunctions
— and especially of the many
"don'ts" that pock-mark the JudeoChristian tradition — as limitations
on our freedom.

the attitude of businesses, many who
cut costs in the recession and want to
keep them cut.
Audrey Freedman, chairman of
the Conference Board's panel, says
having survived back-to-back recessions in the 1980s, "corporate survivors are not going to revert to inefficient operations now."
Ms. Freedman, an economist with
the board, a research organization
supported mainly by business, says
"there will be no wage explosion in
1984 even as the recovery continues."
Behind the new efficiencies are
many reasons. Companies are
scared by past economic volatility
and fear it might develop again.
Others are more concerned about
foreign competition in domestic
markets.
Behind the foreign competition is
more than the usual complaint —
goods produced at low wages. And
the dollar is valued so highly that
foreign-made goods undersell
domestic items in the U.S. market.
So additional pressure is added to
the U.S. job market and to corporate
managers already in the midst of
cost-cutting programs.
There also is the factor of deregulation. Many transportation firms have
inding it necessary to hold down and
sometimes cut wages to meet competition resulting from deregulation.
These factors, and the deep recession that just ended, have led to a
leveling in the rate of hourly wage increases, with the third-quarter increase amounting to only 5.4 percent,
lowest since the mid-1960s.
Next year, the Conference Board
panel says, first-year wage and
benefit raises in major union contracts are likely to be a "modest" 5
percent. Based on a 5 percent inflation rate, also projected by the panel,
that would mean no real increase at
all.

Such limitations may not be so
"selfless" or "altruistic" after all.
The moral prohibitions we resent
may be only another form of selfdefense that nature offers us.
The German novelist Hermann
Hesse (1877-1962) took this view in an
essay on "War and Peace" published
in the Summer of 1918. He wrote:
'Thou shalt not kill' is not a cutand-dried formula of
schoolroom 'altruism.'
Altruism does not occur in
nature.'Thou shalt not kill does
not mean: don't harm the other
man! It means: don't deprive
yourself of the other man, don't
harm yourself!
An interesting, if often ignored
thought: that we do indeed harm
ourselves ( in more ways than one) by
harming others.
• • •
A "thoughtful" present for this
season would be a copy of "Thoughts
in Season," a 260-page illustrated collection of Ken Wolf's columns from
the past four years. The paperback is
available at Readmore, Ott
Bookmark and the University Store,
located h the Curtis Center. Proceeds from the sale will be donated to
the Need Line Association and
Murray-Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center.

41,-t•ee

Ten years ago
United States Air Force Sgt.
Stephen F. Erwin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Buren F. Erwin, has arrived for
duty at Hahn Air Forte Base in Germany.
Charles M. Baker was presented a
plaque for 40 years' service with the
Shell Oil Company by a representative from the company.
Nat Ryan Hughes discussed
"Will,s" at a meeting of the Murray
Chapter of National Secretaries held
Nov. 19 in Circuit Court Room of
Calloway County Courthouse.
Mrs. A.C. La Follette will show
slides and discuss her travels in
Europe and The Holy Land at the Annual Day meeting of the Calloway
County Homemakers Clubs on Nov.
27 at Murray Woman's Club House.
Darryl Clark, Bob Hays, Mark
Bucy, Myron Smith and Ray Joyce
are pictured this week with deer they
have taken while hunting this season.
Twenty years ago
Ned Galloway, son of Taz
Galloway, has completed basic training at Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
John Gregory of the Texas Gas
Transmission Co., Owensboro, was
speaker at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club at the Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced by
Richard Tuck.
Robert Rudie, violinist, will appear
in concert on Nov. 25 at Auditorium,
Murray State College, sponsored by
Murray Civic Music Association.
Mrs. Gordon Hunter conducted a
mission study for Kathleen Jones
Girls Auxiliary of First Baptist
Church held at the home of Mrs.
Velma Wisehart. Auxiliary
counselors are Mrs. Wisehart and
Mrs. W.C. Adams.
Mrs. Delia Graham, Miss Dula
Graham and Mrs. Christine Sherman
have returned home after an eight
days' motor trip in Florida.
Thirlyears ago
Cpl. Lloyd S. Roane, son of Mrs.
Esril Roane of Hazel, is serving with
Seventh Army's 15th Evacuation
Hospital in Baumholder,Germany.
Jean Corn, Robert Glin Jeffrey and
Dan Shipley, all of Murray, were
among 18 students at Murray State
College selected for 1953 edition of
Who's Who In American Universities
and Colleges.
Van W. Childress, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben H. Childress, Rt. 1, Dexter,
is serving aboard the destroyer, USS
Brinkley Base, which recently completed a tour of duty in Korean
waters.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Vance.
Mrs. Marjorie Barnett of the
Calloway County Health Department
spoke at a meeting of the Coldwater
Mothers Club held at the school.
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Former Murray man
featured at Lehigh

Wintry Ledger & Times

January wedding planned

is a member of American
Mathematical Society,
Mathematical Association of America and
Sigma XI Research
Society.
At Lehigh in 1976 he
received the Donald B.
and Dorothy L. Stabler
Foundation Award which
recognizes a faculty
member who
"demonstrates mastery
in his field and superior
ability in communicating
it to others."
promoted to associate
professor of mathematics
in 1965 and to full professor in 1968.
In 1979 he was appointed to a two-year
term as associate dean of
the College of Arts and
Science. He was named
Dr. Jerry P. King
dean of the Graduate
School in 1981.
King, dean of Lehigh's
A specialist in the fields
graduate school.
of complex analysis and
Dr. King has been a surrunability theory, Dr.
member of the Lehigh King is author or cofaculty since 1962. He was author of scientific arAppliquees.
ticles which have apA long-time resident of peared in such publicaMurray, he is a graduate tions as Journal
of the University of Ken- D'Analyse Mathematitucky with a B.S. degree que, Proceedings of the
in electrical engineering. American Mathematical
He also received the M.S. Society, Canadian Jourand Ph.D degrees in nal of Mathematics, The
mathematics at UK.
American Mathematical
He is a former member Monthly, Journal of
Julia Elaine Peebles
of the board of governors Mathematics and
of the Mathematical Physics, Canadian
fiancee of Dan Ellis Mitchell
Association of America. Mathematical Bulletin
The engagement of to Dan Ellis Mitchell, son Mitchell of Owensboro,
Listed in American Men and Revue Rownaine De
and Women of Science, he Mathematiques Pures Et Miss Julia Elaine Peebles of Mr. and Mrs. Charles has been announced by
her parents, Kaye
Peebles and Roddie
Peebles of Murray.
Miss Peebles is a 1982
graduate of Murray State
University with a B.S.
degree in Consumer Affairs. She is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority and is employed at The
Place in Murray.
Mr. Mitchell is a 1983
graduate of Murray State
University with a
Master's degree in
central center 753-3314
Business Administration.
He is a member of Lambda Chi Fraternity and is
employed by Sunoco in
Henderson.
The private ceremony
42t
will be on Saturday, Jan.
14, followed by a reception at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
7 15, 9 00 + Mat.

Principal speaker at
the recent 105th
Founder's Day
Ceremonies at Lehigh
University, Bethlehem,
Pa., was Dr. Jerry P.

MURRAY FBLA - Members of the Murray High School Chapter of the Future
Business Leaders of America collected canned goods to help replenish the supply
of Murray-Calloway County Need Line after the fire on Oct. St Patsy Carruth,
assistant director of Need Line, accepts the materials from left, Jennifer
Grogan, !Celli Crawford, Ronda Hesselrode, Shelia Vickers and Lita Carson.
Martha Crawford and Sue Miller are FBLA sponsors.

Come Shop At The 2nd Annua
,
Christmas Village
HOLIDAY GIFTS AND CRAFTS
Biggest event in Murray's History!
Where: West Kentucky Exposition Center
When: Sat. Nov. 26, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Nov. 27, Noon-6 p.m.
Shop to your heart's delight with over 50 local
merchants under one roof with a lovely holiday
atmosphere.
Convenience - Great Prices Christmas Festivities

Furniture Toys
Come have
Prints
Books
your child's
Flowers
Plants
picture made
1-Shirts
Shoes
with SANTA
Antiques
Jewelry
Register for fantastic free gifts!!
No admission charge
Over 6000 People

Attended Last Year — Don't Miss It!
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Wedding televised
Prince Charles, the
heir to the British
throne, wed Lady Diana
Spencer July 29, 1981.
Charles, 32, and Diana,
20, exchanged vows at
St. Paul's Cathedral in
London in a ceremony
televised around the
world. The wedding
celebrations included
some of the most
elaborate displays of
ceremony in Britain in
this century.

Find out how
effective
prayer can be
Contact Dick Hoffman
ele
436-2174
Church Holds Thanksgiving Service
A special Thanksgiving service, open to the community, will be held on November 24th at Christian
Science Society, 1640 Farmer Ave., Murray.
The service will begin at 11:00 a.m. with a hymn,and
Includes Bible readings reflecting the Psalmist's
gratitude even in the midst of his turbulent era —
"How excellent is thy loving kindness, 0 God...the
children of men put their trust under the shadow of thy
wings. They shall be abundantly satisfied with the
fatness of thy house; and thou shalt make them drinic
of the river of thy pleasures."
The hymns and reading will also highlight the love
and comfort God continually extends to His creation,
bringing peace in times of trouble.
Following these reading, the President's Proclamation, and the Lord's Prayer, time will be set aside for
expressions of gratitude to God.
All are welcome at the Thanksgiving service. Child
care will be provided for children too young to attend.
Come join us at our
THANKSGIVING SERVICE
Thursday, Nov. 24 at 11:00 a.m.
The c9ngreation will be invited to give
• testimonies on Thanksgiving.
-AtiAre Welcome!
(No Collection Taken)
•
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Christian Science Society
Murray, Ky.1640 Farmer Ave
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Wednesday, Nov. 23
L.I.F.E. Youth Group
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Calvary Temple Church.
Murray State Libraries
will close at noon today.
Thursday, Nov. 24
Community wide
Thanksgiving service will
be at 10 a.m. at First
Christian Church.

Saturday, Nov. 26
Dance featuring Fire
Mountain will be from 8
p.m. to midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.

Sunday, Nov. 27
Sunday, Nov. 27
ween the Lakes will inCalloway Public
clude Selecting A Wood Library will be closed toStove at 1 p.m. at Empire day.
Farm and Eagles at LBL
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center.

Baptist Women
hear program

Village opens Saturday

Friday, Nov. 25
The second annual Christmas Village will be at
Hazel and Douglas the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Centers will be open from Center, College Farm Road, on Saturday, Nov. 26,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and on Sunday, Nov. 27, from
tivities by senior citizens. noon to 6 p.m.
Many local merchants and special exhibitors will
Mothers Morning Out is have booths at the village. This event is being sponscheduled at 9 a.m. at sored by the Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma
First Christian Church.
Phi with proceeds to go Compehensive Care Center.
The public is urged to come to the center to see the
Thanksgiving dinner many holiday items and decorations and to pur(potluck ), churchwide, chase gifts for Christmas, a spokesman said.
will be at 6 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. An
auction will follow at 7
The television movie,"The Day After," has been
p.m.
taped and will be shown on Thursday,Dec. 1,from 6
to 8 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of the First Baptist
Events at Murray Church. An open discussion will
follow the showing
Moose Lodge will be of the movie and all adults are
invited to pargames at 8 p.m. and ticipate. Persons are asked to
note the change of
entertainment in lounge date from Sunday to Thursday.
from 8 p.m. to midnight.

Study planned Tuesday

Friday, Nov. 25
Murray State Libraries
are closed today.
Calloway Public
Library will be closed today.

The Imperative Impulse by John R. Cheyne will
be the foreign mission book to be taught by Thyra
Crawford and Margaret Taylor on Tuesday, Nov.
29, at 10 a.m. at the Memorial Baptist Church. A
potluck lunch will follow at noon. All area churches
are invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

"Partnerships In
Prayer and Ministry"
was the theme of the program presented at a
meeting of the Baptist
Women of Elm Grove
Baptist Church on Tuesday, Nov. 8, at 1:30 p.m.
at the church.
Elects Fulkerson was
the leader for the program.
Assisting in the presentation were Juanita Lee,
Mable Blalock, Lavine
Carter, Letha Cossey,
Mildred Geurin, Jimmie
Lee Carmichael and Bobbie Burkeen.
Mrs. Lee presided.
Plans were made for the
observance of the Week
of Prayer for Foreign
Missions, Dec. 4 toll,and
to serve lunch for the
Baptist Student Union on
Nov. 30.
The members wrapped
Christmas gifts for patients at Westview Nursing Home.

Youth group will meet

Saturday, Nov. 26
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

The Youth Group, L.I.F.E., of Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church, U.S. Highway 641 South, will
meet tonight (Wednesday) at 7:30 p.m. This is for
all youth in the teens and 20's, a church spokesman
said.

Pack 57plans meeting

Murray Squar-ANaders are scheduled to
dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World
Hall.

Cub Scout Pack 57 will meet Monday, Nov. 28, at7
p.m. at Ordway Hall, Murray State University. All
members, parents, families and friends are invited,
a spokesman said.

Boy Scout Troops 13, 45
and 77 will hold an old
newspaper drive. For information call 753-3824 or
753-2553.

Sunday, Nov. 27
Regular Sunday hours
will resume today at Murray State Libraries.
Second day of
Christmas Village, sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi, will be from noon to 6
p.m. at Livestock and Exposition Center, College
Farm Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble F.
Thurman will be honored
in celebration of 50th
wedding anniversary
with a reception in
Fellowship Hall of Cherry
Corner Baptist Church
from 2 to 4 p.m. The family requests that guests
not bring gifts.

/
1 2 Price

*URI NOT OMAN 24 HOURS
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Choose From Our
Wide Selection Ranging
From Our 5 Board
Gold Coast To Our
Wright's Canopy Bed!

YOU'RE NEVER TOO
OLD TO ENJOY
THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!

Moupinut conference

Christmas Village,
sponsored by Xi Alpha
Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi, will be from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. at
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
•

Calloway Public
Library will be closed today.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Wildlife Conservation Tour at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature Center
and Selecting A Wood
Stove at 1 p.m. at Empire
Farm.

Dr. Joan L. Maupin, assistant professor of home
economics at Murray State University, was among
participants from 16 states who attended the recent
seventh annual Mid-American Consumer Conference in Oklahoma City. She joined the faculty at
MSU in 1978 and is a specialist in consumer education and family economics.
"From Representative to Participatory Consumerism," the theme of the conference, was addressed by such speakers as Myrlie Evers of the
Atlantic Richfield Company, Ginny Bonner, consumer specialist with WFAA-TV in Dallas, and
Oklahoma Attorney General Mike Turpen.

f
A y.14, Holiday Gift ForEu....

Skating party planned

FREE OXFORD SHIRT!

A churchwide skating party for First Baptist
Church will be Monday, Nov. 28, from 6 to 8 p.m. at
Roller Skating of Murray.

Band group plans event
The Charleston Band Boosters Club will have its
fifth annual Christmas Fair at the National Guard
Armory, 711 South Main St., Charleston, Mo., on
Saturday, Nov. 26, from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday, Nov. 27,from noon to 6 p.m.

tS.

b Announcing 04
An Exceptional Sale
10th Anniversary
at
The Showcase

Reg. 19.99

25% off all
Noritake Dinnerware
and Crystal
(Sorry, Current Registries Excluded)

Only 3 Days Left
thru November 26th
(Closed Thanksgiving)

The Showcase
4111
/1111

mer

121 By-Pass
and Now
1506 Clay Street
Hopkinsville
Ai
Visa and
Store Hours
'Master Charge
10-5:30
Welcome

V-Neck
1 399...Reg. 14.99
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Ezell gets award

FBLA given demonstration
Yvonna Pritchett, voted upon.
Those selected to parpresident of the Calloway
County Chapter of the ticipate from a random
Future Business Leaders drawing were given a gift
of America, presided at a for their participation in
recent meeting of the the demonstration.
chapter.
Dawn Hale, treasurer,
A Parliamentary Prothis year's fund
said
cedure Demonstration
of selling candy
raiser
was presented by Carrna
items
from the Cook
and
Newsome, parliamenOct. 24.
started
Catalog
tarian. Five members
were called upon to help
A special presentation
demonstrate how to make was made to Miss
motions and have them Guthrie, a student

,

teacher at Calloway, for
her help in business
classes and in FBLA.
Jenny Winchester
discussed her recent trip
to the SPOKE Convention
in Louisville. Speakers
were John Crokett,
Elaine (Sissy)
Mussleman, Steve Ritchie, Fred Cowan, Jr.,
and Oddvar Berg. Five
students and two
Rotarians represented
Calloway.

After Thanksgiving Sale
Shoe Specials

PRESENTED DEGREE —,Wayne Ezell, left, receives the Honorary
American Farmer Degree from Robert J. Nicozazzu, general operation
manager for Ford Tractor Operations, North American, Troy, Mich., at the national FFA convention in Kansas City, Mo.

Friday-Saturday-Monday Only

Wayne Ezell received
the Honorary American
Farmer Degree at the national convention of the
Future Farmers of
America at Kansas City,
Mo.
Ezell is the vocational
agriculture teacher at
Reidland High School.
This American Farmer
degree is the highest
degree presented by the
FFA and Ezell was one of
three agriculture
teachers from Kentucky
receiving the degree.
The Reidland teacher
will serve this year as
president-elect of the
Kentucky Vocational
Agriculture Teachers
Association and will attend the National Vocational Convention in Los

Angeles, Calif., Dec. 1 to
7, representing approximately 400 Kentucky
agriculture teachers.
He has served as president of the Purchase
Region Agriculture
Teachers, State Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Reporter,
Regional Treasurer and
has taught vocational
agriculture for the past 20
years.
Ezell, the son of Mr.
and Mrs. N.A. Ezell, Rt.
8, Murray, is married to
the former Patty Loafman,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Garnett Loafman of
Rt. 2, Murray. They have
one daughter, Jo Ann,
and one son, Bobby, both
students at Murray State
University.

Selected Group Ladies

Dress Shoes

Entire Stock Nike

—Famous Brands—
Reg.$40.00 to $50.00

Athlete Shoes

Charge and Lay-a-way Accepted

Men-Women-Children

20%

Now $2990
Selected Group Ladies

Off Reg. Price

Dress and
Casual Shoes

Ladies Aigner All Weather

Great Bargains
Values To $32.00

Black In Color

Coats

Scandinavian
Blue Fox
Jacket

$0900
Reg. 145.00 Just 1

Now $1 990
Entire Stock

Men's Aigner Leather

Men's Shoes

Blazers

1

359.99

Reg'
5 Pieces To Sell 275.00
$1 9900
Now I

20%
.
Reg. Price
Florshgim Boots Excluded
Entire Stock
Dress & Western

reg. 500.

Men's Florsheim Boots Excluded

200/0

Off Reg. Price

•All furs labeled to show country of origin
of imported fur.

BurneWs Shoes
Downtown

,..ess • Wai-Mart

• Wal-Mart SpIls

Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 N. Murray 753-7991

Paris, Tn.

Sells

for Less • Wal-Mart Sells

wAHILIA_Fm.

Albert Parker honored

11

Open Fri. & Sat. Til 8:00 P.M.
Cash or Credit Cards Please— Free Gift Wrapping

,

n

Soft, deep and thick . . . fashioned into a jacket of timeless
beauty ... at an affordable price.
This is the fur you've been wanting .. . the consummate coat to
wear with all fashions. Every
time you wrap yourself in your
dream come true, you'll be
delighted that it's yours.

Men, Women, Children

Boots
3 Days Only

Albert Parker
receives plaque

Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal Mart Sells tor Less • Wal-Mart Sells

for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for-A
•

OkiM ITV'

nry
A BC Ci

Everyday Low Price

$58 $118

13.54

r14:5%eS

tKi

Up To 40 00
Ladies 10Kt. Gold Rings with Diamonds

Save

Ladies Secretariat
by Amity
•Popuia. checkbook

•

edn
•S01.0 101S1 9010 (yeliuw god on,y) •Assorlecl styles
ger,,,ne cbamoncs

MEIMME

,A4

uft

clutch has removable
checkbook case outsIde
coin pocket pen plus
Dockets tor cards photos
cash

°1%
4

wESTCLOx
— Promisingly Pretty"
10Kt. Diamond Rings
• OKI go,d•Genune
J.amondS •Pet,te styling

On• Diamond

•Fing :441

24.83
Two Diamond
• s9E1
33,74
33.74
42.96
• Rey

arnilk

Save 1 82

14

tn
I.

Three 0,amond
44
•
•No

Westclov Electric
Alarm Clock
•orboue faceted case ancl

Te

ens ..,th g;pr-oea crai
eNo 222nC *Peg 824

•

Save 2 00

74

14Kt. Gold
Novelty Charms

14Kt. Gold
Initial Charms

•Assorted styes to choose trom
el:leg 797

00UWxYar.SZ14o1
ava.table 0449 6;
7

Save Up To 2 93
14Kt. Gold
Hoop Earrings
i 77 •180 5/ 1 325/.

•Reg

Brownie Troop No. 3055 da Jones, accompanied
of North Calloway the group. Janis Hicks
Elementary School was helped with the transportaken on a tour of tation.
Brownies taking the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on Oct. 25 with tour were Regina Ghan,
Amy Alexander, Angie
Kathy Hodge as guide.
Peal, April Peal, Jennifer
Jerry Gorrell, EMT-P, Jones, Ginger Hicks, Lisa
showed an ambulance Warner, Emily Helton,
and explained about the Kelly Dawn Hale, Kristi
equipment used.
Hill, Keila Edwards,
The emergency room Sarah Stallons, Angela
was explained by Ginny Helm, Victoria Turner,
Hulse, RN. David Dean LaDon Wilson and Kelly
explained how the x-ray Ann Hale.
Also taking the tour
machines work.
Patsy Stallons, Ava were two brothers of the
Peal and Lila Warner, Brownies, Jody Jones
leaders, along with Bren- and Jason Stallons.

Dexter-Hardin women meet

Save Up To 6 82

Save

ment for Senior Citizens
on a parttime basis.
"From the spring of
1978 to the present, Mr.
Parker has done an
outstanding job of being
the garden supervisor,"
said Tripp Thurman,
director of the MurrayCalloway County Senior
Citizens.
Mr. Parker is retiring
because of family obligations. "We want to take
this opportunity to thank
Mr. Parker and Mr.
Brooks for this special
service to the senior
citizens," Thurman said.

Brownies tour hospital

•

1
0641

Albert Parker has been
presented with a plaque
for his seven years of service working with the
Garden Program of the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens,
In 1978 Mr. Parker
made an agreement with
W.H. Brooks to use a
piece of his land to divide
into plots for gardens for
senior citizens.
Mr. Parker had been
hired through the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program
under the Title V Program which is employ-

The Dexter-Hardin
United Methodist Church
Women met at the home
of Joyce Haley, Rt. 1,
Almo, on Monday, Nov.
14, at 7 p.m.
Mrs. Haley presented a
program on "Thanksgiving.”
Fay Johnston, president, presided. Lounell
Carrol led the opening
prayer.
The women planned a
Christmas party on
Saturday, Dec. 3, at
Western Sizzlin, Murray.
Also the group will take
gifts and sing for the pa-

tients at Western State
Hospital on Dec. 4.
Caroling was planned
for Nov. 21 at 6 p.m. at
homes of the older church
members.
Refreshments were
served from a table
decorated in the
Thanksgiving theme.
Also present were
Dorothy Warren, Kenia
Blanchard, Anne Siress,
Sherri Riddle, LaDon
Haley, Launa Miller,
Margaret Griffith, Martha Crick and Charlene
Tyler.

Oaks Club golf winners listed

3M11.4-oey

r 93
No K511000 ,2

4M111-laia9 10 96
No 1451100011

Save Up To 2 97
14Kt. Gold Ball Earrings
•Beaufaui ,415! 3043 054 earrrngs

5M1111-ee9

13 94
No 1151100010

•Pet te Styling •Ayaeave
gold or srlvet, one •No
•I4eg 21 72

Save 269
Ladies "Colorama",.
Digital Quartz Watch
•sim, metal band will
assorteo color dials
eFour lunclon-hour
rrvnutes dale & secktd$11
eNo 63117 eFleg 13 ,0

avaoatsle r 3 .1441.3

641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
•

Ladies "Mini"
LCD Quartz Watch

*Great selectron each has
quartz r.me-heepolg accuracy
and "eve, needs Al 1 ndong
•Riog 44 96

•,410 004 1140 cvcr,

•

Save 4 35

Save 8 02
Ladies Helbros
Quartz Watches

yrAmmars airman= moor...sow leasiele.4•ear 0111.1•0111/ he.
•••••Ii•••••••
tSS
onini al••••••• •••• n
e.v.••• 0,11114.0 ••••••Mal Own.
,
or ••••Baso
ilione•I Kr VW noircnost••• le De me,- --201tree.74
•••••••• •4 •••• •ou •fon. Awn. a 00.11.111faki

•••••••• •••••
Ce

Prices Good Thru 11/7/83
1,1

5•01., f•sr Los% •

Wel 'V.V.

Sr

Meow& •41 w

•

e ••••• •.••••••

••••• NEM

,I, I P'A • Wit
Sells'

•

Carolyn Caldwell has
released the information
concerning the Ladies
Golf Awards Banquet at
the Oaks Country Club as
follows:
Club Championship
Tournament '
Championship fliat Carolyn Caldwell; First
flight — Grace James;
Second flight — Sue
Lamb; Third flight — Lee
Christenberry.
, Spring Tournament:
Championship flight —

Carolyn Caldwell; First
flight — Jennifer Crouse;
Second flight — Vicki
Oliver; Third flight —
Shelba Barnett; Fourth
flight — Mary Wells.
Most Improved Golfer
for, 1983 — Essie
Caldwell.
Match Play Tournament:
Championship flight —
Wanda Brown; First
flight — Jeanie Morgan;
Second flight — Jennifer
Crouse; Third flight -Sally Ann Sawyer.

•
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1,,,

lips; • Wok-Mort Soils tot loss • Wa4-Mcal Soils

tOr

LOSS •WoL4Aort Soils fo. Lass •Wal-Mart
ens hsr
'

Loss• WoLassort Sods Sour Lass •W,4 more StIlths hit UPS. • orsaass
o. yrs..

Lasa.

Solis for Loss •Wol-Mon Sails for Lass • WoA4Aos
,Solis eqs

WAL- MART MIDNIGHT

Hwy.641 N. Central Center
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. Noon-6
Prices Good Only Friday Nov. 25

IN
MURRAY

S
A
L
E
\\‘.
Crest Toothpaste
8.2 oz.
Limit 1 Per Family
reg. 1.78

a
Presto Popcorn Now Plus
Hot Air Popcorn Popper
#04820
Reg. 17.43

PRESTO'

7 P.M.-8 P.M.
Bath Towels
Asst. Colors
Big Thirsty Size
Reg. 2.50

2/3.00

Open til
Midnight
Friday
Nov. 25th
Specials
Every
Hour
From 6 P.M.
to Midnight

Limit 2 Per Family

Conair Clean Ai
Machine
Model El
Reg. 11.34

Limit 1 Per Family

7 P.M.-8 P.M.

Limit 1 Per Family

6 P.M.-7 P.M.

Red Light Specials Every 15 Minutes:
Red Light Specials To Include:
Candles, Film, Gift Wrap, Candy,
Cookware Sets, Glassware Sets,
Dolls, Blankets, Christmas Decorations and Much Much More!

5
Emerson
Swingmate
Dukes of Hazard
or Knight Rider Power
Cycle

Model PH378
Reg. 17.93

13.88

Reg. 23.86

Limit 1 Per Family

Limit 1 Per Family

Icicles
18" 1000 Ct.
Reg. 25t

pen at 8 A.M
Friday.

Wal-Mart
Bathroom Tissue

BATAri6rolvin'

58c
Reg.83f

TISSUE

Limit 1 Per Family

10C

Limit 2 Per Family

e.

Sunbeam
Cp Electric Frypan
Buffet Style With Non-Stick
Cooking Surface
Model #07446
Reg. 17.87

Limit 2 Per Family

13.33
Limit 1 Per Family

11 oz. and 8 oz. Reg. 3.74

Unisonic Pushbutton
Phone
#6012X

Reg. 9.96

Limit 1 Per Family

Queen Anne's Best Trio of Treats
Boxed Chocolates Real Milk
Chocolate & Dark Chocolate

Limit 1 Per Family

MasterCard

F
W AL-MAIIT S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POUC
—tt oo,,wtrliton to hove every .
- riverbed 4;em stock Honever.•
4 owe to any untofeseen easo o aavert.sed ,toot
ttOt aroliattbb• far our chas• w Man oral .S.Suil
a Ran Check on
tequitS1 tot tTO rnerchanckse to tie purchased 41 Um %No once whenate, avaaabio
0,
soa ou a wider;Kiri at a
cOmOarable ,educhon
Once W• rOStitt-ve th•
rI re Nrro Quart.tte1
1 • Wet-NOR &ON lietr Lang • Woliskors Soils lot Levi
•WoL444/20 Solis for Len •W144111Ort Sethi kW LISS • Wol-Momrs Solis So. Lass •wet.asa.. sot. Nee Lass • WIN-IYANO Solis *so CASS
a w e,Am ara

WALMART

Ups,• VI.1.4010 Sol s

1E
.• Las• •WoLlhAcv. Swats ter Links • lit
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sunday school lesson
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Blazers

Bras

25°/0

20°/0

OFF

To

20%

OFF

Sweaters

50%

OFF

Dresses

$1

41

OFF

Blouses

20% 30% OFF
To

Poly & Wool

Pants

499

of our
Murray Store
2nd Anniversary Sale *
for Cape Girodeau

999

Lingerie

Selected Groups

25% 30%

OFF

OFF

Jeans

Velvet & Corduroy

Co-ordinates

$1

/
200/0

2
4 /0 OFF
1
/
!

20°/

Price
Sale

Buy The First Item At Reg.
Price And Get the 2nd Item of
Equal Or Less Value at
Price.

*A ndersons
'Calvin Klein Formal
*Chants
Wear
•Cotier
Rental
•Jordache
Service

0 OFF

Register For "FREE" Microwave Oven
Drawing Dec. 24th No Purchase Necessary

The Latest
In
Young Men's
Fashions!

The First Impression
753- Chestnut Hills
5101 Shopping Center
IPL

ties — penetration,
purification and preservation. Salt exists for
others and it does its
work gradually, silently
and inconspicuously.
The goodly life of some
Christian has had much
to do with bringing the
unsaved into a saving
knowledge of Christ.
Christ also referred to
Christians as "the light of
the world."
The believer has the
glorious privilege of
reflecting the true Light
(Jesus Christ) to the
world. He is expected to
shine freely, fully and
conspicuously, without
any thought of selfish
display. Light never
shouts about itself; it just
shines.
Matthew 28:18-20
In the Great Commission Christ gave explicit
instructions as to what He
expected of His followers.
1. Christ's power was
announced. Matthew
28:18.
Quietly, but without

SPECI ALI

Stadium
Coats
$3988
Orig. to $79. Quilted designs for
lightweight wormeth. New designs,
hoods, reversibles. 5-15, 6-18, S-M-1.XL

Full-length
Quilted
Coats
$4988

Corduroy
Blazers
$1988

Orig. to $92. Long, warm coats for cold
weather. Poplin and corduroy. Fashion
colors. 6-18, S-M-L-XL.

Orig. $49. Repeating a sell-out! Butterysoft cotton corduroy. Fully lined. Camel,
Grey, Wine, Navy. 5-15, 6-16. Thruunday Only.

•
hesitation or reservation, thoughts, words and
Christ announced that to deeds, and receive their
Him had been given all rewards for their Chrisauthority over the entire tian service, Paul adcreation. In the light of minished Timothy to
His great claim of "preach the Word" with
unlimited authority, earnestness and constanChristians need not be cy, reproving, rebuking
troubled by what they and exhorting those who
may encounter.
would need sound
2. Christ's program teaching.
was advanced. Matthew
H Corinthians 5:18-21
28:19.
To His children, whom
Christ's program of Christ reconciled to God
making disciples and through His death on the
teaching them is our task cross, God has commitfor life, is universal in its ted the gospel or "the
scope, individual in its word of reconciliation."
appeal, practical in its It is wonderful that He
purpose, and personal in has entrusted us with the
its obligation. Proclaim- glorious message of
ing the gospel of Christ to reconciliation.
the unsaved everywhere
Only dedicated, faithful
is the greatest task which and zealous Christians
our Lord has committed can be effective amto us.
bassadors for Christ as
3. Christ's presence they personally deliver
was assured. Matthew the gospel message to the
28:20.
unsaved and offer salvaOur enjoyment of tion to them on the terms
Christ's presence is con- of repentance toward God
ditioned upon our ad- and genuine faith in the
vancement of His pro- Saviour.
gram. His presence with
Three tremendous
us guarantees constant wonders are set forth in
companionship, fullness verse 21, namely, the
of joy, sufficiency in trial sinless Saviour — Christ
and comfort in sorrow.
Jesus, a substitutionary
II Timothy 4:1-2
sacrifice — Christ taking
Due to the certainty upon Himself the penalty
that all believers will for the sins of men, and a
stand before the judg- saved sinner — Christ
ment seat of Christ, give having brought him into
an account of their right relationship with
God.
1111 hOT 0,1114 24 NOURIP
BUT WI ARK YST WIST TW.
=TAUS WARIMOUSI
MOO U.S.A.079111 WITH
FOOD 4-.LJISS

Batters must
make fast
decisions

PARK, Md. (AP) —
From the time an 85 mph
fastball leaves the pitcher's hand to the time it
reaches home plate, a
baseball player has less
Lb
than half a second to
decide whether or not to
swing, says a University
of Maryland physics professor.
By moving all the way
back in the batter's bet, a
hitter gains an extra .002
WALMART111401014NO coax'
of decisionsecond
miodaaou.*1111.1111U2 — PALS
making time.
:enter Cut Slab Sliced

Bacon
$138

WAREHOUSE

FOODS

4•1•Rr+.0

Black & Decker'
Car Care Values

Look at these specials...
We believe you'll agree —

LAJ

4

'I - MAR.

..1 OFF
Coats Already Reduce
Not Included

truth. He is to witness by
his life and with his lips.
Matthew 5:13-16
Christ likened Christians to salt. Salt has
three outstanding proper-

- W1•3*M
d'IllaM

Active Wear 2 Pc. Suits

Every Christian is
obligated and rightly expected to be a faithful
witness for Christ, telling
others of His love and
bearing testimony to His

co

MiRTWEITI:12

Coats
1/,

GWEN'S

D. •

Shop Early Some Of These Items
Will Go Back To eaular Price

God's witnessing people

• k.
:0111IIIMV

After Thanksgiving Sale

0

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

13.88 Women's Knit, Reg. $19
15.88 Women's Driving, Reg. $22
19.88 Women's Lined, Reg. $26

Button-down
Oxford Shirts
$788

There has never
been a sale
like this!

t.AN Ul

ISOTONER GLOVES

Orig. $15. New shipment dark colors:
Navy, Kelly, Red, Brown, Khaki, plus
White, Blue, Pink, Yellow, Lilac. 5-13, 616. Thru Sunday Only.

19.50 Men's Driving, Reg. $24
22.50 Men's Lined, Reg. $28

Cash, Charge, or
Layaway for Christmas

Workwheer Power Stripper And Sander
• For wide variety of material removal,finishing
• 2 speeds, trigger switch for continuous use
• Includes flap wheel,sandpaper, refills, more.

OLYMPIC PLAZA IN MURRAY
Shop Daily 10-9, Sunday 1-5

licruted Quantities available

um we Mil NO

ers

em um

los

SPECI ALI

Orig. to $105. Wool and wool blend dress
coats in classic styles. 5-15, 6-16.

Fashion
Sweaters
$1388
Orig. to $25. Hearts, Rainbows, Cardigans, Stripes, Cables, more! Tremendous selection. S-M-1.

Reg. $149. Supple leather beautifully
tailored in burgundy wine. 5-15, 6-18. 515-, 6-18.

Lui
Workwheeind Power Stripper And Sander Kit
• For removallinish work; flat, curved surface
• Includes motInting bracket,flap wheel, sandpaper, polishing bonnet, medium wire brush
'Limited Quonithes available

Open Daily 10-10, Sunday 12-7

•

ARMAN KA •D•R

Full-length
Wool Coats
$69

Leather
Blazers
and
Designer
Jackets
$99
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HARMAN KARDON

EPI

ALTE

MARANTZ

SANYO

NEC

GUSDORF

OSULIVAN

MAJESTIC

i]FISHEIC

Sounds
Like
Christmas
SYSTEM 550

SANSUI

DBX

TURNTABLE

25 Watts per chonnel
minimum RMS power
into 8 ohms,from
20Hz-20kHz, with no
more than 0.2% THD
with EQ and digital
tuner and presets

• Low-Mass Tonearm
• Semi-Automatic Belt Drive
• With ADC Cartridge

SYSTEM P1110

Five-Year
Warranty
Eight Inch
Two Way

$37900

RAM

SALE

SANSUI

SANYO•

FISHER

1A310
50 Wen Per Chanel Stereo ineenned Amplifier
wooi 5-flond Graphic Eproltzer And Tenn 5.Seeman LED Power (Mart Nylon

E $99800

MUST SEE & NEAR
TIM SYSTEM TO
IMRE AT ONLY

YOU

itsso
AM/FM Steas Synthesizer Timer Wits, LED Sera
Sinner Manner, 12-Station Preset Tuner
Memory And OWI-In Antenna
50250
Stereo Calvet, Doti VAth Dolby I ond Dolby C
None Redaction, Metal Tape Cepeality, Soh
Teach Transport Controls And Twin 9-Sognent LED
Yu Meters
TP22111104
SeereAut000tic Salt Drim Tormade With
Aufteirank Ana Rehm And Damped Cone
Madonna.
5.3530
Andel 3.Teney *Poker System. loch With A
10" Woofer A 5" Midllospe A 3 Dome
Tweeter And Iternovobie Gran Cloths Dimensions
23 112' H.14 3/8 'W.I0' 0
AF420
halo Cannel With Sarnuetted Wood Gran Trion
Includes Adarsteekt Bolves Rarest Storage
Racks Easy-Rat Casters Tempered Gloss Door
Pad Kneed TienteMe Dust Cover.

SYSTEM 4000111
This is it! A 100-watt per channel Fisher system that delivers unbelievable sound'
The system includes a powerful amplifier, quartz synthesized tuner, direct drive
turntable, cassette deck with Dolby* and a pair of Fisher 3-way speakers A
beautiful component cabinet with a gloss lift top and full length gloss door is also
included!

l•

10CW
1-SERIES

3-Way 8"
with
Dome Tweeter
High Resolution
Network, and
In-Line
Driver Array

2-Way 6/12"
with Dome Tweeter,
High Resolution
Network
BSR-123B

Semi Automatic
Belt Drive Turntable

Reg. $169"

12" 3-WAY
SPEAKER
SYSTEM

SALE

3-Way 10"
with Dome Tweeter
High Resolution
Network, and
In-Line Driver
Array

hk330: 20x20 Receiver With
High Current Capability
harmanikardon
SYSTEM PRICE

*FISHER
100 Watts Per Channel
minimum RMS power into
8 ohms,from 2011:-20kHz with
no more than 0.05% THD.
Digital Tuner Presets and
Scan, Built In EQ.

0
harmanIkardon
T 20
Semi Automatic
Belt Drive

LOUD SPEAKERS

LOJu

Each

3-Way 10"
Passive Radiater
Dome Tweeter,
High Resolution
work and
Aerrtay
N
In-Line Driver

$24995

• High Current
Capability
• Low Negative
Feedback
• Low TIM
• Discreet Circuitry
Cornponentry
• Digital Readout

SYSTEM PRICE

0 0 DO 0

Dolby B and DBX
Soft Touch Transport Control
Record Mute
8 Dot LED Meters
3 Step Bias Control

LED, Stereo Meter
Dolby B
8 Dot LED Bar Meter
Record Mute
Anto MPX Filter

30 Watts per channel into 4 ohms,
minimum continuous power output
from 20Hz, with no more than 0.09% THD.
• Gold Plated Input/Output Jacks
• Video Ready
• 16 Station Preset Memory
• Boss, Midrange, and Treble
Controls
• Auto Scan Tuning
• PSI Digital Synthesized Tuner
with Pilot Canceller
• Tape Monitor
• Provisions for Two Pair of
Speakers

hkCD191 Ultrawideband
Cassette Deck With Dolby B Si C

HK490:Insert

MARANTZ
SR520 RECEIVER

s DTI 00_0 OD

P0-20 Direct Drive turntable with 185
ADC Cartridge.
5) GX51 Stand with casters and gloss
door.
6.) 5-730 10'' 3 way loudspeakers,
.1

'139"

Reg. $299"
SALE

Hi 1
Reg. $498"

1.) AUD33 Int. Amp, 50 watts/channel at
.004% THD.
2) TU533 Tuner, 1.85UU sensitivity.
31 0-370 Cassette Recorder Dolby B, C.
real time tape counter and full logic
controls,

MT273C8 Studio Standard Sern, Automatic
Direct Drive Turntable
CR 1258 Studio Standard Stereo Cassette Deck
051713 Studio Standard 3 Way Speaker Systems
• I2• high elficiency woofer • 5- ^,40^9.
wide dispersion tweeter
driver •
RAS45 Ca...corer,' Cabinet

CABBOO Studio Standord Integrated
Stereo Arnplit ter
• 100 Watts per channel rnonornurn RMS power m
to 8 ohms, horn 4014z,20kHz, wIth no more
than 0.09% THD
FM.6608 Studio SlarK1OrCI QUOM PIL ejsuErin
Symhesized Tuner

Long Run Audio is offering a fantastic bargain on the
following Sansui Components.

0

0 0

ff013

0011 C

SALE
Compact Size
Strobe Display
Adjustable Anti-Skate
Straight Tone Arm and
Low Moss Head Shell

• 2 Reih-in Condenser Microphones
• 5-Seog• LED VU Meter • Yorieble
Monitor System • Artansfic Lmal
Control $9995

FTV98
Hi Power, Automatic Music
Select System, Metal Tape,
Full Auto Reverse, Fader Control

ONLY

SANYO•

High Power AM/FM Stereo Cassette
Player With Dolby And AMSS

Built-In High Power
Amplifier
•Automatic Music Select
System (AMSS)
D Full Auto Reverse
O Dolby Noise Reductioo
O FM Optimizer

129

Reg. $199's

SALE $11995

PADUCAH
Lone Oak Village
Phone: 554-0028

UXDUI C9u

MURRAY

Buy 6 tapes at our
low price of $2.56
each and get a
factory rebate of

Olympic Plaza
Phone: 759-1851

OPEN:

89

NET PRICE $1
AFTER REBATE

MON,-SAT. 9-7
SUN. 1-5
ALTEC

Wage

SANYO

TEAC - MIX

SANSUI - MflESTIC

SONY

OSULIVAN - GUSDORF

BSR

FISHER

SHURE

KOSS -

B
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observations

CEMETERIES AND YOU

Where were you when Kennedy was shot?

By
Charles B.
Bell
CEMETERY
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED

Q. Do you believe in cremation?
A. It doesn't matter what I believe, it's what a family
wants. I, like a lot of people, am not psychologically
attuned to the fact that a person is a body one day and ashes
In a box the next day. It really isn't fair to me to express it
that way because I firmly believe in a family having what
they
Statistically speaking over 10% of all people who
die in this country are cremated. This is due primarily to
the West Coast where a great number of people are
cremated. Of course, Great Britian, which is comprised of
England, Scotland and Wales is only about 700 miles long
and 300 miles wide. I think those figures are correct and I
think the population is around 33 million, so you see they
have very little room for burial. In fact, in ground burials
they put 6 caskets in one grave, o .,r-tØ of the other.
They can put in another casket if
one has been in
the ground for 10 years.
Since they aren't starting any cemeteries anymore,
cremation will become more popular but it will be some
time before it is accepted. We are used to accepted methods
of honoring our dead. Cremation is an acceptable method
but sometimes creates a bad psychological effect because
of the burning of a body.
Q. What are the costs?
A. If you
the body viewed, as most people do, then
the body is embalmed and laid out in a casket. The body is
generally taken to Nashville and cremated. It is brought
back in some type of container. In larger cities, people
purchase urns (the receptacle for cremains I and then
purchase a niche. This is the place where the urn is stored.
Niches are chambers in a wall which are generally part of a
mausoleum. It can be expensive or a family can dispose of
the cremains and not have an urn or a place for the urn.
They also can bury crernairLs so that they not only are
disposed of, the grave can be marked some way. Most
people prefer to honor the cremains with some type of
marker.
Cremains is not necessarily cheaper although some day
it will probably be more practical. Social customs change
very slowly when it comes down to how we provide for the
remains of our loved ones.

wish.

The papers, radio and
T.V. are filled with
tragedy of John F. Kennedy's assassination 20
years ago. Questions —
"Where were you when
you heard the news of his
death," I well remember
being at my desk in the
high school liurary that
day when Johnny
Quertermous (now Dr.
John R.) came in from
his lunch hour and said,
"President Kennedy has
been shot." Because he is
always teasing, I questioned him. And he explained that he heard it
on the radio while at
home. Quickly he return-

ed home to get his radio
for our use in the library.
The remainder of the
afternoon was spent
listening to the news that
included the formal announcement of his death,
the installation of Vice
President Johnson to the
presidency, the description of the tragedy, the
behavior and dress of
Jackie. Tears came in the
eyes of our students,
especially when the news
told that Jackie had
removed her wedding
ring and placed it on her
husband's finger. There
was no more work done
that afternoon in the

wish

library.
News this week stated
that Jackie is employed
with a publishing company; Caroline has her
own apartment and has
graduated from Radcliff;
John, Jr. is a recent
graduate of Brown
University.
• • •
The story
of a cantelope
You remember the
parable of the -Sower
who went forth" in the Bible? The part that included, "Some seeds fell
among the rocky
grounds," was
demonstrated in my

walkway this past
season. About the time
the drougth was over, I
found a cantelope vine
growing for a pea-gravel
walk on the west side of
the carport — a place kinds out of the way. To my
amazement, the plant
had three vines running
from the main stalk and
each vine had well
developed cantelope —
not ripe but on the way to
being full grown. Where
the seed came from is
unknown. But I do know
that it had endured the
hardships of no rain, no
cultivation, no fertilizer,
no care, yet it produced

fruit. When frost warnings came, I plucked tha
largest one — and my
how it clung to the mother
vine — brought it in and
left it in the west window
a few days. Then I cut it,
found it to be delicious.
For planting next spring,
I have saved the seed to
see what the second
generation will be.
There's a lesson to be
considered from that
cantelope plant.

widows and orphans —
Thanks to Randolph
Story and his father,
Festus, Lt. Col. D.Y.
Dunn, and Walter Conner, I have been supplied
with some of the goodies
from their gardens —
ripe and green tomatoes
(I love fried green
tomatoes) turnip greens
and other specials.
.• •
Magazine Club
hears Marjorie Major
• • •
The Magazine Club met
Friends remember
in the home of Mrs.
a widow
Henry McKenzie last
Another Biblical il- week. Mrs. C.C. Lowry
lustration, maybe, is that (Betty) gave devotion
of remembering the that members said
beautiful and inspirational. Mrs. William
(Marjorie) Major's well
presented a story of
Thanksgiving outlined
the way other nations
observed Thanksgiving
— not for the reason our
country does — but for
other blessings. The talk
ended with the following:
A Good Thanksgiving
By Marian Douglas
Said old Gentleman Gay,
"On a Thanksgiving Day,
if you want a good time,
Give something away."
So he sent a fat turkey to
Shoemaker Price, And
the shoemaker said,
"Whey a big bird. How
nice! And, since a good
dinner's before me, I
ought to give Widow Lee
CHOOSE FROM THE MOST
th small chicken I
BEAUTIFUL AND COMPLETE
bought."
SELECTION IN KENTUCKY AND
"This fine chicken, I
THE UPPER SOUTH
see," said the pleased
Widow Lee, "And the
ALL PRICES MARKED AT:
kindness that sent it, how
precious to me! I would
like to make someone as
happy as I — I'll give
Washwoman Biddy my
big pumicin pie."
"And Oh, sure!" Biddy
said, "Tis the queen of
all pies! Just to look at its
yellow face gladdens my
eyes! Now it's my turn, I
think, and a sweet ginger
cake for the motherless
9Calwate, c_Stainfess.,
Finnigan children, I'll
bake."
cSifuet flpfatz,
"A sweet cake, all our
own! 'Tis to good to lib
ati..4ntal Otnamzrzts,
true!" said th Finnegan
aln.a add etylitti74B114.31,41
0:ilift
Children, RoA; Denny
Grande
and Hugh: "It smells
Baroque
GORHAM
REED & BARTON
TOWLE
sweet of spice, and w'll
KIRK/ STEIF
WALLACE
carry a slice to poor little
INTERNATIONAL
lame Jake, who has
nothing tha's nice."
"Oh, I thank you!" said
Atm 4ffitieiaixd Tout Batiniii OtrEt 74,f Ast
little lame Jake, "Oh,
what a beautiful,
You go Coraz &try
91:UE TEati ognd guff&(
beautiful, beautiful cake!
&Lon.
(1/ety
9os az
And Oh, such a big slice!
I will save all the crumbs,
and will give'm to each
little sparrow tha
comes!"
And the sparrows they
tettered as if they would
say, Like old Gentleman
Gay, "On Thanksgiving
Day If you want a good
P.O. Box 7844 • 208 Lone Oak Rd., Poducob • 502-443-3099
time, then give
something away!"

was

Could cqflowl.

Q. What changes do you foresee in the cemetery
Industry?
A. Changes are slow, but changes are taking place.
Mausoleums are increasing in popularity, particularly in
larger cities. People are becoming more educated
regarding these matters. In a Mausoleum, the body is
placed in a clean, dry chamber and that is an influencing
factor. Also, the cost is about the same as ground burial
The cost and the time involved before a cemetery becomes
well established, seems to have stopped any cemeteries
from being started. The investment is too large for the
return.
Cremation will have to be used much more, somewhere
down the line. We could build more Mausoleums, thus
saving space, but the cost is too high. We have another
building we are going to build as soon as possible, and we're
going to put a chapel in between the two building. After
that, we probably won't build anymore. We'll only have 72
building.
pair to sell in the

• 2piecesof fish fillet
creamy cole slaw -crisp french fries
2 Southern- style hush puppies

I•

Captain IVs.

new

seafood & hamburgers
yois like

Our Special Which Is Buy One
Space And Get One Free
Is Still Runni

12th and Olive
753-9383
Murray Only

After Thanksgiving Sale

Vietedint
iv4
g4z ryzat
ofOift

No Layaways Please! Everything Must Go!

(We

Priscilla
Curtains
Entire Stock

Bat

Comforters
All Sizes

Mattress
Pads
All Sizes

10% Off 20% off 10% off
Discount Price

Discount Price

Discount Price

HOUSE of SILVER

•

•

•

Continued on page 11-A

Drapes
Entire Stock

10% off
Discount Price

MICROWAVE
iffinimmouniumn
2 DAYS ONLY

Shower
Curtains
and
Accessories

GALE

Friday, Nov. 25 & Saturday, Not. 26
These Prices Will Never Be This Low Again

10% off
Discount Price

Bedspreads

Sheets

Vita& Chef.

Mini-Blinds

Cooks by time or temperature
even when you're not at home

$389

Magic Chef. —
Cooks to exact temperature,then keeps
food warm until you're ready to eat.

$369

Al! Sizes

$299

Gives you a variety oat heat levels
and exact temperature cooking

a -------

10% off 0% off

(New Shipment)

Discount Price

Discount Price

1•060. JET206

*Magic Chef.
Saves valuable

counterspace.

$199
ELECTRONIC
TOUCH CONTROLS

139 & up
Now on Sate!

5-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY•
ON THIS OE MICROWAVE
WITH ELECTRONIC
TOUCH CONTROLS

$329

Register For A Free Magic Chef
Counter Saver Microwave — $699 Value
Free Country Ham for each $250 Microwave
Purchase
Fri. El A.M.-8 P.M.
Sat. 8 AM.-S P.M.

Hwy 641 N.
Murray c,

•141.

ar.

75..t:4478;

44.
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Department investigates disclosure of secret recommendations

WASHINGTON(AP) —
The Justice Department
is investigating, on President Reagan's orders, the
disclosure of secret
recommendations made
two months ago that the
United States increase its
military operation in
Lebanon, a government
source says.
The source said that the
FBI has questioned White
House and foreign policy
officials about the
disclosure.
According to another
source, Robert C.
McFarlane, Reagan's
special Middle East envoy at the time and now
his assistant for national
security affairs, had
made the military recommendations and complained that their subsequent public disclosure

endangered his life. He
was in the Middle East at
the time.
Detail of the secret investigation were tightly
held and even the fact
that it was taking place
was considered
classified.
Several senior White
House officials refused to
discuss it at all and
sources who said
anything about it spoke
on the condition that they
not be further identified.
At the Justice Department, spokesman Tom
DeCair said "We don't
comment on investigations."
The Washington Post,
in today's editions, said
senior administration officials interviewed by the
FBI included former national security adviser

Observations...
Continued from page 10-A
A teacher
on the bus
In today's bus strikes,
there still rides a few —
like this teache of first
graders. She saw a man
sitting across the aisle
from her. He looked
familiar She smiled at
him. He gentlemanly
responded. Thinking that

he did not recognize her,
she made another attepmt to arouse his interest. Again no respponse. Sensing that she
had nade a mistake, she
said to him, "Pardon me
for smiling at you so
familiarly, I thought
when I entered the bus
that you were the father
of two of my children."

and now Interior
Secretary William C.
Clark, White House Chief
of James A. Baker III,
Defense Secretary
Caspar W. Weinberger,
Secretary of State George
P. Shultz and CIA Director William J. Casey.
The investigation was
said to have begun shortly after stories appeared
in network television
broadcasts, newspapers
and on wire services that
McFarlane had recommended the use of U.S.
artillery and airpovaer in
Lebanon.
That recommendation
was said to have been
discussed at a National
Security Council meeting
in the White House Situation Room on Saturday,
Sept. 11.
The Post said Clark
complained to Reagan
about the leaks the
following Monday morning, Sept. 13, and that
Reagan, also angry,
assembled his senior advisers to discuss the
situation.
According to the Post
account, they discussed
the wording of a letter to
be sent by Reagan to Attorney General William
French Smith requesting
a formal investigation.
At the time McFarlane

was making his proposals formation, will subject
More recently, the ad- Jordan strike force to res- was unable to survivi
about Lebanon, firing them to lifetime cen- ministration quietly pond to Mideast public scrutiny that grew:
from Druse Moslem sorship.
shelved plans for a U.S.- emergencies because it out of leaks.
militia positions around
Beirut had killed several
4
Marines who were part of
RI NOT OMEN 24 HOURS
4
the multinational
4
BUT WI ARII YET Will TN.
4
peacekeeping force in
4
ROOD U.S.A.STORb • WIT11
Lebanon. This was six
weeks before a suicide
FOOD 4--111111
bomb attack killed 239
Marines at their Beirut
headquarters.
Since taking office
Reagan has acted to
Closed
reduce leaks to reporters,
particularly of items
dealing with national
security. Last March, he
Lb
issued a directive sharply
expanding the government's ability to use lie
detectors to investigate
leaks. It requires
Each
thousands of government
workers to sign secrecy
NtAUMIANT SHOPPING CNIll
agreements which, in the MINIAAL
Each
WILLS RD...PAPUA
case of the most secret in-

Beef
Patty Mix

78c

A

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear

44% unc.
29 +3
/
4
64% +44
27 -%
53 +1
/
2
641
/
2 -1%
151
/
2 -114
60%+¼
76% -%
3644-44
31 -1%
33% -1-3
,a

Flippens will be closed Nov. 24 & 25 Thursday &
Friday, For Thanksgiving but will be open Saturday
for the Busiest Shopping Day of the Year — Get
your complete shopping list filled with us!
10 Lb. Can
Blue Ribbon

S 1 With
49
Garlic Bread
Salad 59. Extra

lasfdP

•Holiday Wreaths
*Fruit Baskets

99 Special For Kids
Wednesday I I AM I OPM

Gulf Oil
IBM
Jerico
J.C. Penney
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosrn
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau
A.L. Williams

43/
1
2unc.
120/
1
2 -2/
1
2
18% -3
/
4
60 -1
42 unc.
38% -/
1
4
16% unc.
43 -1
/
2
591
/
2 +1
41-%
3644 +44
34 +%
44 -2/8
2044+44
19% unc.
14 unc.

C.E.F. Yield

*Candies
*Jams & Jellies
*Pure Honey
*Sorghum Molasses

Popcorn $475

free Refills On Drinks

Dining Only

Stock market
-5.39

AK
IS

Italian Spaghetti
Special

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

Industrial Average

Navel Oranges 30C
Texas Oranges 25c
Tangerines Ruby Red
1 5` Each Grapefruit 30C
Fresh Pineapple Small 89c Large $1 25

e

04li

For Your Personal

SAVE' SAW' SAVE

A VF 54 VF SAVE
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

)14

Barn

TEXAS CITRUS

WAREHMT,
FOODS

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Prices furnishes by First of
Michigan.

753-8214
Mon-Sot
9-fillbilly

408 N.
12th
&and°

506N. 12th Murray. Ky. Olympic Plaza

733 2380

Or Organizational Needs

SAVE

AV

Safe-T Discount Pharmacy

grow,"iitiii7ffr7ce'-'"`
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

91

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS

MUNICIPAL BONDS

MUTUAL FUNDS

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

$

753-7733
F.
•

Colgate

The personal computer
system with something
for everyone.

Olympic Plaza
Murray

Computer

flexible
`ouchless"
bandages

the
regular
price I
11381)
4,
of
develop' MFP FLUORIDE TOOTHPASTE
MAXIMUM RUORIDE PROTECTION BY A TOOTHPASTE
and 11^1 15* OFF
print I GREAT
REGULAR
roll / FLAVOR
orders I
for I
all 110, 126, Disc and Mark 35. I

Bring
your
family
together
with
Franklin's
Family Pack:
Thorobred
Computers

OFF

00

Games, home finance software, and more.
Franklin's Family Pack includes:
•ACE 1000 Plus personal computer with
disk dnve
•Time Is Money' home finance software
•Snack Attack and Fnegds- 3-in-1 game
diskette
•Checkers- game diskette
•Joystick
Window"•
magazine on a disk
Mon toc
Not
•Franklin BASIC
Included
manual

olgate!

Expires

I quality share at
'
an oconorny

instant
shave

Alka Seltzer

at

AlkaSeltzer

$1 99

'1495

36 Tablets
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Plus
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DURACELL

AA4 Pack

Duracell
$209

MAR-KEL
L1GHTING's

$1 89

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Wishes you a very happy
Thanksgiving and offers you a special

CePaCol
Mouthwash/Gargle

THANKSGIVING SALE

epaco_

15% OFF

$IL
0 REFUND CERTIFICATE

Our Regular Wholesale Prices
on Storevvide Merchandise

Send to PANADOL $1.00 REFUND

toya.vay and GIN Ce,,,Vcate% Availoblr
SALE ENDS W(D. NOV 30th
tali:way V.Ilage Shopping Center
Part% Tenn
KO way 79 East
Phone 642 8147
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Movie palaces of yesteryear being reborn for Broadway shows
(EDITOR'S NOTE —
Ah, the movie palaces of
old. They were stately
pleasure domes, decreed
by big screens and
suspended disbelief.
Gone now, with the wind.
But wait. An imaginative
cavalry of dreamers may
yet come to the rescue of
the old houses.)
• • •
By JOHN BARBOUR
AP Newsfeatures Writer
The images drift in the
back of the mind, hazy,
half-forgotten, of sweep-

ing staircases and yellowlit chandehers, golden
domes defended by gilt
lions, gargoyles, floors of
Oriental carpeted
designs, pillars of looklike marble, vast rooms
furnished with throne
chairs of blue velvet and
paintings of wistful
women.
Those were the extravagant pleasure
domes where the
American common men
and women became lords
and ladies for the night to

yield their imagination to
the spectacle of "Gone
With The Wind," the excitement of
"Stagecoach," or the
transcending thrill of
musicals like "Gold Diggers of 1933," and
"Singin' In The Rain."
Then, after World War
II came television, and
the gumstuck, butterstained theaters began to
molder. Some tried to
stay alive by beckoning
rock concerts, but that
futility only added marl-

juarui smoke to the other
indignities in the fastclosing mists.
But today — from
Aurora, Ill., to Atlanta,
from Columbus, Ohio, to
St. Louis — suddenly, it
seems, the house lights
are going up and the show
is going on. There is the
smell of old paint and the
rasp of the scrub brush.
There is new carpet and
rejuvenated marble.
The dream palaces of
yesteryear, unknown to
the latest generations of

in.
If the rewards are
uncertain, the dedication
is universal.
Mary Strauss, who took
over the job of restoring
the St. Louis Fox, says,
"We're going to try to
make it what it once was,
The Great White Way of
St. Louis, the theater,
shops and restaurants."
Her husband, Leon, has
restored three large
neighborhoods in St.
Louis. He told her 50
times that he wouldn't go

Americans, are being
reborn — but not for
movies. And not Broadway or Radio City Music
Hall.
It's Main Street,
U.S.A., and the fare is
ballet and opera, symphony and organ recital,
showcase stars and
traveling Broadway
shows. The glitter is back
— and theater rejuvenators are hoping
some of it will rub off on
the drab surroundings the
theaters find themselves

----wagiliNNE11116
1‘,

SUPER MARKET

m
Bathroom
Tissue

•

Blue Bonnet
Spread

Margarine

4 Roll Pkg. Save 70'

Save 1.59 2 Lb. Bowl

With $10
Parches* or
More Excluding
Miry end
Tnbocco Products

Corn Flakes
Flov-O-Rich

Chips

$109
85c

BeefStew

99c

Charles Waffle, Sour Cream, 8.8.Q$

$159

Hawaiian Red

Gal. Lightsave 38,

Milk

Buy One Get One FREE

Punch

46 oz. Save 14'

09

Save 20'

Win You Cherry

16 oz. Save 21'
Dry Idea Roll-On

Pie Filling

Anti-Perspirant

21 oz. Save 86c
Prairie Farm Pure Orange

Save 80' 1.5 oz. Reg. 2.99
Maximum Strength

Juice

Save 20'

Panadol

Armour Vienna

gal.

19
$
2

$229

Sausage
Hungry Jock

Fol er's Instant

Instant
Potatoes

coffee

16 oz. Box Save $1.65

Buy One Get One FREE
$

65

MEAT DEPT.

89c

Welch Grape

J

uice

12 oz. Sore 20'

uppers

Pdu

Fresh Lean

Soup

Family Pock
3 Lb. or More

loor 1 dili c

round Beef

MORES
FOODS

U.S.D.A. CHoice
T-Bone

Steak
$289

Green Giant Broccoli and Cheese

through with it. "I don't there was an elephant
do theaters. I do over the proscenium
neighborhoods," he said. arch. All of a sudden, one
Finally, she told him, day, we had a work light
"Look Leon, if you buy it, on and he was just beamI'll do it."
ing there in the light."
She spent some $2
Mary's inspiration was
million in a year, and the the Ohio Theater in Colwork isn't finished.
umbus. It is one of two
The St. Louis Fox was restored theaters around
one of some 4,000 grand the statehouse square,
theaters built in America the other being the
from 1910 to 1930, each Palace. They bring live
seating between 1,000 and entertainment at bargain
5,000 patrons. Some prices for a lot of people
originally offered a com- who can't afford New
bination of live entertain- York.
This year's bill at the
ment and movies, but in
the Golden Age of Ohio offers the Alvin
Hollywood, most con- Ailey ballet, traveling
companies of
verted entirely to film.
The first palace was a "Amadeus," "The
5,000-seat theater in Paris Pirates of Penzance,"
called the Hippodrome. "Pump Boys & DinetThe first in the United tes,'' and "MumStates was New York's menschanz." There are
Regent three years later showcases like Pat Carin 1913. The largest was roll as Gertrude Stein and
New York's Roxy,a 6,200- concerts by Al Hirt and
seat gargantua with six the Soviet Emigre Orbox offices, waiting room chestra.
Seats are as little as $4
for 2,000, a hospital with
two nurses and a radio and as high as 218.50.
From the Santa Barstation. It was called the
largest theater built since bara, Calif., Arlington
the fall of Rome. The ear- (the interior fashioned
ly theaters, including the after a Spanish village) to
Rosy, are no longer with the Paramount Arts
Center of Aurora, Ill.,
us.
Second only to the Roxy (built on an island), the
when it opened in 1929, refurbished theaters are
the Fabulous Fox of St. bringing all kinds of stage
Louis seated 5,060 people. fare to American auIt cost $6 million to build, diences at nortiinal
and had a twin in Detroit. prices.
In Richmond, Va., the
The Fabulous Fox closed
in 1978 until Mary and Virginia Center for the
Leon Strauss came to its Performing Arts is getting ready to rescue the
rescue.
It had a leaking roof for 2,100-seat Loew's Richsix years and dripping, mond. In Providence,
falling plaster from roof R.I., the Ocean State Perto basement. Soot forming Arts Center was
covered everything. All formerly the Loew's
of the fabric and curtains State, privately restored
had to be cleaned, and in 1976. In Portland, Ore.,
some of it restenciled. a local bond issue rescued
The 4,400 seats that still the Paramount Theater
existed were taken out, for the Portland Performgiven an acid bath and ing Arts Complex where
replaced. The Wurlitzer the 3,000 seat movie
organ with 4,000 pipes theater will be home for
the symphony orchetra.
was refurbished.
There is live entertainThe lobby recalls an ancient Buddhist ment at the Pantages in
monastery. The staircase Los Angeles and the Pittis flanked by lions and sburgh Loew's reopened
sea monsters. The main in 1971 as Heinz Hall, A.
auditorium is built to $10 million reconstruction
resemble a huge tent, owned by the Pittsburgh
dominated by a 2,000- Symphony Society. The
pound chandelier. The Carolina Theater is
style has Moorish, Egyp-. reborn in Winston-Salem.
tian, Babylonian, Indian In Cleveland, the State,
the Palace and Ohio
and Oriental themes.
The elaborate designs Theaters, dating from the
contain a thousand sur- 1920s, will join in a perprises. Says Mary forming arts center with
Strauss: "If you go a seating capacity larger
around and look at some than Washington's Kenof these crazy animals, I nedy Center or New
mean they are really York's Lincoln Center.
strange. Depending what
With local and federal
work light was on, I was funds, Tampa, Fla.,
constantly seeing new rescued its downtown
faces and new people and palace, the 1,500-seat
new animals. For a long Tampa Theater. The
time we didn't know that Capitol Theater in
Madison, Wis., with its
2,215-seat auditorium is
the center of a cultural
WIMI4102°PIM 24 HOURS
complex.
Add to the list
BLIT *I1 ANA UT *SST YU.
the Golden Gate Theater
aripTPIUI WARILI4OUSII
5000 WILL Inn • WIN
in San Francisco, the
Warner in Washington,
FOOD 4.1.1$111
the Al Ringling in
Baraboo, Wis.
The shows, almost all,
Cambells Tomato
make money, and the
theaters prosper.
The Fabulous Fox
celebrated its first anniversary in September,
steadily paying off its
debt and on a profitmaking course. In its first
year it had a million paid
guests for 283 performances, and even
brought back some old
movies for a series this
WALMART SHOPP11442 CNTII
summer, averaging 2,000
MINIMAL WILLA P.O — PANS
people per movie.

Green Giant Stuffed

DECORATE FOR THE HOLIDAYS
WITH IN-STOCK PAPER

$1 09

PRODUCE

II

lb.

Red
Field's

es
;WI,

Apples
omatoes
Mira Size Yellow

Chilli
Stick
$709

c

Red Delicious, Jonathon, Golden Delicious

0

3 Lb. Bog 77

59

C

b.

Field's Smoked Polish

New Arrivals Now Being Stocked

BARGAIN BIN
All Paper Discounted

WALLPAPER WALLPAPER
- HELLO HELLO

I

Let Betty Charles, Theresa help you
make your selection from our stock paper

lb.
Metzger Sliced Slob

79c Bacon

WALLPAPER

.11 ALLPAPER

3lb. bog

3041...Oak Rd.
_ Poised

9-6 Mon.-Set.
(51121534-1100

•

-
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Uncle Jeff's
Health And
Beauty Aids

IL4'ALIL/7.1.I.11/ l'Ir
""

Norelco Rototroct
Razor
Twin Action Retrectable Blades,
3 Routing Needs
Nine Settings, Pep Otrt Trimmer,
Flip Top Clean*
No. 1601 Sole

Tom Final Cost 1 49
Northern 1200 Watt
Pocket Pistol
Professional Hair Dryer
2 Heats, 2 Speeds $
No. 1859 Sole

795

Clairol 20 Instant
Hair Setter
Includes 20 Rollers Assorted Sizes
Lightweight, Camped Carrying Case
cLionm

Model C-20S Sale

Skin Bracer"
Speed Stick a

Mennen Gift Set
4 oz. Skin Bracer And
2.5 oz. Stick Deodorant
98
Sale$2
Scotch
Transparent Tape
1/2"x500"
No. 144

5 oz Box

Delagar
Dusting Powder

111

$1 39

Seib,

Crayola Crayons
Box of 64 Different Colors

CraYol
d
C•11•••01 WM4.C..

Sale$.1 69

._•_...j. ,

....LOLA

0•0
=
j

C-3
I

f-1
_rj ...1=
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••••
r amt. ma 1

P .1c
:
-
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Grand Award
Christm
-4.-as Card
,
The Wonder of Christmas
,v
Religious Cords With A.
-.
Scripture Text
Box of 16 No.915

4

3-Foot Flocked
Balsam Pine
Christmas Tree

c
9

Cleo 4-Roll
Christmas Gift Wrap
The Collection. Beautiful Holiday

Design

0

No. 41-001 Sale
4

6 Lb. Wood

Splitting
Maul

Norelco Rototract
Tripleheader Razor
Pop-Out Trimmer,
Twin Blade Shaving Action $
Flip-Top Cleaning,Sleek Design
No. 1602 Sale

Reg. 11.99

3599

'
14

$
89
9
•

••
•

M&M's
Chocolate Candies
Peanuts or
°P3411E"'"26 12 oz. BagPlaina. 49
Sole Your Choice •
ran rix
AM/FM LED
Clock Radio
With Hand Held Telephone
Radio Mutes When Phone
No. GPTCR I
mlesmRoary
iseglaFrorymZircakd p
-Up
For Clock. Last Number Re-Dial
Bob's "Bob-O-Pole"
Peppermint Stick
1 /1 2 lb. Peppermint Candy Stick
Boxed Individually

•
•
.

40 Pc.
1/4 and 3/8 Drive SAE
& Metric
Socket Set
Fully Guaranteed

$3695

$129

•-Atka Selt zer

LAlka Seltzer
Effervescent Pain
Reliever and Antacid
25 Tablets Sale
M lanta Antacid
Liquid 12 oz.
Tablets 100
1 1

$136
$179

Sole Your Choke

G.E. AM/FM"
Pushbutton Radio

sS

$
sof:

1/
4
/P.
0
.1
.11.•

Ladies Flannel

Gowns and
Pajamas

229

Sizes Small - X Large

G.E. 12"
Tough-Cast Cost Aluminum Pon
Dome Lid
Electric Skillet High
No.5K45CA5

3688

1.4

4
•

New Arrivals
Men's Corduroy

Levis®

Reg. 6.99

SRO()
‘ar

Reg. 7.99

ROO
‘0

1999

Men's Jersey

Rock Cote Non-Stick
Surface, Heavy Gouge Aluminum
For Fast, Even Heating.

•4

$A00
Reg. 5.99

Work Gloves

88c

G.E. Electric
Slicing Knife
Compoct, Lightweight, Well Balanced
Power Handle For Easy
Slicing. Stainless Steel Blocks

••
ma
•

Navy, Grey or
Off White
1
Waist Sizes 30-381

Boy's Socks
6 Pair In Pkg.

Special Selection
Ladies Knit Tops

39

Sizes 34-44

$588
Only
Reg. 8.49

3 Speed, Lightweight,
Compoct, Easy Grip Handle
Almond, White or Harvest
No. M24

Sale 512.95
Mil. Rebate 2.00

Ladies
Kangaroos

G.E. Electric
Can Opener

Tennis Shoes

Compact Size, Snap-Out

Cote, For Easy Cleaning
Almond, White or Harvest
No. ECI2

Lilac, White or Plum
Reg. 28.99

Sale $12.95

Bobby Socks 2 pair S300

9

r The 50's Look
R%;
- -44.99

-•••••-•-••

•

Reg. 1.29

•

'

•
•

•.
0.

Whirling Blades Won't Stoll,
lain or Freeze
Great For Parties
Crush Mounds Of Ice e
For Festive Occasions AP
No. 571-06

wlifitrt!PRecorder
Bright Silver Styling
Record "Live" Or
Directly From Radio
Pushbutton Operation
No 3-5240 ra

Burns 2-3 Hours e
For Starting Fires In "le 1
Woodstove or Fireplace

•

G.E. Hand Mixer

..;11aPi

:_•

•
•
•

No.7534 Sale $ a 87
Oster "Snoflake"
Ice Crusher

$
No. EK-15 Sale
1

1:
4

Sale$499

$2288

1 5 oz Sale

Shell
Zone
Anti-Freeze
Anti-Freeze!
Anti-Boil
Protection
199
'901.

2 Liter Bottle

No.72129 Sole

Ban Roll-On
Anti Perspirant
Regular or Unscented

Good Thru Nov. 27th

Coke,
Diet Coke
Tab

Silver Stone Premium $
Non-Stick Surface,
High Quality Tough

Bufferin Pain Tablets
100 Tablets
$266

is
Il

OF •
I
•'
MI
• is es NI II II .• ... is • .. ... ..
.11
--•13b111••11•111111•11111111111
•11
40912,.. . AWAilki4470041/
44W411

Nik\hic
o.?

3

A •
•
•

• _ • Ill
1
11111•
,:"
.1
111111%
.
.,/

$4299

Norelco
Professional Style
Curling Wand
*
Sole $5.79
Cool Tip For
Mfg. Rebate
$ 2.00
Two Handed Styleg .---.
79
No. CC1-10
Tom Filial Cost
Norelco dean
Air Machine II
Nine Deal Speed
Air Cleaver For
Larger Rooms
No. 11111920 Sale $19.95
Mfg. Rebate $5.00

all11161111•111111•11•Wwwinini

i
\

Good Thru Nov. 27th
;;OR' ELCO
FOOTATRAC T

Uncle Jeff's
Hardware

Asst. Colors or Whits

199°

,

sports
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OVC coaches honor three Racers:
Hopkins, Piercefield and Coleman
leading tackler on the
Racers defense which
was ranked No.1 in the
nation against the pass in
Division 1-AA.
As the Racers starting
tackle on the right side,
Coleman tallied 56 solo
tackles, 60 assists and 12
tackles for losses totaling
minus-60 yards. He also
recovered one fumble.
Coleman walked-on as
a freshman and played in
every game the last two
seasons. His hometown is
Henderson, Tenn.
Piercefield was
another walkon for the
Racers, who didn't have
to travel far to play in
Murray. The 6-foot, 195pound senior played at
Marshall County High
and earned high coaches'
praise as a starter midway through last season.
This year Piercefield
ranked fourth among the

1
- 4

JIM PIERCEFIELD

team's tacklers with 74
total. He had 32 solos, two
tackles for minus-8 yards
and he intercepted one
pass and broke up three
others.
It was the first time for
each of the Racer trio to
receive All-OVC status.
The teams are selected
by the OVC coaches.
Akron copped both the
All-OVC offensive player
of the year —
runningback James Black —
and the defensive player
of the year — lineman
Dave Arango.
Black, a 5-11, 180-pound
senior, rushed for 127yards per game for 1,273
yards this season and
Arango, a 6-2, 225-pound
senior, led the league in
tackles for lost yardage
with 15 for minus-56
yards.
Six Eastern Kentucky
players dominated the

rest of the league's first
team including two-timer
Tron Armstrong at
receiver.
Akron's Black and
Morehead receiver Mark
Ledford were the only
other repeat players on
the All-OVC list.
The All-OVC offensive
team, as voted by the
coaches includes:
Black and Middle Tennessee's Vince Hall at
runningback; Mickey
Corwin of MTSU at
quarterback; John Goode
of Youngstown at tight
end; Rick Brunot of YSU
and Mike Bobek of
Eastern at tackles;
Roger Carroll of MTSU
and Hopkins of Murray at
guards; Armstrong and
Ledford at ends and Kelly
Potter of MTSU at kicker.
The defensive squad includes:
(Continued below)

'41.61r.ervit-Virc.M.sr..'1117.rr

JIM HOPKINS

ALL-OVC — Danny Coleman (above) celebrates this tackle, one of 116 this year that made him the Racers'
No.I tackler and helped him earn All-Ohio Valley Conference honors. Coleman, a 6-3, 240-pound defensive
tackle, was joined on the league's glitter squad by teammates Jim Hopkins (left), senior offensive guard, and
Jim Piercefield (far left), senior defensive end.
Coleman, Arango and
Mike McShane of Eastern
at lineman; Russell
Holmes of Akron and
Piercefield of Murray at
defensive end; Jeff Lake
of Akron and David Hill
of Eastern at linebacker;
Don Griffen of MTSU,
Robert Johnson of Akron,
Anthony Jones of Eastern
and Mike Newton of
Austin Peay at defensive
back and Scott Meadows
of Tennessee Tech at
punter.
Meadows, besides being the only selection
from Tennessee Tech,
was also the only
freshman on either AllOVC squad. He led the

conference in punting
with a 40.4 yard average.
Griffin and Johnson
were the only
sophomores selected.
Co-coaches of the year,
as selected by the OVC
coaches, are Eastern
Kentucky's Roy Kidd and
Middle Tennessee's
James 'Boots' Donnelly.
Eastern finished 7-1-1
and MTSU 8-1 as the two
teams were 1-2 in the
league this year.
Another All-OVC team
and coach-of-the-year
selection will be announced soon as the media
covering the conference
will release its selections
sometime next week.

All-OVC football team
Pas. Raw, WNW
Ott WI.
RS—Anne% Black, Akron
5-11 1110
RS—Vince 14511, Middle
5-11 40
04—*Meer Cerro, Wades
541 Mil
YE—Joke Goode. YOunestesolt
4-7 777
OT—Rick &loot Sraungstuons
6,4 237
OT—Mike Sobs*. Eastern
6-1 230
0G—Roper CarroR, Middle
64 235
0G—JImmy Hopkins, MtorrIff
6-4 ISO
C—awls Sunivart. Elsinore
41v1 720
W8—Tren Armstrong, Entails &I IS
WI—Mart 1.6400rd. Morehead.. 4-1 175
K—Iretly Potter, Middle
S-11 140

Defense

Offense
t

OPP

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Three Murray State
players have been named
first team All-Ohio Valley
Conference selections
this year.
Seniors Jim Hopkins
and Jim Piercefield along
with junior Dan Coleman
were honored by the OVC
coaches in the selections
released today.
Hopkins was one of the
offensive team captains,
providing senior leadership on the team
characterized by its inexperience and lack of upperclassmen this season.
The 6-4, 250-pound
senior guard hails from
Evergreen Park, Ill., and
was a starter throughout
the season on the Racer
squad which went 7-4 and
placed fourth in the OVC.
Coleman, a 6-3, 240pound junior, was the

Paa. Plepw, wheel
lel WI.
0L—D., Arango, Akron
4-2 225
Murray
Coiemon,
01.—Dan
LS 240
McSnane,
274
0€—Sxu.W alturnat, Akron
140
DE—Art Ptercetield. OAsteray
64 FOS
LII—Attf Lake, Akron
6-1 HIS
Le—Devial 14111, Eastern
5-10
OS—Doe Grotin, Middle
4-I 170
De — earl Johnson, Akron
5.11 40
lel
Eastern
$11
DO — Anstsony Mona.
Plevreon, Austin Pa•Y•••8•1 5*7
P—Scott Meadow% Vick
LI 173

no

Holmes'trainer says Frazier pushed
too fast into fighting WBC champion

...AND THE LONGEST RUST-THROUGH
TRUCK WARRANTY IN AMERICA.
When you've got real work to do and a budget to
work with, here's the pickup to see. But, it's not jus'
a low price story. Get inside and feel the comfort
and detailing. And, we expect your D-100 to be
working for you a long time. We bock it with the
longest outer body rust-through limited warranty
on a truck in America ..5 years or 100,000 miles,
whichever comes first. Ask for details.
* Based on comparison of base I.st prices excluding taxes,
title and destination charges STANDARD EQUIPMENT
LEVELS VARY
** Bose list price excluding taxes, title and destination charges

OPTIONAL STEERING W HEE,

FACTORY CASH RACK•
$200-$1000
New 83 Rom 50s
Now '8.3

$500
84 250 IL 350 Pickups

By ED SCHUYLER
AP Sports Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev.
(AP) — Eddie Futch, who
worked in Joe Frazier's
corner for most of his
fights from 1966 through
1976, thinks the former
heavyweight champion
might be pushing his son
too fast in matching him
with Larry Holmes.
"If I had my way, I'd
prefer to wait another
year," Futch, who now
trains Holmes,said of the
decision to put 23-yearold Marvis Frazier in
against Holmes, the
unbeaten World Boxing
Council heavyweight
champion, Friday night
in only Frazier's llth pro
fight.
"If he gets destroyed in

this stage of his career, it
could be the end of his
career, the end of his
development."
"He wouldn't put me in
there if he didn't think I
could do the job," Frazier
said of his father's acceptance of the scheduled 12round bout against the 34year-old Holmes, who has
a 44-0 record, with 31
knockouts.
"If I do what I'm told,
there's no way I can
lose," said Frazier, who
is a 41
/
2-1 underdog for the
nationally televised fight
by NBC at the 4,500-seat
Sports Pavilion at
Caesars Palace.
The fight, set to start at
7:03 p.m, PST, was
originally scheduled for a
15,200-seat outdoor arena
.
,

ving Day Special
4Pr Thanksgi
for Senior Citizens

$400
New 83 & '114ftorncheryors

Murray Datsun

Chrysler Dodge
404 S. 12th St. 753-7111

1/2

Price
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
- - --Hong Kong
Restaurant
iocatailin Holiday Inn
Hwy. 641 South

but was moved indoors
Tuesday because of the
Friday forecast of freeezing temperatures and
strong winds. The
weather has been cold,
and winds Sunday were
unofficially clocked at
about 95 mph.
As of 9 a.m. Tuesday,
whith the fight was still
set outdoors, just 975
tickets had been sold,
with 39 of them being toppriced at 8300.
Holmes said he didn't
care where the fight was
held.
"I'm going to go
crazy," said the champion. "I'm not going to
win any popularity contest, so I'm going to go
crazy. I'm going out there
and take his head off."
Holmes is angry that
the WBC has not sanctioned the fight as a title
match. WBC president
Jose Sulaiman said there
is no sanction because
Frazier is not a ranked
contender.
Though it is not a sanctined title fight, the WBC
has ruled that Holmes
will became an exchampion if he loses. The
title will be declared vacant. In other words,

though Holmes can lose
the championship,
Frazier cannot win it.
Holmes has said that if
Frazier should beat him,
he would consider him
champion.
Holmes' fight against
Marvis Frazier comes
almost., 10 years after
Futch used Holmes as a
sparring partner to
prepare Joe Frazier for
his second fight against
Muhammad All, which he
lost on a unanimous 12round decision.
And Frazier is irked by
some things Futch has
said about that training
session.
"Eddie's job was to
train, but could he train ..
I don't think so," snapped Frazier. "He came
into my life and got 15 per
cent (of purses). Yank
(late manager Yank
Durahm) already had
mde me a champion."
But Futch was working
with Frazier when he
became champion, and it
was he who stopped the
third fi4'..)%gainst All hr
Manila after the 14th
round when Frazier was
unable to see.
Friday night's telecast
will run from 6 to 8 p.m.
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Bowie play
'embarrassing'
in 73-55 win

MHS soccer coach earns reputation
for'shoeless devotion'to 8-1 Tigers
For as long as he
coaches the Murray High
soccer team, Rob
Williams will be
remembered as the guy
whose team went
undefeated in its first
season ever and advanced to the regional
semifinals before losing
by one goal to Daviess
County.
After Tuesday night,
however, he'll be
remembered as the coach
who sacrificed more than
his time for the team —
once he even sacrificed
his shoes for the sake of a
player.
The story of "Shoeless"
Rob Williams was recalled by MHS Principal Bill
Wells during Tuesday's
first-ever soccer banquet
at the school cafeteria.
As Wells told the
gathering,"It was during
the first game of the year
at Marshall County and
Coach Williams had told
his players to get ready
for a cleat check as only
certain kinds of cleats are
legal in high school soccer."
Sure enough, Wells con-

tinued, two players were
told to find other shoes or
be disqualified. Williams
never hesitated, asking
what size shoes the
players needed.
Luckily his turf shoes
were the right size for one
player and the crisis was
averted.
• • •
Four players were
honored with superlative
awards at Tuesday's initial soccer banquet. Matt
Harrington received the
Outstanding Forward
Award; Charles Cella
was the team's Outstanding Mid-Fielder and Rob
Perrin was the Outstanding Fullback.
Andy Jobs didn't
receive a trophy, but the
team recognized him as

the player's choice for
most valuable player,
mainly because of his
perseverance in getting
the sport established at
Murray High — sort of
the Tigers' Father of Soccer, you might say.
• •
One of the pleasures as
a sports editor in Murray
these past three years
has been my association
with the MHS soccer
team.
The team and its
followers and supporters
has to go down as one of
the most appreciative
and most sportsmanlike
organizations around.
Even if the team hadn't
won a game instead of going 8-1 this season, I'd
still have nothing but

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky standout Sam Bowie said he
had problems with his
eye-hand coordination
during the Wildcats' exhibition game with the
Netherlands National
team, but he had no problem opening his eyes to
the way he was playing.
"After the game, my
teammates were patting
me on the hack and telling me I played well," the
7-foot-1 Bowie said. "But
Sam knows the game of
basketball and Sam
knows when he plays well
and when he doesn't.
Tonight I didn't."
Bowie scored just four
points in Kentucky's 73-55
trouncing Tuesday night
of the visiting
Netherlands team, his
first outing in two years
after a fractured shinbone failed to heal properly. He had eight rebounds and five assists.
"I may have been out
for two years, but that's
still no excuse for the way
I played tonight. It was
almost embarrassing
tonight," said Bowie.
"For some reason my
eye-hand coordination
just wasn't there.
But Kentucky coach
Joe B. Hall said he was
"not concerned" about
Bowie's performance.
The high point of the
evening was the play of
seniors Jim Master and
Melvin Turpin.
Master had 22 points,
hitting on 10 of 14 from
the field, and Turpin
pumped in 20 points.
Kenny Walker added 14
points for Kentucky.
Cock VanDerLagemaat
led the Netherlands team
with 12.

praise for this program.
However, because of the
dedication and determination of the entire
group and its supporters,
the iirogram
demonstrated that a nonprofit sport can survive,
can be successful and can
be operated at a nominal
cost.
A lot of the credit must
go to the school board for
allowing the sport to have
a chance to prove itself on
the hightonrI level. I
agreed
with Rob
Williams when he said
the board should be commended for its openminded approach to
organizing the soccer
program at MHS. By giving the program a
chance, the board proved
itself to be true educators
by bringing this type of
learning experience into
the system.
The entire area, from
the school system to the
Murray-Calloway County
Soccer Association can be
proud of the accomplishments and'advancements in the sport
at MHS this year.

NBA roundup:
Nuggets use 'No Moe' defense in 40-point loss
By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
With 1:12 to go in the
game and Portland
leading 146-111, Denver
Coach Doug Moe sent the
Nuggets into their boxand-none defense.
When Moe noticed the
scoreboard flashing that
the Trail Blazers were
approaching their team
record of 150 points in a
game, Moe called a
timeout Tuesday night
and told his players, "Let
them have it. You understand what I'm saying,
don't yqu?"
The Nuggets then took
defensive positions, but
let Portland players drive
to the hoop five times
without getting in their
way. With no opposition,
Portland easily surpassed the record.
With a few seconds to
go, Portland's Clyde
Drexler had the ball at
midcourt, and while a few
Nuggets players walked
off the court, Drexler
drove to the basket to
score the Blazers' final
two points at the buzzer of
the 156-116 National
Basketball Association
game.
In other games, it was
Philadelphia 112, Detroit
108; Golden State 102,
Washington 101; Atlanta
104, Indiana 93; New
York 117, Boston 113 in
double overtime; Dallas
118, San Antonio 117;
Kansas City 118, San
Diego 99; Houston 118,
Phoenix 96 and Utah 130,
Los Angeles 126 in overtime.
Moe's instruction that
his players not try on
defense apparently was
motivated by frustration
over his team's lack of
defense against the
Blazers.
"What makes that (the
final minute) any different from the nondefense we put up against
them in the first and second quarters?" Moe
asked. "We didn't guard
anybody all night long. At
least at the end, we didn't
play defense due to
coaching instruction."

NBA Standings
National Basketball Autociatiat
At A Glance
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Divbire
W L Pct GB
Philadelpela
9 3
750
2 5
643 1
New Tort
11 5
615 1%
New Jersey
6 $ .Mb 2'.
Washington
5 7
417 4
Central Metairie
Atlanta
7 5
513
Milwaukee
7 6
MS
%
Detroit
6 7
461
Chicago
4 6
010 2
Idiom
3 9
WA 4
Cleveland
2 IS
167 5
WEITTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Metairie
Dam
1 4
U7 —
Dower
6 6
CRah
1 /
2%
2
Newton
5 7 .417 3
kassas C1ty
5 7 .417 3
Sea Afiteldo
I 1 .W,3%
Pacific Melaka
9 3
Les Ameba
754
PcallamdI 4 .691
GaMee Saks
7 6 631 2%
kola
7 6 IN 2%
Wes Map
5 I AS 4%
Mods
4 1

as s

Lafayette Lever scored
14 of his 22 points in the
fourth quarter, when
Portland scored 44 points,
to lead six Trail Blazers
with 19 points or more.
Drexler, Kenny Carr,
Wayne Cooper and Calvin
Natt scored 20 points
each, while Jim Paxson
added 19.
Portland, which took
control of the game by
outscoring the Nuggets
43-26 in the first quarter,
also set a team field-goal
record for a single game,
connecting on 65 of 100 attempts. The Blazers
outrebounded Denver 5126.
Kiki Vandeweghe
scored 26 points for the
Nuggets, while Alex
English added 24.
Moe shrugged off the
Nuggets' poor effort, saying, "We were beat after
the first quarter. After
halftime I told the guys
this game was gone and
we better start worrying
about tomorrow night.
When your effort is so
poor against a good club
like Portland, you might
as well mail in the
score."
Moe said he was not
disturbed by the 40-point
defeat because of the
team's history of bouncing back from poor
games.
I4st season, the Nug-

gets lost one game 146-102 Moore hit a three-pointer
and won their next from midcourt as time
outing. On another occa- expired.
sion, they lost by 19 points
Mark Aguirre led all
and won by 37 in conscorers with 32 points for
secutive games.
SOCCER AWARDS — Four members of the first Murray High soccer team
the Mavericks, while were given superlative awards
Jazz 130, Lakers 126
at Tuesday night's banquet at MHS. (Standing,
Utah's Thurl Bailey Rolando Blackman hit 11 from left) Charles Cella was named Outstanding Midfielder, Matt Harringt
on
broke a tie at Los Angeles of 11 shots in the second was named Outstanding Forward, (seated left) Andy Jobs was the
player's
with his tip-in with 1:20 half for Dallas and finish- Choice for most valuable player, and Rob Perrin was named the Outstand
ing
left in overtime, snapping ed with 31. Moore had 21. Fullback.
the Lakers' seven-game
winning streak.
Adrian Dantley scored
32 points and Darrell
Griffith 28 for the Jazz,
while Bob McAdoo had 31
for the Lakers.
Knicks 117, Celtics 113
The Knicks won their
sixth game in seven
outings and handed
Boston its fourth straight
setback as Bernard King
and Rory Sparrow scored
24 points each and combined for the final five
points in the second overtime at New York.
A three-point play by
Robert Parish gave the
Celtics a 113-112 with 1:51
to go, but they never
11' wheels make a great -first
scored again. New York's
bike tor kids Great tor
Bill Cartwright led all
Christmas Training wheels
intluded
Guaranteed
scorers with 26 points.
maintenance tree
Kevin McHale led Boston
Price with
Slops squeaks.
exchange
with 25.
loosens noted
parts.9az can
Mavericks 118,Spurs 117
At Dallas, Pat Cummings hit two free throws
with one second left to
give the Mavericks a
four-point lead, and they
needed all of it as Johnny

Your Discount Parts Superman

Mini BMX
Bicycle

Quaker State
10W40
Motor Oil

40-Month Battery

.787

WD-40

2795

7 3995

CHRISTMAS GIFTS AT "TRUE DISCOUNT PRKES"
SpotLiter

Actron
Timing Light

Be prepared tor
ernaccaocres
Heah-tnesoc
1104.111.100
5111 1001

A GIFT
FROM BUCKINGHAM-RAY
MEANS MORE

Keep your car
the cleanest
It tan be *9510

needs Dattenes
09360

leads .412

51/2"
Circular
Saw

200

Hawk
Tune-Up Kit

Auto Shack's pnce 5995
lass 10 00 maittn rebate
79-032

All ON tools
you need tor a

tune-up

— FOR MEN —

in

— FOR WOMEN —
— FOR BOYS —

AtAMM Cassette Stores
45 watts Witt noise reduction,
digital readout. seek & scan.

auto-reverse, sparse* bus
trete, controls iSR306

— Monogram Earrings
— Personalized Items by
Sheila & Fonda
— Dior Sweaters For Men
— Polo For Boys

Mat Set
• pm* tront
WI
•MS

,••••

9"

teyst stars cool ut use
e cord On,

ccotetou
creeper
ode, go
to IC amp

Partook) 3-arawe, tool
chest with rollaround
cabinet Keep your
tools organised and
secure

metic
Floor
Shifter

des

DOW Spoken

4,9.1 poteorcence
seed retool forcers
woe @Oconee
gontrestesons

Speakers
!r

4' wooers wet r
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Salle VAIN
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
FREE GIFT WRAPPING

Rolling
Tool
Chest

Climates'
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Lightweight 415
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Holiday Sale a bration
Microwave
Cookware

$150 off

Microwave
Cookware

by Anchor Hocking®

by Corning®

3.99 each

40%-50cY0 OFF.
Orig.
6 99
6 99
6 99
6 99

Bacon Rack
Muffin Pan
2 qt. Divided Dish
1 qt. Covered Dish

FRENCH WHITE COLLECTION

Now
3.99
3.99
3.99
3.99

Orig.
1 1/2 qt. Open Casserole .. 18.99
21/2 qt. Round/Oval
Covered Casserole ... 20.99
1
/
2
1 qt. Covered Round
18.99
Casserole
12.99
Plate
10" Pie/Quiche

NOw
8.99
11.99
9.99
7.99

Sale 299.95
Electronic touch
microwave.

)

Reg. 449.95. Like having an efficiency expert
in your own kitchen! Features include a full
electronic touch control panel, ten power
level settings, four-stage memory cooking.
time-of-day clock and many other features
to ease your busy schedule. 1.3 cubic foot
oven capacity is just right for famiy needs.
#5910.

Save 40%-50% off Open Stock.
Revere Ware®
Cookware
1 1/2 qt. Covered Saucepan
2 qt. Covered Saucepan
3 qt. Covered Saucepan
8 qt. Covered Saucepan
10" Open Skillet w/Silverstone
7" Open Skillet w/Silverstone
1 qt. Double Boiler Insert

Orig.
$28
$32
$34
$58
$38
$29
$14

Corning Ware®
Cookware
Now
13.99
16.99
17.99
29.99
19.99
13.99
6.99

1 qt. Covered Saucepan
2 qt. Covered Saucepan
3 qt. Covered Saucepan
5 qt. Covered Saucepan
21/2 qt. Covered Casserole

.

Orig.
14.99
17.99
21.99
29.99
21.99

Now
7.99
9.99
12.99
14.99
10.99

*Available in Cornflower Pattern Only!

ION

Entire Stock
Brass

50% OFF
Choose From Our
Entire Stock Of
Brass Home
Decorative Items.
Reg. $22-$138

Sale $11-$69

Porcelain
Figurines

Ceramic
Wind Chimes

50% Off

50% Off

Thirty Styles To Choose
From All At 50% Off!
*Birds/ Eagles
*Swan Pair
'Provincial
Figures
'Horses

Orig. Now
$18
$9
$9 4.50
$9 4.50
$9
$18

Make Your Selection
From Eleven Styles
Including Owls,
Butterflies, 2 and 3
Bell Chimes Also.
Great Savings At
50% Off.
Reg. $9-$26

Israel's army reflects
faults of entire society
TEL AVIV,Israel(AP)
- In Israel's army of
civilian soldiers, spitand-polish is often scoffed
at, rank does not always
have its privileges, and
privates tell prime
ministers what they think
about policy.
The army of 130,000
regulars and 310,000
reservists reflects the
faults and strengths of
Israeli society as a whole.
It is made up of
shopkeepers and
farmers, clerks and
plumbers whose opinions
span the political rainbow
and who have made individualism a hallmark
of the military.
"In every tank and
every armored personnel
carrier, you have
representatives of contradictory political
philosophies. Everybody
knows what everybody
thinks, but there is no
need for a soldier to be in
agreement with his
superiors on the political
level," said army
spokesman Brig. Gen.
Yaacov Even.
Joining in public debate
is against army regulations, but soldiers often
express strong opinions
when talking politics with
reporters. Senior officers
customarily explain the
reasoning behind their
orders to the rank-andfile, and in non-combat
situations it is not uncommon for privates to
debate their lieutenants
about the interpretation
of orders.
Individualism and initiative have, in fact, led
to sensational battlefield
victories for Israel's army. But in a society fretting over 160-percent-ayear inflation and torn by
dissent over the Israeli
occupation of Lebanon,
individualism has
drawbacks disturbing to
army commanders.
In early November
Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir was confronted
by an outspoken young
soldier while on a tour of
south Lebanon. The
bearded young man told
Shamir he hoped more
Israelis would refuse to
serve in the military, and
said he felt as though he
was in a "movie about
Germans in World War II
or Russians in
Afghanistan."
Many young Israelis,
more money-conscious
than previous generations, are less willing to
forsake high-paying jobs
in the private sector for
long-term commitments
to the army.
Even, in an interview
with The Associated
Press, said the army is
having trouble attracting
the engineers, computer
scientists and electronics
experts who can make
better money out of
uniform.
Under Israeli law every
man must serve three
years in the army upon
turning 18, and every
woman two years. Annual reserve duty - for

men only - keeps the army war-ready, so that in
a matter of hours it can
triple its size.
Almost the only exceptions are granted to ultrareligious men, mothers
and some youths with
criminal records.
The kibbutzim, Israel's
collective farms, are a
microcosm of the problem.
In the past, the kibbutzim provided the army with the cream of its
officer corps, including
elite combat commanders. Now the farms
produce instead many of
the leading anti-war activists, including draftdodgers.
Even said kibbutzniks
still volunteered for elite
combat units, but the
number willing to invest
four years in becoming
officers had declined. He
gave no figures.
To many observers a
more significant trend is
the phenomenon called
"small heads"-soldiers
who accept duty in
Lebanon but keep a low
profile, avoid volunteering and do the minimum
to get by.
"We do suffer from new
tendencies, small heads,
less willingness to accept
challenges or express
high motivation. We are
not overlooking it," said
Even, who was trained as
a psychologist.
The anti-war movement got a boost during
last year's invasion of
Lebanon when a highly
regarded armored
brigade commander, Col.
Eli Geva, quit his
Lebanon command
rather than be forced to
attack Beirut.
Anti-war activists say
an increasing number of
soldiers resort to subterfuge and fake medical excuses or family problems
to get out of reserve duty,
which averages 30 to 60
days a year for most
Israelis.
Israeli newspapers'indicate Defense Minister
Moshe Arens is considering proposals to crack
down on draft evasion
and stiffen jail sentences,
now only 20 to 30 days.
Even said he personally favored a tougher
policy because "refusal
to serve is 9omething that
a small country like
Israel cannot tolerate in
the long run. • undercutting the founda
our society. We just can't
have it."
The debate in the army's ranks preceded the
war in Lebanon,and most
observers see it as a permanent fixture resulting
from Israel's free-for-all
democracy.
A few soldiers refused
to serve in the occupied
West Bank of the Jordan
River after the 1967 Middle East War, and
rightists in the ranks only
reluctantly carried out
orders to evacuate Israeli
settlers from Yarnit when
Israel returned the Sinai
Desert to Egypt.

•

Glass replaces copper wires
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
- A hair-thin strand of
glass that is immune to
electrical, radio, lighting
or other voltage transmitting interference
is now available for
computer-based building
management systems.
The glass strands
replace many of the copper wires used in the past
to carry signals to and

from computerized
security systems, according to Honeywell's
Darwin Petersen.
Besides its obvious
safety features, he says,
the new solid-state fiber
optic systems are ideal
for preventing false
alarm signals that often
result from electrical interference.

Only the finest.
Pesaa Sieuvueaindat.

Sale 4.50-$13.
cAncoois
r
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The old fashioned quality,that you know
and love, is still available in our fine
chocolates. Assorted Chocolate selection
contains a variety of creams, nuts, chewy
crisp centers.

-

THE CHRISTMASPLACE
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
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Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
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Mrs. Reva Story's rites today 011in T. Pratt dies at Parkview
The funeral for Mrs.
Reva Story is today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev.
Wayne Carter and the
Rev. C.J. Dexter are officiating.

Mrs. Miller's
rites planned
on Thursday
Funeral services for
Mrs. Iwine Cochran
Miller will be Thursday
at 10 a.m. in the chapel of
Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah. The Rev.
Donald Garrison will officiate.
Burial will follow in the
Temple Hill Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Miller, 80, 2605
Ohio St., Paducah, died
Tuesday at 2:45 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital there.
She was the daughter of
the late Mr.and Mrs. Terrell Cochran,Sr. One son,
Howard Pat Miller,
preceded her in death.
A retired employee of
Claussner Hosiery Mill,
Paducah, she was a
member of the Twelfth
Street Baptist Church.
Survivors are one
daughter, Mrs. Atchie
(Irene) McDonald,
Paducah; two sisters,
Mrs. Marshall Prater,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Brent
Beaman, Warren, Mich.;
one brother, Terrell
Cochran, Jr., Mayfield;
two grandsons, Mike
McDonald, Lexingtir,
and Max McDonald,
Paducah.

President
disappointed

vr'

WASHINGTON(AP) —
President Reagan said today he was disappointed
but notIsurprised by the
SovietkAralkout from the
Geneva nuclear arms
talks and pledged to "do
everything we can to bring them back."
"We're not going to sit
here with false pride,"
Reagan said as he left the
White House for a
Thanksgiving holiday in
California.
"I think they'll come
back because I think they
must be aware as much
as we are that there cannot and must not be a
nuclear confrontation in
the world by the only two
nations that truly have a
great destructive nuclear
capability."
"I don't think that I'm
surprised by what they
did this morning, but I
am disappointed,"
Reagan said. "I can't
believe that it is going to
be permanent. We'll be
ready to continue
negotiations at any time
that they want to come
back."
"We were the ones who
initiated these discussions about eliminating,
if possible, the intermediate range
missiles in Europe at a
time when NATO had
none. And during these
two years or so of
negotiations and talks,
they have continued to
add 100 of their triplewarhead SS-20 missiles to
the stock they already
had.

A trio composed of
Wendy, Amy and Bradley
Grubb, her grandchildren, with Mrs. Bettie
Smith Stoll, her niece, as
pianist, and Gus Robertson, Jr., soloist, with
Richard Jones as
organist, are presenting
the music.
Pallbearers are Terry
Lane Brown, Timothy
Wayne Brown and
'Bradley Nelson Grubb,
grandsons, Billy Smith,
Billy Dale Smith and
Randolph Story,
nephews.
Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Story, 67, 1500
Dudley Dr., died Monday
at 9:55 a.m. at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
She is survived by her
husband, Harvey Story;
two daughters, Mrs.
Ellood Brown, Jr., and
Mrs. Don R. Grubb; one
sister, Mrs. Hal Smith;
six grandchildren, including Gina Brown, not
previously named.

Mrs. Gough's
funeral rites
at Mayfield
Services for Mrs.
Marguerite Gough are today at 1:30 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Dr. Guy
Futral and Jim Roberts
are officiating.
Pallbearers are Lonnie
Woodruff, Ronnie McIntosh, Larry McIntosh,
Jerry McIntosh, Mickey
Smith and Arol Gough.
Honorary pallbearers
are members of the
Mayfield Chapter of
Disabled American
Veterans.
Burial will follow in
Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Gough, 69, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Tuesday
at 12:45 a,m. at Community Hospital there.
She was a retired
employee of Curlee
Clothing Company.
Survivors are her husband, Ed Gough; her
mother, Mrs. Mollie
McIntosh, Rt 1, Murray;
one daughter, Mrs.
Jonette Thorpe, Rt. 1,
Farmington; one son,
Henry Allen. Nance,
Mayfield.
Also surviving are one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Lana
Jane Clark, Rt. 3,
Mayfield; one sister,
Mrs. Lucille Smith, Rt. 1,
Murray; one brother,
William H. McIntosh,
Mayfield; two grandchildren.

Olin Tomas Pratt, 79,
81$ Bachman St.,
Paducah, died Monday at
11 a.m. at Pazirview Convalescent Center there.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Alice Pratt;
two daughters, Mrs.
Marie Pratt Cavitt, Murray, and Mrs. Franes
Reid, ICarlsbore, West
Germany; three sons,
Milton Pratt, Pontiac,
Mich., Billy Pratt, East
Moline, III, and Thomas
Pratt,Paducah.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Gertie Bell
Pratt, Murray, and Mrs.
Henretta Collins, Greenwood, Miss.; three step-

0.P. Murdock
of Tr -City
dies today
011ie Parvin Murdock,
79, Tri-City Community,
died today at 7:29 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
The Byrn Funeral
Home of Mayfield will be
in charge of the funeral
and burial arrangements.

daughters, Mrs. Lyda
Browning, Aurora, Ill.,
Mrs. Virginia Bishop,
Paducah, and Mrs. Stella
Jenkins, Willinton, Del.
Twenty grandchildren,
five great-grandchildren
and several nieces and
nephews also survive.
The wake will be Thursday at 6 p.m. at the Mt.
Moriah Baptist Church,
1201 South Eighth St.,
Paducah. The funeral
will follow at 7 p.m. at the
church with the Rev. T.J.
West officiating.
Burial will be Friday at
10 a.m. at the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery, Paducah. The
Mundy Funeral Home,
Paducah, is in charge of
arrangements.

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service
Wednesday, November m,1113
Wanhidty 1Nrebsse Ares Hog Market
Migediodides 11 awing Mations
Rinialgle: Ad. WS pit *Barrows & Gilts
4fter Om mkt 450 lbs. near
Ng
*softsoi*1.4.111lower veer 4241bs 53
tower
$33.50-39 00
US 1-2 210411la
$37.50-3320
US 2 211•210 Qs.
US 2 218450 lbe
PiWU 50
07 06-33 00
US 24 156470 lbs.
Sows
$17.011-29 00
US 1477.411
MILS1•211.50few 30
US14 21•4121,
01.01,10.50
US 14albelbs.
US 1451.411111s.
se.st.n.s.few 32
$32.1141.00
US 2431•1111bs.
Boars $21.5041.
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FREE FREE
Mini-Vacation
4 Days And 3 Nights In
Destin Fla. Call Collect

10

to

904-837-0899
8 a.m.-8 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Preview the exciting world of vacation
ownership while you spend.4 days and 3
nights in one" of the premiere resorts on
the Gulf Coast. If your income is over
20,000 per year and you have interest in
vacationing first class simply call the
number above and make your reservations.

to
in
in

Your accommodations will be provided complimentary at the Sea
Dome Resort Club in beautiful Destin, Fla., and during your visit a
personal 90-minute tour will be scheduled so that you can see firsthand the most unique form of vacation-ownership available today.
This program is required for families 23-65 years of age. If married
both spouse must attend. In accepting this offer there is no obliga-

10

to

tion to purchase.
so

HOW TO TELL RITE FROM WRONG.
A diet cola with no salt, no caffeine, no sugar
and NutraSweet for great taste is all right.
Anything less is wrong.
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CHEVROLET
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Offer C•nires
1 9 54
!EVERY BODY'S GOTTA DIET RITE.

C-HEVR 0 LET
753-2617

0to
r40

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF
SALT FREE/CAFFEINE FREE/SUGAR FREE DIET RITE
•
TO THE DEALER: Our salesman will redeem this coupon in
accordance with the terms of offer stated plus the usual
handling fee. Coupon is good only on the brand specified and
invoices providing purchases 'of 'sufficient stock to cover
coupons must be shown upon request. Customer must pay
any soles taxes and deposits. Cosh redemption value 1/20 of 11.

miles PS PB A C Auto, AM-FM Stereo

• DWAIN TAYLOR
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"bille'llOpenl'our Eyes"
MURRAY, KY.
BUY NOW, AND GET RCA COLOR TV AT PRICES LOWER THAN YOU COULD YEARS AGO, IN THE
EARLY 1960'S, OUR LOWEST PRICED 21" DIAGONAL SOLD FOR $799.00, TODAY YOU CAN GET
A NEW 25" DIAGONAL RCA COLOR CONSOLE WITH A BETTER PICTURE, MORE AUTOMATIC
FEATURES, AND FAR MORE DEPENDABLE FOR LESS THAN $600.00. COME IN AND SEE US TODAY.
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'Revenge of the Ninja':
Good bad movie
The situations in
"Revenge of the Ninja"
remind me of the
speculative conversations I used to have with
Harold Klein, a boyhood
friend who lived across
the street. Me: "I bet an
Indian with a tomahawk
can beat up a Kung Fu
guy." Harold: "I bet a
middle aged Japanese
Kung Fu woman can beat
up a 30-year -old
Ntikwat American Kung Fu guy."
Me: "I bet a cowboy can
beat up a cop."
If "Revenge of the Ninja" has it right, Harold
and I were dead wrong.
The Indian, the middleaged woman, and the
cowboy all get beat up
(though I believe the
cowboy is actually a guy
who likes to dress uo in a

cowboy outfit).
If you've been watching
the Saturday afternoon
Kung Fu movies on T.V.,
you know that most of the
dialogue of Kung Fu
movies sounds something
Like this: "Uh, uh, uh!
Ha, ha, ha! Ah, whack,
whack! Gnah; gnah
gnah?" That sometimes
goes on for 15 minutes or
so. Then a five minute
breather and back to the
"Uhs!" and "Whacks!"
When people aren't grunting, the dialogue sounds
like this: "This is no job
for the police; only a Ninja can stop a Ninja!"
(For the uninitiated, Nirijas are "deadly Japanese
professional fighting
men, specializing in
assassination and espionage.")
The plot has something
to do with a heroin deal,
the mafia and a Ninja
who wants revenge. But
Best-selling records of not to worry. Nothing
the week of Nov. 20 based matters in Kung Fu
on Cashbox magazine's movies except Kung Fu
nationwide survey were fighting — and Kung Fu
as follows:
paraphanalia. Especially
1. "All Night Long," Kung Fu paraphanalia.
Lionel Richie
Indeed, the movie is
2. "Islands in the almost worshipful about
Stream," Rogers & Par- the paraphanalia: the
ton
deadly ball-bearing Nun3. "Say Say Say," Mc- chaku, the flesh-tearing
Cartney & Jackson
spiked waistband, the
4. "Total Eclipse of the death-dealing ho staff,
Heart," Bonnie Tyler
the life-treatening
S. "Uptown Girl," Billy Kubotan, the skinJoel
thwacking escrima stick,
6. "Cum on Feel the and everyone's favorite,
Noize," Quiet Riot
the air-whistling, flesh7. "One Thing Leads to puncturing Ninja star —
Another," the Fixx
which, we are told "goes
8. "Love Is a Bat- through the gate of the
tlefield," Pat Benatar
eye so that it can reach
9. "True," Spandau the brain." Naturally, no
Ballet
one worth his Nunchaku

Top records
charted

(
De tt)

children?)
If you awakened this morning and were able to
hear the birds sing, use your vocal cords to utter
human sounds, walk to the breakfast table on two
good legs and read the newspaper with two good
eyes, praise the Lord! A lot of people couldn't.
How's your pocketbook? Thin? Well, most of the
world is a lot poorer. No pensions. No welfare. No
food stamps. No Social Security. In fact, one-third
of the people in the world will go to bed hungry
tonight.
Are you lonely? The way to have a friend is to be
one. If nobody calls you, call someone. Go out of
your way to do something nice for somebody. It's a
•
sure cure for the blues.
Are you concerned about your country's future?
Hooray! Our system has been saved by such concern. Concern for fair play under the law. Your
country may not be a rose garden, but it also is not
a patch of weeds.
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can still
wurship at the church of your choice, cast a secret
ballot and even criticize your government without
fearing a knoclr.,,kn the head or a knock on the door
at midnight. And if you want to live under a different system, you are free to go. There are no
walls or fences—nothing to keep you here.
As a final thought, I'll repeat my Tkianksgivink
Prayer; perhaps you will want tysd it at your
table today:
0, heavenly Father: We thank Thee for food and
remember the hungry.
We thank thee for health and remember the sick.
We thank thee for friends and remember the
friendless.
We thank thee for freedom and remember the
enslaved.
May these remembrances stir us to service,
That thy gifts to us may be used for others. Amen.
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and may God
bless you and yours.—Love, ABBY
P.S. Want an instant high? The surest cure for the
post-holiday blues is to do something nice for someone. Why not call someone who lives alone and
invite him (or her) over for dinner or leftovers?
Better yet, call and say, "I'm coming to get you,
and I'll see that you get home."(Many older people
don't drive, and those who do don't like to go out
alone after dark.)
Try it. And let me know the results.

By Abigail Van Buren

fights in anything but
black pajamas, silk slippers,and a black hood.
I liked the part where a
fat, tatooed Japanese guy
chuckles with pleasure
while a little boy is being
baked in a sauna and a
naked woman is being
boiled in a hot tub. It was
a pleasant respite from
the Kung Fu fights.
"Revenge of the Ninja"
is a good bad movie. The
acting is uniformily bad
— and thus interesting.
The Kung Fu fights are so
stylized that they resemble a ballet, and the
fighters are the biggest
showoffs this side of a
gun-twirling cowboy; the
Kung Fu-ers can't resist
cartwheeling, flipping
and jumping as they
fight. And there are more
improbable situations in
this movie than you're
likely to see in a year's
worth of the He Man comic books. The climactic
Kung Fu showdown goes
on longer than anyone but
a Kung Fu fanatic wants
it to, but overall the
movie gives many small
and campish pleasures.
Note: Kung Fu must be
the most ineffective
method of fighting known
to man. Kung Fu-ers
repeatedly kick and hit
their opponents, who
grimace and holler a lot
— but remain healthy
enough to keep coming
back for more. A good old
American punch in the
nose would have put those
opponents away for good.
Rated R due to stylized
violence, some blood, a
few breasts. I give the
movie a fun D-.

Woman Can't Find Her
Lover's 'Off' Button
DEAR ABBY: The man I'm dating exclusively is about
to wear me out wanting sex so often. He's 42 and I'm 35.
He wants sex twice a day, but he'll settle for once. I don't
want sex even once a day; three or four times a week is
plenty for me. I dread the weekends.
All our friends knew him when he was married to his
first wife. They said he was after her all the time, and
after 10 years she was so exhausted she ,divorced him. I
can relate to that. If I don't give in,to him, he pouts, nags
and acts deprived until I do. I hate having to go through
the motions just to satisfy him. I think sex should be a
mutual pleasure.
We've been dating for two years and we really cve
about each other, but I refuse to marry him until
problem is worked out. I think there's something wrong
with him. I've never heard of a man wanting sex so often.
NOT UP TO IT
DEAR NOT: Apparently there is a wide disparity
in your sexual appetites. Worse yet, he's selfish and
inconsiderate.
No woman should feel compelled to "go through
the motions" to satisfy a man, or "give in" to stop
his nagging.
You are wise to refuse to marry him unless this
problem is resolved. If he really cares for you, he
will go for counseling. If he refuses to go, say goodbye and wish him luck in finding a more sexually
compatible partner.
* ••
DEAR READERS: By popular demand, here is my
traditional Thanksgiving column:
On this Thanksgiving Day, take a few minutes to
think about what you have to be thankful for.
How's your health? Not so good? Well, thank God
you've lived this long. A lot of people haven't.
You're hurting? Thousands—maybe millions—are
hurting more. (Have you ever visited a veterans'
hospital? Or a rehabilitation clinic for crippled
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(Every teen-ager should know the truth
about
drugs, sex and how to be happy. For Abby's
send $2 and a long, stamped (37 cents), booklet,
self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
P.O. Box
38923, Hollywood, Calif. 90038.1
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Studentrecognized at Heart Association meeting
Vicki Czarnomski, a
student in Debbie Wattier's Public Relations
Class at Murray State
University, recently
received special recognition at the American
Heart Association, Kentucky Affiliate Annual
Meeting of Membership.
She won first place in
statewide public relations
competition sponsored by
the Heart Association.
President of the Affiliate, Dr. F. Albert
Olash, and Chairman of
the Affiliate Board of
Directors, Donald Ward,
presented the award. Dr.
Olash thanked the award
winners stating "...I want
you to know that you are
appreciated and valued.
You are the Kentucky
Heart Association..."
The meeting featured
Dr. Lyle Joyce, one of the
surgeons for Dr. Barney
Clark, who explained the
development of the artificial heart and suggested the future importance of the artificial
heart in treating heart
disease.
President Olash and
the Board Chairman also
reported on Heart
Association programs,
research and fund raising
activities for the previous
year. Last year, the
Heart Fund campaign
totaled $1,026,000. Over
$200,000 was invested in
Kentucky research which
represented almost a 27

per cent increase over the
previous year.
The Heart Association
also conducted CPR
training and blood
pressure screenings
throughout the Commonwealth.
One new program,
Creative Cuisine, involved several leading
Louisville restaurants
who agreed to identify
menu items low in
cholesterol and fat. Promotion materials also
were provided to the
restaurants.

Elected as officers of
Affiliate Board of Directors for 1983-84 were Dr.
Jamie J. Jacobs, Lexington, president; Dr.
Lowell Roberts,
Paducah, vice president;
Romanza Johnson, Bowling Green, vice chairman
of board.
Re-elected officers are
Donald R. Ward,
Louisville, chairman of
board; Lillian A.
Wheeler, Paintsville,
secretary; David E.
Rogers, Louisville,
treasurer.

Lights...Camera...Action! It's th0 --Fashions! Great %Ito-brought our 1/

Solid & Striped Oxford
and Plaid

AWARD WINNER — Vicki Czarnomski, student
at Murray State, accepts an award from Dr. F.
Albert Olash at a meeting of the American Heart
Association, Kentucky Affiliate Annual Meeting of
Membership.
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Parents should select right toys for children
By MARY ANN GREEN
Home EconomicsConsumer Affairs
Murray State University
Dolls, toy trucks and
cars, toy wagons, and
balls are among
children's favorite
playthings. However, in
1982 in Kentucky, almost
1,200 emergency room
visits were linked to toyrelated injuries. Nearly
80 percent of the toys involved in these injuries
were purchased during
the holiday seasons-October, November and
December.
There are now more
than 150,000 types of toys
on the market. It is no
easy job to select the
right toy, for the right
child's age, interests, and
capabilities. Consumers
need to think about who
will teach the child to use
the toy and who will
watch them at play.
Teaching safe toy use and
supervising play are
obligations which adults
must accept.
Now adults do not have
to bear the sole burden of
protecting children from
unsafe toys. The Consumer Product Safety
Commission CPSC),
now sets safety specifications for certain toys and
regulates other toy hazzards, such as sharp

edges or points. The
CPSC also does continuous surveys of retail
stores, discount stores,
speciality stores, and
many other types of
stores, to make sure that
products are meeting requirements and that any
products which have been
recalled have not been
put back on the shelves
without necessary
modifications.
Some examples of toys
that have been banned
are rattles, squeakers,
play phones, and bird
calls with small, loose,
and easily removable
mouth pieces and other
-parts which could be
swallowed; guns that
make noise too loud for
children's ears; toys or
other children's articles
which have paint on them
containing more than 0.06
percent least and play
ovens or other electrical
toys which heat to hazardous temperatures.
Not all toy related injuries can be prevented
by government regulation. New and old toys
around the house should
be checked for possible
hazards.
The CPSC has the
following suggestions for
toy safety:
• Toys should suit the
skills, abilities, and in-

terests of the individual
child;
• Remember that a
toy that is safe for an 8year-old may be hazardous for a younger child;
• Look for labels that
give age recommendations such as "Recommended for Children
Three to Five Years
Old";
• Avoid toys that
shoot objects that can injure eyes;
• Be sure arrows and
darts used by children
have blunt tips made of
materials such as rubber
or plasic suction cups,
make sure these tips are
secure;
• Avoid toys for infants and young children
with long strings or
cords, the cords may get
wrapped around an infants neck and cause
stranguation; never hang
toys with long cords, long
strings, loops, or _ribbons
in cribs or playpens
where children can
become entangled;
• Explain to children
how to use toys properly;
• Examine toys
periodically; watch out
particularly for sharp
edges and points that
may have developed;
repair broken toys and
discard toys that cannot

be fixed.
To report a product
hazzard or a product
related injury, write to
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission,

November is Campus
Ministry Month. That
statement does not have a
great deal of significance
unless the Murray State
University students are
aware of the many opportunities for worship,
service and fun available
to them on the University
campus. Read on...
-We fight one thing loneliness" said one
chaplain, and another
said "Our idea is to show
how the teachings of
Christ relate to everyday
life." Some campus
chaplains also serve as
ministers at local churches and they "consider
university students as
part of our worshipping
community." "To identify and minister creativity to the felt needs of
students" was another
reply to the question
regarding purpose. "Our
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purpose is to share the
love of Jesus.""We make
an effort to discover
career goals and faith
goals, too" remarked
another chaplain. There
is a unanimity among the
campus chaplains regarding their purpose and
scope at its broadest
point - to add a dimension of meaningful faith
to the life of the student
community at Murray
State University.
There are very diverse
approaches, however,
and this provides variety
for the students. Activities may include Bible
study, choirs, film series,
draft counselling, book
studies, retreats, prayer
groups, devotional times,
outside speakers brought
to the campus and community, "adopt-a student" at a local
church, peace emphases,
problems of single
parents, Friendship International House at
Christmas, marriage
preparation classes and a
Fast for World Hunger.
On almost every day of
the week a Murray State
student could find a group
with a religious oreintation meeting somewhere
on campus!
In this diversity, there
is also a strain of cornminality. The churches of
Murray and the surrounding area are involved in
the campus ministry efforts. Every chaplain
recognized the support
that is received from
local, interested people.
Almost every group on
campus is involved in
providing worship,
fellowship opportunities
and fun times for
students.
Some students do not
confine their participation to one group, but, enjoy a variety of approaches. A student may
go to one center for
fellowship activities, join
another group for study
opportunities and still be
a participate in his
denomination's group,
too.
Two campus chaplains
serve a
dormitory
chaplains, another is
chaplain for the football
team and others serve as
ministers for local congregations,too.
When students were
asked to describe the
place of campus ministry
one said "This is really
more than worthwhile";
another remarked "This
center gives me a place to
go, a home away from
home."
November is Campus
Ministry Month. You are
invited and encouraged to
find a group that will address your needs and
become a participant
there!

•

GRADUATES- Recent graduates of the Bethel Series Teacher Trainee Class
of First Christian Church were,from left, front row, Billie June Marvin, Corinne
McNutt, Judy Hayes, Hester Gray, Betty Riley, teacher trainer, back row,
Eugene Scott, Frank Roberts, Ron Gray, John Pasco, Sr., and Dr. David Roos,
pastor.

Trainee class graduates
Graduation exercises
recently were held at
Sunday morning worship
services at the First
Christian Church for
members of the Bethel
Series Teacher Trainee
Class of 1983.
Ten members received
their diplomes from the
two-year course of
Biblical Studies that was
equivalent to 20 hours of
college credit.
Betty Riley was
Teacher Trainer. Class
members were Dr. David
Roos, John Pasco, Sr.,
Frank Roberts, Eugene
Scott, Ron Gray, Billie
June Marvin, Corinne
McNutt, Hester Gray and

Judy Hayes.
The requirements for
the course included attendance at two years of
weekly classes for 2'-z
hours per night, 8 to 12
hours of outside study per
class memorizing from 10
to 15 Biblical concepts
per week, writing
numerous papers, doing
additional bibliographial
reading and taking
periodic examinations.
Five members of the
group also attended the
National Teaching Training Clinic in Madison,
Wis., for an entire week
of classes.
Each of these
graduates will now have

responsibilities as
primary lead teachers or
silent partners and administrative assistants in
class that have begun in
the congregational phase
over the next several
years in the life of First
Christian Church.
The Bethel Bible Series
now is conducted in some
14 countries world-wide
covering over 7,000 congregations with over one
million adults enrolled,
and more than 100,000
have taken the teacher
training course in some
34 different denominations including Protestant, Roman Catholic and
Orthodox.

Rose heads MCCH hospice program
Nancy Rose, a native of
Benton, has been named
director of the hospice
program at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She succeeds
Louise Sickel, who
recently resigned to
devote more time to her
family.
Mrs. Rose, who holds
an associate degree in
nursing from Paducah
Community College, will
receive a degree in
rehabilitation from Murray State University in
December.
Her father, the late
ReV. J. Frank Young,
was pastor of the First
Missionary Baptist
Church in Benton, for 23
years. Her mother, Mrs.
Pauline Young, lives on
Pinecrest Drive in Benton.
Her husband, Bobby, is
a laboratory superintendent at the Air Products
plant in Calvert City, and
they have three childrren: Tim, 17, a senior;
Todd, 16, a sophomore at
Marshall County High
School; and Heather, a
fifth grade student at
Benton, age 10.
Before joining the Murray hospital staff Oct. 3,
Mrs. Rose was the patient
advocate at Marshall
County Hospital.
The Hospice program,
the primary objective of
which is to help the terminally ill and their
families, enrolled its first
patient Jan. 15, 1981, after
10 months of community
assessment, planning and

volunteer education.
To date, more than 50
patients and their
families have benefited
from the program, in
which more than 165
volunteer workers have
received as much as 18
hours of specialized training, learning to help meet
the physical, spiritual
and practical needs of the
participating families.
One of Mrs. Rose's immediate goals is to

develop an extended
bereavement service for
families of the terminally
ill, including one-on-one
counseling and group settings in which concerns
can be shared.
In addition to serving
as the MCCH Hospice
director, she also will
serve as the hopsital's
liaisOn between the facility and the ministers of
the area.

Time magazine lists
best-selling fiction,
non-fiction books
Current best seller
books for the week of
Nov. 20 as released by
Time magazine were as
follows:
FICTION
1. "Pet Sematary,"
Stephen King
2. -Poland," James
Michener
3. "Changes," Danielle
Steel
4. "The Robots of
Dawn," Isaac Asimov
5. "Moreta," Anne McCaffrey
6. "Hollywood Wives,"
Jackie Collins
7. "Who Killed the
Robins Family?"
Thomas Chastain
8. "The Name of the
Rose," Umberto Eco
9. "The Wicked Day,"
Mary Stewart
10. "Christine,"
Stephen King

NON-FICTION
1. "Motherhood," Erma Bombeck
2. "In Search of Excellence," Peters &
Waterman
3. -The Mary Kay
Guide to Beauty"
4. "Megatrends," John
Naisbitt
5. "On Wings of
Eagles," Ken Follett
6. "The Best of James
Herriot"
7. "Vietnam: A
History," Stanley Karnow
8. "No More Hot
Flashes," Penny Budoff
9. "Tough Times Never
Last but Tough People
Do," Robert H.Schuller
10. "Nothing Down,"
Robert Allen
Courtesy of Time, the
weekly news magazine)
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Medicallaboratory professionals hold consortium at MSU
Every few weeks, 50 or
more medical laboratory
professionals from
hospitals throughout the

region gather on the campus of Murray State
University for a
teleconference with their

peers nationally.
The participants —
medical technologist,
medical laboratory
technicians and
pathologists — are
employed by member
hospitals of Continuing
Education for Medical
Laboratory Professionals
(CEMLP), a consortium
over a proposal for a
designed to bring continugovernmental merger.
ing education and the
Some Jefferson County
latest information on
legislators had filed suit
medical developments to
claiming that Sloane and
workers in hospitals
McConnell had not conlocated in scattered cities
sulted with them, as reand sometimes rural
quired by law, before anarea.
nouncing plans to appoint
a commission to develop
Leading medical doca merger proposal.
tors may sit in their ofThe Supreme Court, in fices and lecture to the
upholding a circuit judge, professionals through a
said the word "con- teleconference hookup at
sulting" in the law is the headquarters of the
vague and indefinite and American Society of
does not mandate the two
to have a face-to-face
visit or consultation with
the legislative delegation.
The merger proposal
was defeated in the Nov.8
general election.

State court votes down
paternity limitation

•

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A three-year
limit on filing paternity
suits in Kentucky denies
illegitimate children
their constitutional right
of equal protection, the
state Supreme Court ruled today.
The court, in a 5-2 ruling, struck down a state
law setting the three-year
limitation, saying it
violated the 14th Amendment to the United States
Constitution.
The law requires that a
suit to determine paternity must be filed within
three years of birth,
miscarriage or stillbirth.
The court relied upon
recent U.S. Supreme
Court rulings that struck
down similar laws in
Texas and Tennessee.
The Texas case, decided last year, invalidated
a one-year statute of
limitations, while the
Tennessee ruling, this
past June, struck down a
two-year limit.
The Kentucky court
said the U.S. Supreme
Court made clear in its
Tennessee ruling "that
Frances Drake
another year added to the
FOR THURSDAY,
limitation period will not
NOVEMBER 24, 1983
satisfy their requirements for any What kind of day will tomor
limitation to comply with row be? To find out what the
the Equal Protection stars say, read the forecas
given for your birth sign.
Clause."
The Supreme Court did
not rule that any limitation was unconstituional, ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
since the state did have
Though you reach agreean interest in avoiding ment
with close ties about
litigation of stale or mutual financial goals, curfraudulent claims.
rent liabilities must be taken
However, it said any care of.
period would have to be TAURUS
sufficiently long to pre- ( Apr. 20 to May 20
sent a reasonable op- A loved one feels extra
portunity to assert a pressure. Do your part to lend
claim, without saying a hand. A relationship reaches
how long that period a turning point. Surprises
come after (lark.
should be.
Justice James Stephen- GEMINI
son, in a dissenting opi- May 21 to June 20)
nion, said he felt the Ken- Chance encounters are liketucky court was getting ly. Weigh your priorities this
ahead of the U.S. evening. Work responsibilities
may conflict with social inSupreme Court.
vitations.
"I would prefer to
CANCER
follow, not lead the way,
( June 21 to July 22)
in declaring statutes of Singles, beware of game
this kind unconstitu- players in romance. A child
tional," Stephenson reacts to peer group
wrote.
pressures. Evening brings
Joining Stephenson in changes in plans.
the dissent was Justice LEO
Calvin Aker. Voting in the ( July 23 to Aug. 22)
majority were Chief You may bring work home
Justice Robert Stephens, from the office. The unexJustice Charles L,eibson pected happens in romance.
and special justices You may have to cut an
Harold Huddleston, Asa engagement short after dark.
Rouse and John Clay VIRGO
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Lovett.
You're serious-minded to\ The ruling overturned a
but may be set in your
day,
decision by the state
views. Bend a little if
"Court of Appeals and Jefnecessary. Evening brings
ferson Circuit Court in- domestic upsets.
volving eight paternity LIBRA
cases filed in Jefferson ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -fL
—
County.
You may change your mind
In another ruling today, about a purchase. Keep your
the Supreme Court held plans flexible. Chance enthat Louisville Mayor counters are likely this afterHarvey Sloane and Jef- noon.
ferson County Judge- SCORPIO
Executive Mitch Mc- (Oct. 23 to Nov.21)M.'
Utilize originality to find
Connell did not violate the
law in not consulting with new sources of income. You
local state legislators may be preparing for a
showdown that probably won't
be necessary.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
You're inclined to dwell too
much on problems. Don't feel
Best-selling country- boxed in by responsibilities.
Western records of the Vary your routine for hapweek of Nov. 20 based on piness.
Cashbox magazine's na- CAPRICORN
tionwide survey were as ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
A friend's condescending atfollows:
titude is based on a sense of in1. "Holding Her and feriority. Don't become enLoving You," Earl Con- tangled in other peoples mind
ley
games.
2. "One of a Kind Pair AQUARIUS
of Fools," Barbara Man- ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
drell
A friend you haven't heard
3. "A Little Good from in a while contacts you.
News," Anne Murray
A boss is under pressure and
4. "Tennessee may be difficult to get along
Whiskey," George Jones with.
5. "Your Love Shines PISCES
Through," Mickey Gilley (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
6. "Tell Me a Lie," Act in accordance with the
dictates of your conscience.
Janie Fricke
7. "Baby I Lied," Today, you may act out of
character. Don't judge others
Deborah Allen
J. "Somebody's Gonna
YOU BORN TODAY have
Love' You," Lee Green- the ability to commercialize
wood
your creative talents.
9. "Dixie Dreaming," Dramatic by nature, you can
Atlanta
succeed in show business and
10. "The Man in the may be especially gifted in
Mirror," Jim Glaser
communicating ideas.

Clinical Pathologists
(ASCP) in Chicago.
Several hundred persons
nationally attend each
conference and each one
may ask questions of the
speaker.
Drs. Tsieh Sun and
Mark Kaplan, both of
Manhasset, N.Y., recently talked to the
laboratory professionals
about AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrome). Dr. Robert
Pierre, Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minn.,
discussed acute
leukemias.
Kathleen Morris, director of the university's
medical laboratory
technician associate
degree program, serves
as manager of the
teleconferences. She says
the seminars facilitate

continuing education for
laboratory professionals.
Morris explained that
hospitals in the consortium are also affiliated with the medical
laboratory technician
two-year degree program. Each hospital accepts students to complete laboratory practiciuns as a part of the
degree requirements.
She describes
teleconferences as a
"pooling of resources."
Each affiliated hospital
contributes $250 annually. The hospital may then
send an unlimited
number of employees to
the conferences at no additional charge.
She said that the
teleconferences are much
more economical for
hospitals than sending

laboratory professionals
away to distant conferences for several days.
Morris said continuing
education is becoming increasingly important for
laboratory professionals.
She added that mandatory credits may eventually be required by certifying agencies.
Area hospitals in the
consortium are Carbondale Memorial
Hospital, Carbondale,
Ill., Southeast Missouri
Hospital in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; Western
Baptist Hospital in
Paducah; Mayfield Community Hospital,
Mayfield; Jennie Stuart
Medical Center,
Hopkinsville, and Blanchfield Army Hospital at
Fort Campbell.
Morris said the campus

MICHELSON
Your Individual JEWELERS
Horoscope

Teaching and Media
Resource Center is taping
each of the conferences to
make the programs
available for use by the
hospitals for in-house programs. She added that
continuing education
credit is granted by the
ASCP and by Murray
State only to persons who
attend the actual con-

ferences.
Morris said the consortium at some point
could by expanded
beyond those hospitals affiliated with the two-year
degree program. She
noted that other area
hospitals are affiliated
with the campus fouryear, B.S. in medical
technology program.

Artcraft Photography
Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St.

153-0035

MICHELSON
JEWELERS

$190009000.00
Distressed Diamond...14K Gold
Cultured Pearl Liquidation!

no49-

0(:)

Diamond Earrings
1/4 Carat TW.
Total Weight Clusters Gents or Ladies
Your Choice
1/4 Carat T.W. V2 Carat T.W. 1 Carat T.W.

1/2 Carat T.W.

5249 5399 5599

541313

511313

3 Super Values Your Choice
Value to $450

17 Diamond Eternity
or Anniversary Band

REG S3000

0011,

Top C-W
records listed

I Carat Solitaire
NOW

51,495

)or

xcq6

ept
, Pp. re. ..110

P

Am. ••• Nit

•

The Proven Leader in Jewelry and Diamond Values
_

• ••

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER. MURRAY. KY.
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CLOSED THANKSGIVING

We've Got It And We've Got It Good!
4%.11k
Spring Blossom
Butterfly Gold
Woodland Brown

*7-4305

II 6.88

Our Reg 4 97
Box Of Whitman Chocolates
1 -lb • box chocolates and confections
A holiday tradition ready for gifting

Our 22 68
Coronet Dinneware Set
16-pc set with 4 each plates. bowls.
cups and saucers In assorted patterns

Our 19 88
FM/AM Digital Clock Radio
Digital clock readout with large lighted
numerals Wake to music or alarm

KANGA -ROCK A-ROO
Our Reg 19 97

Our Reg 66 77

Our Reg 81 97

Our Reg 69 97

Infant Carrier With Pouch
Easily adjusts for carrying
feeding napping and rocking
With built-in storage pouch

Rotary Hobby Shop "
Shapes carves sands grinds
and polishes lobs in wood
metals or stone Savings

Variable Speed Drill Press
Precision drilling in metal
hardwood and plastics Variable speed 0 to 3000 RPM

Handy Finishing Machine
Finishing machine grinds polishes, cleans and sands wood
or metal Sharpens blades

Our Reg 19 96

Sale Price

Ladies' Warm
Fleece Robes
Get ready for
winter with these warm cozy
robes in acetate nylon In
misses S-M-L
In a variety of
styles colors

Char-Broil Gas
Cooking Grill
Heavy aluminum top
and bottom castings
Two cast iron cooking
grates and dual stainless steel burner 20-lb
LP gas tank hose and
regulator Sable black
finish Shop and save

'
/
Our Reg 39 97

Men's Survival Coats
Pant length survival coots in
your choice of green navy or
khaki Small-Extra Large szs

32.88

Cordless 2-Speed Drill
two speed reversing cordless drill
Includes 3-hour
charger 3-way switch Save

Our Reg 59 88

Automatic 35mm Camera
Ansco 1050 35mrri camera
with built-in electronic flash
ust in time for the holidays

Sale Price

Sale Price

Single-Shot Shotgun
Fine quality shotgun features
side lever-action release In
12 20 or 410 gauge Save'

Men's Corduroy Slipper
Men's corduroy slipper with
podded insole and crepe Sole
In full sizes Shop for savings

Florv.est Gold
of Almond

TOSHIBA
•

Our Reg 4097

*GG1222

Our Reg 37 87

Our Reg 14 47

$ail 24

Our

F.eq

31

7

Sale Price

Save
Our Peg58
13988

FM Radio With Headphone
,-tkA stereo radio for yOur personal listenitg pleasure lightweight;easy to carry Save

Cassette Storage Case
woodgrain finish cassette tope
case holds 36 tapes With
Plastic drawsrs Save now

Oster Electronic Kitchen Center Appliance
Blends grinds slices, shreds,- cuts, mixes and even makes
homemade brecia_Powerful infinite-speed slandard mixer
with 4-qt and 1'i-qt glass bowls The ultimate in food processing.

Osterizer Slender
10-speed Cycle Blend with
exclusive controlled pulse
bblendiniv_futpi_r_ifiontainer,

Microwave Ovenware
6-piece LittoAWare: cook n
serve set For cooking or,reUeating your favorite looas
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Local hospital census
for two days reported
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 19, was 115 adults
and eight in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were Twin baby boys,
parents, Joan and John,
809 Doran Rd.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Nina Marie Butterworth and baby boy,
Rt. 1; Mrs. Cindy R. Bebber, Rt. 1, Almo; Mrs.
Melba J. Blackstone,
Sedalia; Lexell Camp,
Kirksey; Mrs. Mary Ann
Boggess, Rt.6;
James E. Gamble, Rt.
1; Mrs. Nancy K. Steele,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Edna
Ruth Futrell, Rt. 1,
Gilbertsville; Mrs.
Gladys M. Wyatt, 403
North Sixth St.; Mrs.
Juanita B. Ratz, New
Concord;
Mrs. Ruby M:Futrell,
Rt. 6; Hobart Hudson,524
Whitnell; Hollie L.
Oliver, Hazel; Mrs. Sue
J. Mohundro, 803 Hurt;
Eugene Rogers (expired)

Continuing education program scheduled at Kenlake

A one-day course titled
• To describe correct
• To outline normal education contact hours name, address, teleph
"Physical Assessment: positioning for the chest
one Administrator
chest
findings.
by completing the course. number, where employed nuing Educat for ContiThe Chest" will be of- exam.
ion, DepartA fee of $30 covers
Anyone interested in and a check for $30 made ment of
fered at Kenlake State
Nursin
g, Mason
•
To
identif
normal
y
Census at Murray- Resort
Park on Tuesday, and abnormal breath and materials, breaks and the workshop should payable to Murray State Hall, Murray State
Calloway County Nov.
lunch.
Nurse_s
rnay ear register before Friday, University to:
29, from 8:30 a.m. to heart sounds.
University, Murray, Ky.
Hospital for Sunday, Nov. 4:30
credit for six continuing Nov. 25, by sending
Janice Russell, Nurse 42071,telephone 762-6661.
p.m. as part of the
20, was 114 adults and continu
ing education proeight in nursery.
•
gram of the Department
Newborn admissions of Nursing at
Murray
were as follows:
State University.
Baby Boy Overby,
The course is designed
parents, Judy and to introd
uce nurses from
Donald, Rt. 1, Almo;
all types of health care
Baby Boy Lewis, settings
to the principles
mother, Rosann, Rt. 1, and
techniques which will
Dexter.
enable them to make a
Dismissals were as more
accurate and
follows:
thorough assessment of
William M. Ingrum, Rt. the lungs
and heart.
3, Clinton; Mrs. Juanita
Jean K. Culp, associate
F. Fields and baby boy, profess
or of nursing at
Our new Field Fresh Ham Sausage is
best portion, the ham. Fresh ham—not
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.; Murray
State, will conspecial because it's made only from ham...
cured or smoked. So all the natural goodThomas E. Morris, Rt. 2, duct the
sessions aimed
delicately seasoned fresh ham.
ness of the meat comes through.
Wingo; Mrs. Eulala at increa
sing both the
Unlike ordinary pork sausage made
Boyd, 1704 W. Olive St.; knowle
We think it's better. We think you will,
dge and skills of
from the whole hog we insist entirely on the
William I. Allbritten, Rt. nurses
too.
regarding the car1, Puryear, Tenn.;
diopulmonary function.
Jason W. Owen, 105
A faculty member at
North 16th St.; Miss An- Murray
State since 1972,
nie G. Russell and baby Mrs. Culp
has served in a
girl, Rt. 1, Paris, Tenn.; variety of
positions, inGilbert Ross, 104 Spruce cluding
coordinator and
St.; Ural Walls, 201 Cross instructor
in medicalSt.; Mrs. Alta M. surgical
nursing, superMackowiak, Rt. 5.
visor of students in
critical care units and
author and teacher of a
health assessment
course.
She developed and was
one of the instructors for
tients at Boston City a 10-session coronary
Hospital and found that it care course. In addition,
worked effectively.
she wrote and taught a
He concluded that the five-week course for
machine may also be us- registered nurses(R.N.$)
ed to spare some heart at- on basic physical assessLook for 1 lb. rolls in your grocer's refrigerated case.
tack victims from having ment skills and wrote and
surgery for temporary is now teaching the first
pacemakers while they clinical course in the
graduate nursing serecover.
The new device was quence at Murray State
developed by Dr. Paul M. for master's level• R.N.
GROCER: This coupon is valid only toward the
agencies. brokers or others a ho are not
Zoll of Harvard Medical students studying
purchase of Field Fresh Ham Sausage.
retail distributors of our merchandise.
primar
y
care
nursing
.
We will redeem this coupon plus 71t •
School, who invented the
Invoices posing purchase of sufficient
handling
for
a
hen
terms
of
this
Mrs. Culp earnd the
stock to cover coupons presented for refirst pacemaker in 1952.
offer have been complied with by
demption
must he shoan upon request
you and the consumer. Get reimThat machine also M.S.N. degree at Wayne
Any sales tax must he paid by the conbursement by mailing to Field
State
Univer
sumer.
sity
Limit
and
one
coupon redemption per
is
a
delivered electricity
Packing Company, P.O. Kos 1214S,
purchase. Void where prohibited, licensed. taxed
Clinton. IA 52734. We will not honor
or restricted by law or a hen presented contrar)
through the chest to the doctoral candidate at the
redemption through transferees. assignees. outside
to the terms of the offer. Coupon expires 11/21/I4-t.
heart, but it was painful the University of Kentucky.
and was replaced by inShe said nurses who
ternal pacemakers.
complete the course will
35600 10388?
The report on the new be able:
machine, which has not
• To state the imyet been approved by the portance of the health
Food and Drug Ad- history and physical exministration for routine aminations.
use, was published in the
• To define basic exThe first private
Nov. 10th edition of the amination techniques.
security contract with a
New England Journal of
• To identify the land- railroad was signed in
Medicine.
marks of the chest.
1855 by Allan Pinkerton.
Rt. 7.

Announcing the only
sausage made entirely
from fresh ham.

Heart patients may be
saved by pacemaker

•

BOSTON (AP) — People who ordinarily would
die or suffer brain
damage when their
hearts stop pumping may
be saved by a new external pacemaker that jolts
their hearts into action
without surgery, a study
today shows.
Current pacemakers,
whether temporary or
permanent, require a
wire to be threaded
through a vein into the
heart during a 15-minute
operation. The devices
supply regular electrical
stimulation to make the
heart beat faster.
"For certain patients,
when you don't have time
to get that temporary
wire in, this is lifesaving," Dr. Rodney H. Falk
said of the new machine.
"We will save a number
of patients who otherwise
would have died."
Falk tested the new
device on 15 heart pa-

Field
Fresh Ham Sausage

The Great Taste of Fresh Ham

I

SAVE ON FIELD FRESH HAM SAUSAGE.

I 254;

I

254'

CasualFootwearFor Men!
Men's Suede Oxford

OFF

SAVE
IN A MINIM

8-16 oz. Returnable Bottles

Sale Price
\
1:7_r

N

19

$11

plus tax
and deposit

Our Regular Price $19 97
Tan suede upper in moc toe
style on natural color gum rubber
sole Men s sizes

•Coke .Sprite •Tab
•Mello Yello .Diet Coke

,Itaxas

Dixie Bell Crackers

Men's Casual sq,xford
Sale Price

1 Pound Size

Our Reg. Price $15.97
Brown vinyl upper with fully
cushioned insole on honey color
rubber unit sole. Men's sizes.

Valvoline Motor Oil
Men's Suede Oxford
Sale Price

$11

1 Quart
10-W-40

Our Regular Price $19 97
Sand color pig suede upper
with padded collar on unit
sole Men's sizes

SUBURk3A

Prices good thru December 3 at participating
Mint Mart Stores.

THE SAVING

_

Ai*

t
4

•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
I DON'T
FEEL VERY'

DUCK, MA'AM!YOU'RE
RIGAT IN LINE'

APE YOU READY
TO GO SKATING
NANCY 7
IN A
MINUTE

NOW ARE
iou READY??

ACROSS
1 Illuminated
4 Son of Adam
8 Plays on
words
12 Poem
13 Weather
indicator
14 Unlock
15 Ridicule
lightly
17 Large cistern
19 Sun god
20 Ventilate
21 Wager
22 Piece of cut
timber
23 Horse s neck

AVA

6000...

l'OU KNOW, NANCY,
MAYBE stOU 5HOULD
TH I NK ABOUT WING
SKAT NG LESSONS

hair
25 Deface

SITTING ATOP THIS DOOR,
1 5EE ALL AND KNOW ALL

3=,'M
VAvl
PERCHING HIGH ON A POOR
(___
GIVES VENT TO A CAT'S
PHILOSOPHICAL BENT

t_?

E

OBSERVING LIFE FROM AN
OMNISCIENT POI NT OF VIEW
ALLOWS ONE TO WITNESS
FASCINATING HUMAN RITUALS

LIKE JON
CLEANING.
HIS EAR

26 Old pronoun
27 Perform
28 Obese
29 Gem
32 Preposition
33 Conflicts
35 Babylonian
deity
36 Measuring
device
38 Dine
39 Posed for
portrait
40 Hypothetical
force
41 Attempt
42 Lease
43 Fuss
45 Lift with lever
46 Household
pet
47 Greek letter
48 Pedal digit
49 Prayer beads
52 Great Lake
54 Among
56 Regret
57 Bristle
58 Coin
59 Music as
written

DOWN
1 Tennis stroke
2 Mountain on
Crete
3 Occupant
4 Declare
5 Prohibit
6 Printer's
measure
7 Foot pedal
8 Vessel
9 Above
10 Roman tyrant
11 Projecting
tooth
16 Cravat
18 Near
21 Pitcher and
catcher
22 Meadow
23 Cripple
24 Skin ailment
25 Small rug
26 Affirmative
28 Distant
29 Fondle
30 Hind part
31 Tardy

1. Legal Notice
the undersigned, will
no longer be responsible
for any debts other than
my own. Edward E
Johnson.

Answer to Previous Pilule

&hoax

OD 1

AID mum

P LICI

s 01:112 [311111:11J
ii A fa giu E T ci gm L
AWE
$ A Eiu s Enj
33 Article of
furniture
34 Song
37 Also
39 Hindu guitars
41 Walk on
42 Possesses
43 Imitates
44 Extremely
terrible

17AV15

IF MEN CAN ADMIRE PRETTY
YOUNG GIRLS WHY CAN'T
WOMEN ADMIRE PRETTY
YOUNG MEN?

BECAUSE
THEY
LOOK
FOOLISH!

I GET THAT
FLY!

AN0 140W 20.YOLI
LOOK WE-1EN MISS
E3UXLEY IS
AROUND

45 River in Italy
46 Secret
writing
48 Beverage
49 Edge
50 Wheel track
51 Affirmative
vote
53 Pronoun
55 Note of scale

1111111 Mir II 011111.11
BIEN MEM HIM=
111111111M111
MN
NMI MOM UM
MIMI MIMI MN
MEM WINN 111111M111
ION
WIN
WOMB MEM
WM MEM 61.111111
Mill MEM 11111M
11111111111til
MIMI WM
INNEN NNE 11

Afog

OH, HONEY, THAT'S
SO SILLY...

Your Individual
Horoscope

—.THEN THEY LEFT YOU IN THE
WOODS UNCON5CIOUS,REX ,FOR

THE TIGER TO
FIND YOU'

HE ALMO5T

DID„ BUT I :
-'1 111,11
WOKE UP
;N TIME.

I'LL. BE RIGHT THERE
AFTER I FINISH
THIS

YOU ALREADY
HAVE ENOUGH
SWEATERS

HE'S THE ONLY
PERSON I KNOW WHO
CAN'T EAT ON AN
-- EMPTY STOMACH

r
„THEN CUT YOUR JACKET„
POURED GOAT'5 BLOOD ON
IT,,"PROOF"OF YOUR DEATHTO SHOW ME,THINKI N6 THE
SHOC.X WCULD KILL ME—.

.e..\/
Vc
1

ir.tk
BARky
ii/3

ii

J

FOR YOUR CRIMES AGAINST
OUR RULER AND HIS HEIR,

„FOR
THE
PRINCE REX , VDU WILL • REST
SERVE AT HARD LABOR„
OF YOUR

THANK PRINCE REX FOR
YOUR MILD SENTENCE.
OTHERWISE,`AOILI'D BE
DRAWN AND QUARTERED

(
4

AV.

*fa
4(X41t4f1981
CADILLAC
4 door Sedan
DeVille, sharp
red leather interior Diesel,
save $9.00 on a
fill up. $1,900
down pay off
Bank or will
consider trade.
Will finance.
753-7113
NW"

A
ic<
4

FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 25,1983
What kind of day will tomor- others relieve their self-doubt.
row be? To find out what the Avoid snap financial decistars say, read the forecast sions.
LIBRA
given for your birth sign.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
You'll need careful judgment if shopping now. Don't
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) int:=4 fall for a smooth line. Some
You may have some doubts good news comes about a
about an investment or money matter.
business matter. You should SCORPIO
seek advice. A close tie is (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'eV
Don't be careless about ap-__
touchy.
pearance. You're inclined to
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201 deW be absent-minded today and
A legitimate financial op- could misplace something of
portunity arises, so be sure to importance.
stay clear of dubious proposi- SAGITTARIUS
tions. A partner has financial (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) "
You'll have mixed feelings
luck too.
about a social gathering, but
GEMINI
don't keep others on the hook
(May 21 to June 20)
You may let your personal while you spend time making
life intrude with work that has up your mind.
to be finished now. Don't let CAPRICORN
distractions interfere with (Dec. 22 to Jan. 191
A friend seems hard to pin
concentration.
down. Don't bring up career
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly 221 etiC) matters at an inappropriate
Entertaining at home occasion. Make sure others
tonight isn't especially are interested.
favored, but a business lunch AQUARIUS
brings gains. Children need ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
Friends offer conflicting adencouragement.
vice and you may have difLEO
ficulty deciding about a career
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You're gracious and a fine concern. Impatience is a prohost, but this evening you blem.
den..
could snap out at a guest or PISCES
family member. Relax. Don't ( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Rumors are circulating.
get on edge.
Don't believe everything you
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 toSept. 22) nr%. hear today. Travelers meet
A family member needs a with opportunity and extra exbit of boosting from you. Help penses.

Tony-753-8201
MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES

YOU'RE WELCOME1

NATURAL

LIVES.

BZT House of Ceramics
will be open 5 nights a
week for your to make
your Christmas gifts or
to shop in our gift shop.
CAUGHT by a sur
prised PREGNANCY?
Worried, depressed,
confused or afraid? If
you're unsure of your
options contact Life
House. Our services are
free, confidential, and
immediate. We offer
pregnancy testing,
counselling, and medical and financial plan
ning/assistance. 7530700.

3 Spanish pot
1 Bother
4 Lawmakers
4 Card suit
5 Conspicuous
9 Fish eggs
6 Sums up
12 Sesame
7 River in
13 Command
Scotland
14 New/
8 Teutonic
15 Moray
deity
16 Mine vein
9 Unit of
17 Prevalent
Portuguese
18 Tiny particles
currency
10 Away
20 Three-toed
11 French for
sloth
'summer'
21 Centimeters
17 Mature
abbr
19 Symbol for
23 Southern
tantalum
blackbird
24 Yielding
20 Diving bird
28 Ethiopian
21 Shellfish. pl
title
22 Stone cut in
relief
30 Tittered
32 Among
24 Frightening
34 Period of
object on
farm
time
35 Title
25 English baby
36 Novices
carriage
39 Parent
26 Citrus fruit
colloq
27 Dropsy
40 Kind of poem
41 Greek letter
43 A continent
abbr
44 Latin
conjunction
16
45 Scottish cake
47 Matured
23
50 Girl's name
28
51 Couple
54 Ordinance
32
55 Narrow38
minded
person
40
56 Recent
57 Organ of
44
sight

58 Cooks slowly
59 Men's
nickname

DOWN
I Devoured
2 Expire

ABEL
PU N
V A
E
0
vA T
A
E T
A

PEA

A

A
A

A

A

A
A
A
A'
E

4

k

MICROWAVE with
meal sensor. Variable
cook power control.
Only 54/week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
SEND your packages
the easy way! Packing
or shipping something?
Use our convenient
service. We accept UPS
packages for shipment
at our downtown loca•
tion. Court Square Antiques, Gifts and Inter
iors
Court Square,
Murray. 753-7499.

10. Bus

BA'
air f
I a r g(
buildin
on 9,
Morga

Ck
Ye
Op
To,
Up

groups,

reunions .1

Answer to Previous Puzzle
10 0 E
, BA
A
1•A A
A

BABY
home
Must
refe
753 303
EXPE
school
ble fo
or e%
respon
guarar
753.499
RESPI
wants
and s
her hc
759 169
WOUL
houses

MURRAY RENTAL
& SALES
200 E. Main
753-8201

Families,

ACROSS

9. Situi

Reserve Your
Santa Claus
Suits
Early At

intg

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
DAGW000, I'M
SERVING OUR
TURKEY
DINNER
IN PIVE
MINUTES!

miht*„..
thef.
hway of Mel

Need It?
Rent It!

it09-

Oka.

YOU WERE SITTING
ON TOP OP THE
BALLOON, KNITTING
A SWEATER FOR ME

APPL
being
churc
hrs.
plicanl
type,
iflQ ec
Dead!
plicar
1983.
to Tr
Rt. 1, E
AVON
For .1
Call 75
CHEF
years
resum,
Box 3
38257.
GOVE
516,55S
Now
Call
R8155
R-8155
LADY
and
lady.
salar)
days,?
MA t!
Carer
port,
people
mind.
with
Move
own
Openi
locati
agem(
have
earn
per
now
$60,001
cornpa
8a.m.
for p
appoin
NEE[
babysi
in NI
area fi
year
753-029
NEW
body
Visa/I
8 05 - 6
C-8155
TEXA
needs
for s
roundi
tact
train
Dick
South
leum,
Worth
WOM/
and c,
lady.
salary
Night!
751614
WAIT
ex per
years,
at the
fro
weekd

r1.

YOU COULD
HAVE GOTTEN
A CHAIR!

I DREAMT WE WERE
SAILING ACROSS
THE OCEAN IN A
HOT-AIR BALLOON

( Another
4
orker on

*

Frances Drake
(TrM

6. Heir

cm 121Q E
LIU R 1013131113 w 12112 2. Notice
A Engle k4
h4 1211111:11313E1
uu A Ei T A A
1112121 R 1111.1 13111 0 LiEl
Li El kg pp E Rep
Plappy .
ECU EIPIDIRE3 T CI D 41C
Birthday
EMINI13 U1110E1 L CIO
13 EC R S UcIUAUUR
4( Big Jim
HA a

•

//51211JEAPC

PAGE:

CLASSIFIEDS

D
Ell
A

Remember those
special occasions.
CARTER STUDIO
300 Main

7Si 8298

Come to our Country
Christmas Craft Show,
Dukedom Cafe,
Dukedom, Tenn.
Nov. 26th, 9-6
Nov. 27th, 124
Refreshments Served!

bc
29 Omen
31 Anger
33 Ate
37 Openwork
fabric
38 European
ermines
42 Article
45 Wise person
46 Sicilian

volcano
47 Beverage
48 Merry
49 Female

sheep
50 Occupy chair
52 Spider s tra ,
53 Be in debt
55 College
degree abbr

13

54

35

34

pos
De
ex p
m
em
pro
req
sup
of
ele
ass

LOST gray cat, black flea
collar with rabies tag If
found call 753-3773

39

nag.

43

41

col
rec

6. Help Wanted
H OUSEKE,EPER
needed, 1/2 day' twice a
week Supply own tran
sportation and re
ferences. Non-smokers
only. Call 753-8842

45
9

57

Ky.
Car

5. Lost and Found

30

!MP

Excellent Xmas
Gifts: Antique
Reproduction
Antique Clocks
for Sale. Will
also repair
almost any
clock.
Call J.D.
McKinney at
753-6347 after
5 p.m.

dMal

-

ninnonnarnaill.

nnn•
-nn

• qn
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6. Help

nted

10. Business Opportunity

APPLIc7TIONS are
being accepted for
church secretary. 20
hrs. per month. Applicants must be able to
type, operate duplicating equipment and file.
Deadline for all ap
plicants, Nov. 30th,
1983. Send applications
to Truman Whitfield,
Rt. 1, Box 70, Murray.
AVON Now! Avon Wow!
For service or work.
Call 753 0232 anytime.
CHEF, must have 3
years experience. Send
resume to The Barn,
Box 341, S Fulton Tn.
38257.
GOVERNMENT Jobs.
$16,559
S50,553/year.
Now Hiring. Your Area.
Call 8056876000 Ext.
R-8155.
LADY to live in with
and care for elderly
lady. Room, board,
salary. Call 7531850
days, 753-8990 nights.
MANAGEMENT
Career. Large corportation seeking
people with a career in
mind. Ability to work
with others a must.
Move ahead on your
own performance.
Openings in various
locations as a management trainee. You
have the opportunity to
earn $18,000 to $22,000
per year. Managers
now earning $25,000 to
$60,000 per year, all
company benefits. Call
8a.m. to 10a.m. 443-6469
for personal interview
appointment.
NEEDED, full time
babysitter in my home
in North Elementary
area for 3 year old and 5
year old girls. M-F. Call
753-0298 after 6p.m.
NEW Credit card! Nobody refused! Also
Visa/Mastercard. Call
805-6876000, Ext.
C-8155.
TEXAS Oil Company
needs mature person for short trips surrounding, Murray. Contact customers. We
train. Write K. N.
Dickerson, Pres.,
Southwestern Petroleum, Box 789, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76101.
WOMAN to live with
and care for an elderly
lady. Room, board and
salary. Days, 753-9868
Nights and weekends,
753-6145.
WAITRESSES wanted,
experienced over 19
years, Apply in person
at the Barn, S Fulton Tn
from 9 am 3 pm
weekdays

9. Situation Wanted
BABYSITTER in my
home for 3-11 shift.
Must be depeneble,
references. Call
753-3030.
EXPERIENCED pre
school teacher available for babysitting day
or evening. Mature,
responsible, lots of TLC
guaranteed. All ages.
753-4996.
RESPONSIBLE mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children in
her home. Experienced.
759 1692.
WOULD like to clean
houses. 436 2380.

10. Business Opportunity
BAY Clean up shop,
air furnished. Also
large commerical
building. 11
/
2 miles out
on 94 East. Eddie
Morgan, 759-4541.

24. Miscellaneous

200 4"x5"x12" GLAZED
tile, block patios bor
ders, 50 ea 200 4x8x8"
glass blocks, $2 ea.
Right off 280 on main
road or call Ed, 1-502
436 2743
ACRE portable building.
8x12 storage building,
all wood, $695. 8x16 5E5.
10x16 $1095. Free delivery up to 100 miles. Call
247-X831.
CONVERTIBLE dishwasher, converts undercounter, 3 automatic
14. Want to Buy
cycles, handsome but
ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or cher block, S4.50/week.
more, .24 cents. We pick Rudolph Goodyear, 753
up. Ed Sanitation and 0595.
Recycling Center, 436
CRAFTSMAN 6" Joiner
2658.
with motor and stand.
RAW Furs. Raccoon, Call after 5p.m., 489mink, muskrat, red and 2711.
gray fox, opossum,
FIREWOOD for sale.
beaver, coyote. McOak and Hickory, $25 a
Clellan, Pulaski, Ill.
rick delivered
Call
618-342-6316.
753 3328 or 753-0211
USED air conditioners.
FIREWOOD for sale.
Dill Electric. 753 9104.
$25 rick delivered. Call
753-0604.
15. Articles for Sale
FOR sale custom cut
FOR Sale Several sizes firewood, oak
and
folding tables, folding hickory. Call after
chairs, fiberglass for 5p.m., 753-7783.
mobile home underpinning, desks, files, OAK and Hickory
executive chairs, Firewood, 90 percent
Split wood, $25.00 rick
pickup tool boxes. Ross
and Sons Salvage, Mar- delivered. Call Days
tin, TN 38237, phone 753-3476, Night 436-2778.
OAK and Hickory
901-587-2420.
USED metal desk by firewood, delivered $25.
Sky Liner 130" wide x a rick. Call 759-1145
59" long x 30" high) $100 after 4 pm.
POOL tables, all slate
at Scott Drugs.
delivered and set up
with acessories, new
16, Home Furnishings
and used. Milon Pool
17 CU. Tappen Re- Table
Sales and Ser
frigerator for sale. 436- vices. 901-686-1177.
2743.
REFRIGERATOR, 17
9 DRAWER Bassett cu. ft., no
frost, no
dresser, mint condition. fingerprint
textured
1 1/2 yr. old registered steel
doors. Only
Bassett hound. Call $7/week. Rudolph
762-2354 after 4:30 p.m.
Goodyear, 753-0595.
AUTOMATIC washer SEASONED hickory,
oak,
with 4 washing cycles. mixed
hardwoods,
Water level control. $30/rick delivered.
Min.
Only S5/week. Rudolph order 2 ricks. Call
John
Goodyear, 753-0595.
Boyer at 753-0338.
ENERGY efficent re- WOOD for sale. Call
frigerator $200. 2 piece 753-54453 or 753-0144.
den suite $100. Apt size
WE buy used Western
stove $75. Call 759-4850.
paperbacks and .religious books; rebind
18. Sewing Machines
books. We also imprint
PUT a Singer under the Christmas cards,
tree and the Sumbeam's napkins, books and
Free. Murray Sewing
leather goods. The
Center, Bel Air Center, Bookmark, 119 S. 4th,
Murray.
753-7222
POTENTIAL $50,000
$80000 Per Year.
National company
based in Lexington
looking for qualified full
and part time distributors in 4 county
area. If you are bored
with your job, tired of
working for the other
person, call cogect 606231.7886. Investment
covered by inventory.

19. Farm Equipment

27. Mobile Home Sales

12x60 2 BEDROOM,
central heat and air,
extra large kitchen,
new carpet, 2 porches,
antenna and light pole
included. Call 7538666.
22. Musical
12x65, 2 BR, 6 acres,
1
2 mile
BEGINNING 5 pc. woods and barn, /
north of Murray. 759drum set, 759-1192.
4588 or 753-7637.
SEARS AM/FM stereo
With 8 track player, $50. 14x70 MOBILE home, 3
Fisher Strata Kit bedroom, 2 bath, extra
Stereo, amp., turn nice. 489-2143.
table, 2 large speakers, ROOM TO STRETCH
and get in touch with the
$100: Call 753-0610.
STEREO with earth but not far from
speakers. Call 753-8857 town. This 16 acres m/I
and older mobile home
after 5p.m.
is easily assessible to
town. Approximately
24, Miscellaneous
3/4 of the land is
BICYCLE built for two, tendable with
a pond
$50. One girls bicycle, and creek. Partially
$10. Garden tiller, fenced
and ready for
$50.Pieces of 3 ft x 7 ft you. Contact
CEN
glass from sliding glass TURY 21
Loretta Jobs,
doors, $5 each, small Realtors and
get ready
life preservers $5 each. for quiet living
Antique dining room
suite $450. Call 753-4501.
28. Mobile Home Rentals
8;2 SHELF with storage, 2 or
3 BR, newly
$100. Showcase $125. furnished,
natural gas
Lawn Mower 560. Wheel or electric
heat. Shady
Barrow $20. all items Oaks, 753-5209.
are in good shape and
good buy. 103 Williams MOBILE home rentals
Ave, Murray. 1 -5 PM as low as $95 and up
753-3280.
daily
NICE 2 BR trailer near
Murray, no pets. 489
2611
International 504 Tractor with bush hog, box
blade, fork lift and 3
bottom plow. $3000. Call
753-4501.

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
374.00 Yesterday
Opened
Opened
Today
377.00 Today
Up
3.00 Up

30. Business Rentals_ _

8.42

Mini

8.70
.28

Storage Space

Warehouse

For Rent

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold Silver
and Diamonds.
Hours: ;0 8 Daily
12-5 Sunday.

Emerson Electric Company
located in Western Tennessee near
Ky. Lake is seeking qualified
canidates to fill the following
positions:
Senior Industrial Engineer.
Degree preferred, 2 years
experience in method, time, study
and assembly required, with
emphasis on workplace layout and
productivity.
Production Supervisor. Shift work
required. Experience in Industrial
supervision with background in one
of the following areas: Machining,
electrostatic painting, high speed
assembly.
All applicants must send
complete resupe including salary
requirements :
Direct
ublic
on Electric
P.O. Box 610
Paris, Yet

Em

A

11aoplayer
towel Opportor
12

753-1492
•

31. Want to Rent
10 OR 100 Acres of land
for corn year 1984. Call
436-5812 or 489 2697 or
see Kynois McClure
after 6p.m.

32. Apts. For Rent
1 BR furnished garage
apt. Water/garbage
pickup furnished. 2
references required.
Married couples only.
Call 753-829/.

Perdom IL Thermion
I nierlIOCII &
Reel Estate
Soethside Capri Sq.
Merrily, Kontocky
753-4451

2 BR apt. upstairs,
unfurnished, 5041/2
South 6th. No pets. Call
753-8075 days, 435-4325
weekends.
2 BR brick duplex,
ceramic tile, both electric heat and air, shade,
off street parking, no
Appointments made
pets. Couples preferred.
far year convenience.
$220 month
Call 753Fell time solos
6931.
2 BR duplex, appliances
associates evening
furnished, $240/month,
phones.
central air and heat,
Ames
McCarty . 7531249
carpeted. 1703-B
Ridgewood. 753-0520.
111WM8 kaiglt . 753473
Joyce Betworth . 753-93111
ATTRACTIVE clean 2
BR duplex, all carAna lapurth... 753-2477
peted, appliances furWise
War . . TANN
nished, deposit rePrutia Dii. . 753-5715
quired, Panorama
Shores location.
ki
. as_72%
Available Dec 1st. Call
436-2755.
CLEAN two bedroom
furnished apartment on 44. Lots for Sale
S 8th street. Low 50 ACRES of ground,
utilities. Call 753-3584.
$15,000. Southwest,
NICE 1 BR furnished corner of Calloway.
apt., water furnished, Trailer hook-up. 435S135/month. 753-3949.
4347.
ONE and two bedroom BEAUTIFUL 4 acre
apts. Furnished or un
wooded lot northwest of
furnished. Adults, no Murray. Perfect for
pets. Lease and deposit. house or trailer. Must
753-9208 after 4p.m.
sell. 753-6185.
ONE bedroom fur- ONE acre wooded lots,
nished apt. Adults. No Call 759 4588 or 753-7637.
pets. Lease and deposit.
Call 759 4756 or 753-9208 4.5. Farms for Sale
after 4p.m.
ROCK house three
miles west of college
34. Houses for Rent
with eight acres of land.
3 OR 4 BR house. 1603 Has three house trailers
College Farm Rd. 492. and two wells. House
has three bedrooms,
8225.
THREE bedroom house, dining, kitchen, living
furnished, near Ky. and one bath. Would
Lake, washer and dryer consider trading for city
included, $200. Deposit property of equal value.
required. 753-8964 after Call 753-1353.
VERY nice 3 BR brick
5p.m.
on 3 acres, 2 acres
fenced with red barn,
fireplace, central heat
and air, double carport
South of Graves County.
Coleman RE, 753-9898
5 miles east

elLeLeM

HOUSE FOR
RENT

2 bedrooms, wall
to wall carpet, central heat wiheat
pump.
753-0858
753-8943
u.

37. Livestock-Supplies
BOARS and gilts, Murphysboro III. Yorkshire
read for service, health
approved. Homer
Jenkins, 618-684-6892.
FOUR goats for sale.
Cheap Call 4362872.

38. Pets-Supplies
41 2 MONTH old black
female Labrador Re
triever dog with papers,
doghouse included,
$100. 21 Marlin Lever
action rifle with scope,
$50. Selling because of
illness Call 436-5439.
AKC German Shepherd
puppies, 60 champions
in 5 generations. Also
guard dogs. Call 5542153.
AKC Registered Golden
Retriever, field trail
bred. Taking deposits at
522-6321.
BEAGLE, 5 months old,
female, all shots, 140
Call 436 2102
PARRAKEETS, cock-a
toos, canaries and large
talking parrots.
753-4106.

41. Public Sale

GARAGE
SALE
/
1
4 mile west of
Graves County
Line on 121.
House on left.
Antique dishes,
cooking ware,
clothes. You want
it, we've got it.
Starts Wed.
345-2205

43. Real Estate

32. Apts. For Rent
1 AND 2 bedroom apts.
Furnished and un
furnished. Adults, no
pets. Lease and deposit.
753 9208 after 4p.m.
1 BEDROOM apartment
for rent. Appliances
furnished. Panorama
Shores. No pets or
children. Lease, deposit
and references required. 4362484 or 753
7272.

a Real Estate

STR•UT
REALTY
Lee Alla nape 753-6843
Worm Wlisew
753-5556
436-5676
is. L. Iowa
1912 Coldwets, Reed
Murray, keetuay 42071
(502)73-0156
Anytime
101 I. KENNON
kekor
licensed & aso464

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

BY owner. Beautiful 4
BR home located in
Gatesborough. Enjoy
country living and the
city too. Priced far
below replacement
cost. Call 759- 1303.

1979 COUGAR, bucket
seats, console. 1972
DATSUN pickup truck.
Call 753 0153 or 492- 8738.
1979 DODGE Omni 024,
2 dr automatic, power,
air, $2,500. 435-4210.
DUNE Buggy, $900
Ready to go Call 7534501
VW Beetle, good condition, some extras. 759/952 between 4-8.

LOOKING FOR A
GOOD BUY? You must
see this neat 2 bedroom
brick just listed and
located on 1 1/2 acres m/1
and only minutes from
town. It has a workshop
for dad and a game
room for the children.
Nice shady yard with
mature trees. You'll get
your money's worth in
this home!' Call CEN•
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492 and
see for yourself.
Lovely 3 BR brick,
large great room with
fireplace, 2 baths, kitchen/dining. Near
North Elementary. 1
acre lot. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
OUTSTANDING home
With beautiful setting
just 2 miles from town.
This home has all the
extras. Exceptionally
well constructed and in
mint condition.
Features master bedroom suite, kitchen with
micro -wave, Jennair
range, Kitchen-aid dishwasher and an abun
dance of storage. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Para
dise setting, 3 to 5 acres.
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
Three spacious be
drooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage. Don't buy anything untill you see this
one. By owner, 753-4501.

50 Used Trucks
1978 DATSUN 4x4, good
condition, $2,400. 7530620.
1979 CHEVROLET van,
PS, P8, Air, exhaust
fan, raised roof, /6,000
miles, 1980 Chevrolet
diesel pickup, 33,000
miles, PS, PB, Air,
electric locks, power
windows, twin tanks,
one owner. Call
753-1279.
1983 GMC Conversion
Van. $15,000 or best
offer. 753-8552.

47. Motorcycles

ir

1973 DODGE Midas
Motor Home, fully self
contained, new tires
and generator. Phone
527-1964.

16 ft. Shasta
1973 camper.
Stove,
refrigerator,
sleeps 6.
$1,250

416
HITCHING POST GIFT
SHOP

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed
Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WILL do plumbing,
heating, carpentry,
painting and roofing.
753 2211 or 753.9600.
WILL rake leaves 753
3711
McKinney Appliance WILL do hauling and
Service on all major cleaning of attics,
appliances. Wards, gar ageS•and
Westinghouse, Maytag, basements. Free es
Tappen, Admiral, G.E. timate. Call 436-5510.
and all others. No. 10 Will rake leaves and
D
clean out gutters. Call
i
x
i
e
7513111.
land Ctr 7518505.

We repair, radios,
TV's, stereos, and
small appliances.
MURRAY HOME
8, AUTO
Chestnut St Murray
753 7571
L EE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 14
hour service, 753-5827.

Call 753-1265

WANING

or

Alemimena nod Vinyl
Adding aid Alominem
trini for Al bosses. it
stops panting.
Jock Glover
753.1873

Concrete -Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements, foundations
and chimneys. 75314476
•
Surrey
Preis" C.o.
*Kish* la oll typos of
soodivit Pima,. Polio god
excavating. Frio'same,.
los. 753-5411
les. 434-8174

51. Campers

753.4545
6763.

753-

Low, Low Rotes.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
SHG, Typing Service.
P.O. Box 45. Call 7530406.
Fire Wood. Seasoned
oak, tree trimming and
removing hedges and
shrubs. Free estimates.
753 S476.
re.

411M
•MI MN
el
Nal

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Coll now and were
on appointment
762-4792 or
435-4348
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
estimate.
Insulation blown in by
Sears. TVA approved
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

WALLPAPERING
Mobile Home Anchors,
underpinning, roofs
JIM DAY
sealed, aluminum
Painting
patio awnings, single
end double carports.
753-3716
JACK GLOVER
FREE ESTIMA-TES*
733.1873
•

TLC
We professionally clean everything with

TENDER LOVING CARE
Regular MAID service plus we professionally clean
Carpets, wash Windows, Walls, etc. Strip & Wax
Floors
We Coier Ponies arid hove Special Services for Sr
Citizens

LOCAL, MATURE,DEPENDABLE
759.9754

FREE ESTIMATES

759-1834

PUBLIC AUCTION SALE
On December 1, 1983, at 11 a.m., on the
premises, at 606 N. Market Street, U.S.
Highway 641, city of Paris, county of
Henry, State of Tennessee, the Tennessee
Valley Authority will offer for sale at
public auction to the highest bidder for
cash, checks accepted, pursuant to the
terms set-forth in the Notice of Sale posted
at the Henry County Courthouse, and to
be announced, the following tract and
personal property to be sold as a whole
and not separately.
Tract XPG 1 containing I 46 acres known as
TVA's Paris Garage Property together with the
following personal property two hydraulic lifts, one
romp-type front-end alignment machine, one water
cooler two fuel-dispensing pumps, one air
compressor, Joy model 25-E, and four window air
conditioning units for a minimum acceptable price
of $85,980

For additional information regarding
sale of the above-described land and
personal property, contact Alex R.
Tomshack, Land Branch, Tennessee
Valley Authority, 464 Lupton Building,
Chattanooga, Tennessee 3740 1,
telephone 615) 751-2104. To inspect the
property, contact Lorry W. Fielding, Land
and Facilities Management, Paris,
Tennessee 38242, telephone 901) 6422041.

RED DOT SALE'
All

Dr. Golberg will be
relocating his practice in
Rhode Island the first of the
year

Cassette Tapes

marked with a red dot
Other Tapes Reg. 8.98

Medical records will be
transferred according to the
patients' wishes upon office
visit or written request
before December 15 His of
fice is currently located at
00 S. 8th, Suite 305
Medical Arts Building.

'bon)
One Group LP's (Good Soler

Big Selection Boom Boxes
All Sizes With Low, Low Prices

Big Selection, Car Stereo's
Layaway Now For Christmas"

eevreciete the understanding of sw.0.-pa
hents in this most difficult decision Your loyal
ty and your referrals hate allowed me to
establish a standard of which I will remain proud

"WORLD OF SOUND':

222 So 12th

'We truly Appreciate your Business

•

.
•

-

753-5865

and Service what we Sell.

• .•
.

•

7S3-1119.

1980 Yamaha 400
Special windshield and
BOAT
sliding seat rest with
rack. good condition,
FOR SALE
$800. Call 753-6148.
1982 HONDA 110 A.T.C.,
17" duo
46. Homes for Sale
140
$600. Like new. 436-2606
Evinrude.
12 MILES East of or 753-7861.
Tilt,
Murray on Hwy. 94 1982 YAMAHA 750,
trailer, nice.
East, 3 BR, 2 bath, large Seca, 3,000 miles, like
living room and kit- new. Call 753-6259 after
chen, new 24x24 garage, 4p.m.
price $30,000. 437-44124.
1982 YAMAHA 125 3
Call
3 BR frame house with 2 Wheeler, excellent
acres, six miles Nor- condition. Call 435-4499
759-1987
theast of Murray, $25, after 6p.m.
000.437-4940.
'83 V-65 Magna Honda
CITY BOUND,: only 1200 miles, excel- 53. Services Offered
COUNTRY HOME. If lent shape, $3,200. '82
You can't make up your CR25OR 3-Wheeler, $I, APPLIANCE SER
mind where to live, why 200. '80 YZ 250 Yamaha, VICE. Kenmore,
not enjoy both. Just perfect shape, $700. Call Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
minutes from town via 753-7627.
Hwy. 641, this older 1972 Harley Davidson experience. Parts and
home and six acres will motorcycle, excellent Service. Bobby Hopper
make you feel you're condition, loaded with Bob's Appliance Serout in the country. extras. Call 8a.m.-5p.m. vice 202 S. 5th St
7 5 3 4 8 7 , 7538886
Plenty of shade trees to 436-5619.
(home).
sit under or sit on the
front porch and relax 48, Auto Services
igat
ikertial
and watch the world go
by. Come and let us 5 QUART oil change,
CJAWIELL WELL
show you how you can -chassis lubrication, oil
1111IX
enjoy city
country filter, complete safety
Nekriezie. Ta.
check. Only $11.99.
living. Phone 753-1492
CENTURY 21 Loretta Rudolph Goodyear, 753Call Cellect: 911-352-E71
0595.
Jobs, Realtors.
V 111-E-5714
CONVENIENTLY ENGINES. '74 Datsun
Free Estimates
located near the hospi- 1800, '75 Rabbit 1600, '76
tal, this 2 bedroom brick Fiat-128, '77 Datsun- Need work on your
could be just right for 1400, '76 Datsun 1400, '72 trees? Topping, prun
you. There is a nice den Opal-1.1 Rally. 474-2325.
ing, shaping, complete
with fireplace and cen- FOR lease or sale, auto removal and more. Call
tral gas heat. Priced in safety devise. Pattoned. BOVER'S TREE
the low 530's. Call today Paul Crocker, 209 N. SERVICE for Pro
KOPPERUD REALTY, 5th, Murray. 753-3315.
fessional tree care
753-1222.
Kerosine Heater 9800 753-0338.
FHA approved 3 BR BTU with siphin pump SEWING Machine Re
house, 5 miles 121 North only $2.50 per week.
pair. All makes and
on 1/2 acre, stove and Rudolph's Goodyear. models. Industrial,
753-0595.
dishwasher included.
home and commercial
534,000. /89 2864.
TOPPER to fit Datsun 38 yrs. experience. All
FOR Sale or Trade; 4 and other long bed work guaranteed. Ken
BR, 3 bath home, 3 truck. 753-5693.
neth Barnhill, 753-2674
Years old, in CanterStella, KY.
bury. 2400 sq. ft., living 49. Used Cars
area and 2 car garage
1974 BUICK Apollo, 2
&D
Will trade for smaller brl., p.s., p.b.,
radial
Sanitation
home in town or county. tires, good body,
Service
motor,
753.8324.
Weekly Pickups
transmission. $1,000.
IDEAL home for 753-6564.
Recisonobk Rotes
couple. Pine Bluff 1975 OLDSMOB
Coll 436-2562
ILE
Shores. 759-1192.
otter 6 p.m.
Cutlass Supreme-,
KICK the city life! Live $1,900. Call 753-4978
in the quiet of the after 5p.m.
GENERAL HOME
country in this charm
1976 AMC Pacer, 38,xxx REPAIR. 15 years ex
ing two bedroom ranch actual miles,
auto
perience. Carpentry,
home. Very near to the matic, air, p.s.,
p.b. See concrete, plumbing,
lake for the fisherman at Ozark
Log Homes. roofing, sliding. NO
and golfers are a short Call 753-6774.
JOB TO SMALL. Free
distance from the University Golf Course. 1976 BUICK Electra estimates. Days 753
6973, nights 474 2276
House has a sunken Ltd., loaded, good con
conversation center dition and appearance.
with fireplace, out- $1,700. Call 753-2206
Will heel white rock,
buildings with cellar after 5p.m.
said,
lime, rip rap and
storage. Call to see thiS 1978 Z28 Camaro, local
neasonory send, cool.
one today. KOPPERUD car, 65,xxx miles
$4,250. Call 437-4006.
REALTY,753-1222.
Call Roger Hodson,

Annual Sale
Save Up To 50%

53. Services Offered

Alaimo Service Cs.
Alisimma aid vinyl
Odin. GAN trig lout.
letereetes. Call Will El

52. Boats-Motors

Dr. John Golberg, P.S.C. Announces
Closing of his Medical Practice
in Orthopaedic Surgery
December 15, 1983

Aurorc4 Ky.
Tuesday-Saturday
10 am-5 pm
1 pm-5 pm
Sunday
Closed Thanksving Day.
474-2266

53. Services Offered

•

•

mo3

•
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One killed, at least 16 hurt in Ohio hotel fire

v. 40E

HEALTH

DAYTON,Ohio(AP)Fire raged through a
downtown hotel for three
hours early today, killing
one person and injuring
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D. at least 16 others,
cussions on this drug bacteria die new ones are authorities said.
because it is prescribed so not available to take their Lt. Charles Shuster of
much for different ailments. place. The result is that the Dayton fire prevenWe were wondering if you within a few hours, the
tion bureau said the blaze
could set us straight.
growth of bacteria may
after 4
DEAR READER - There slow, and finally the bacter- broke out shortly
are a number of antibiotics ia causing the infection are a.m.
Some 100 firefighters
included in the group of eradicated.
medicines known as tetracyThat feature of antibiotics were called to the Travel
clines. They all have essen- explains why you should Master Inn. Firefighters
tially the same action but take your antibiotics as long said they saw flames
some are short and others as your doctor told you to do shooting from the top two
long acting. They affect the so. If you stop short of that floors of the four-story

Diverticulosis
DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
extremely concerned about
what foods are likely to
cause trouble now that my
physician has diagnosed
diverticulosis. Do you have a
brochure or something to
help me know what to
avoid? Even though I am
trying to be careful, there is
often a heaviness in my
stomach that is quite uncomfortable. But I do want to
avoid diverticulitis.
DEAR READER - Keep
in mind that those little
pockets of the colon are
extremely common. Some
estimate that as many as 70
percent of older people have
them and they are not rare
in people below age 50. In
many people, they cause no
symptoms at all.
But a spastic colon, which
does cause symptoms, may
cause diverticulosis. When a
spasm exists and pressure
builds up in the colon, the
pressure causes a "blowout" or tiny ruptures of the
wall of the colon known as
diverticula or pockets of the
colon.
The
heaviness
you
describe may be from a
basic poor function of your
colon rather than the diverticula. Let your doctor guide
you, but the usual advice
today is to use more bulk in
the diet. This includes
whole-wheat products, perhaps some miller's bran and
avoid foods that do not contain any bulk.
I have discussed the current thinking about diet in
diverticular disease in The
Health Lettr 5-6, Diverticulosis, which I am sending
you. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
The complications of
diverticulosis may cause
symptoms. Diverticulitis,
which means inflammation
of one of the small pockets,
causes pain and symptoms
similar to appendicitis. But
it is usually on the left side.
That is because the diverticula are mostly on the left
side of the colon. These
symptoms are different
from the symptoms of a
spastic colon.
We di!, not know why a
becomes
diverticulum
inflamed any more than we
know why the appendix
becomes inflamed. But
patients with diverticula are
often advised to avoid seeds,
such as grape seeds, for fear
that they may lodge themselves in a diverticulum and
cause problems. The vast
majority of diverticulitis
cases are not on this basis.
Probably the best thing you
can do is follow a sensible
diet that encourages good
colon function. Laxatives
should be avoided, as well as
any foods that cause you to
have symptoms.
DEAR DR. LAMB Could you please provide a
description of the drug
tetracycline and what it is
generally prescribed for?
We have had several dis-

basic metabolism within
bacteria, making it nearly
impossible for the bacteria
to reproduce or multiply.
When you keep b?cteria
from multiplying, as the old

time, the remaining bacteria
may start multiplying again.
Tetracyclines are effective
against many bacteria. That
is why they are frequently
prescribed for any illness.

hotel when they arrived.
Shuster said one person
was killed.
AnnDol 1 ,
spokeswoman at Miami
Valley Hospital, said
most of the 14 people
treated there had suffered smoke inhalation.
A firefighter was
hospitalized for treatment of second-degree
burns over about 10 percent of his body, and a 7year-old was transferred
to Children's Medical
Center, Ms. Doll said.
Meanwhile,in Denver a

fire erupted early today
in a vast shopping mall,
and more than 150
firefighters were called
out in subfreezing
temperatures as the
blaze gutted shops packed with goods for the
Christmas season.
The fire at the University Hills Shopping Mall
was designated a fivealarm blaze, the first in
the city's history, said
Fire Chief Myrle Wise.
The fire was reported
shortly after midnight,
and within an hour Wise

had issued a call for all Pieces of fire equipment
available men and equip- and more than 150
ment that brought 20 firefighters to the scene.

Christmas cards rounded in London
KANSAS CITY API Christmas cards as we
know them began in London in 1643, the same year
"A Christmas Carol" was
written, when Henry Cole
asked artist John Horsely
to design something he
could send to his friends
and acquaintances to
wish them a Merry
Christmas.
Of the 1,000 cards

Wingfoot
Golf Shop

1P
3995
Real walnut veneer! 8" woofer, tuned bass
port, 21/2" tweeter. Removable decorator
grille. 19 x 103/4 x 711.2'! #40-4031
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The 01 Shopping List in Murray

10

$40

The low-cost way to introduce someone to computing. Easy-to-read manual, vivid 8-color graphics, exciting
sound effects. Attaches to any TV.
#26-3011

BEL AIR
CENTER

ET-320 by
Radio Shack

Save
$20

(:Geed Housekeepin.

Cut33%
95

19

Reg. 29.95

Auto-Redial. FCC
registered. White,
#43-501. Brown, #43-502
May be incompatible with certain hearing aids

For the Best One-Stop
hopping this Holiday Season
hop the Friendly Atmosphe
of...

Cordless Telephone

ET-120 by Radio Shack

Reg.
17.95

Calculated to please!
Never needs batteriesas
seen) even runs on indoor
on TV
light. #65-689

Storey's Food Glom 0 Pior I losporlo
Soots
Marvel
Murray tosorooco
C.ositot
Jody4 Sivore's
Ovord4y HO/40
&pooh/ Solos
Docor Stone
MorSo Morp000
Coors V OCi14141
Sidoio Stocked,
Kitio's Doe
Seek of Murray
Go For itl
The Fihss, Studio

Save

Reg. 119.95

1-Piece Pulse-Dial
Telephone

40% Off
77

tMOO

"On Murray's
Southside"

7995

•midisi usi•eo 'min Simi

EC-402 by Radio Shack

Hr'STM& carer

,iits11111111v

Half
Price

Solar-Power Calculator

YOur

.,

2-Way Speaker System TRS-8Cr Micro Color Computer Cut 33%
Slashed $40 Nova -4 by Realistic
MC-10 by Radio Shack

CHARGE IT (MOST STORES)

itim nip moo

••‘,

CHRISTMAS GIFT SALE!
Reg. 79.95 Each

1415 Main St.
753-2202

/

REMOVAL
We con remove stumps ip'
to 24 below the ground
435 4343 0,43S 4319

Most Stores Open Late
Nights 711 Christmas

$1138 Up
Bags
$8" & Up
Balls
96"& Up
Izod Sweaters
$ass & p
Golf Gloves
$210 &Up
New Irons
$35 & Up
Used Irons
New Persimmon Woods
$100 & Up
Set
$30
Ea.& Up
Metal Woods
$5 pr.
Converse Tennis Shoes
$25"
lzod Golf Jackets
&
p
$625
Ball Retrievers
Shag Bag
lzpd Rain Suits
Many, Many
More Golf
Accessories

),"

MIK STUMP

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Have A Golf Christmas

y

printed, only 12 are
known to exist, and two of
these are part of the
70,000-card Hallmark
historical collection.

ow e
ea u
sin e
ado

991P

as
seen
on TV

USE

['MEM

119.95

YOUR

Up to 100-ft. range. Auto-Redial.
FCC registered. #43-268 may be
incompatible-with certain hearing aids.

In OF ALL AGES LOVE TOYS FROM THE SHACK
Space Battle-Game
Cosmic 3000 Fire-Away
•••••••

by Tandy'

•••••••

25% Off
2995
Reg. 39.95
/.49

A fascinating gift for all ages! Joysticks
make it grip, pick up, rotate, move and release objects. #60-2364 Batteries extra

1(111111111

Reg. 10.95

3-color fluorescent
display, sound effects. #60-2183

Random notes/colors must be
replayed in same sequence.
#60-2152 Battery extra

Batteries extra

JUST HOME COOKIN'...
Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials
•Pork Chops
•Sausage Casserole
*B.B.Q. Ribs
*Chicken Pot Pie

'Chicken & Rice
•B.B.Q. Shrimp '
*Corn Beef & Cabbage
*Chicken Livers.

DON'T MISS THESE NIGHTLY SPECIALS
Thursday - B.B.Q. Shrimp Saturday - Frog Legs
Sunday - Country Ham
Friday - Beef Short Ribs

All operate on 27 MHz except
where noted Batteries extra
Jeep and Renegade are registered
trademarks of Jeep Carp

Porsche 928 Racer. Authentically styled. 9"
long. #60-3041
11.95
US Army Jeep®. Movable gun. 83/4" long.
#60-3087
14.95
Mustang Racer. 49 MHz. 8" long.
#60-3078
19.95
BMW 323 Racer. All-direction steering.
103/4" long. #60-3083 .
.....
29.95
Highway Patrol Motorcycle. Removable
rider. 11 1/2" long. #60-3091 . .
. . . 29.95
Sherman Tank. Climbs 45° inclines. 13"
long. #60-3037
39.95
Jeep Renegade®. Handles rugged terrain
49.95
13,12" long. #60-3089

Exciting Electronic Games
Come In And See John And Sherry
New Owners Of Granny's!
11-9 Tues.-Thurs.
11-10 Fri.-Sat.

seen
TV_J

From 1295 to 1595
• They're Furry Little Friends With
AM Radios Tucked Safely Inside
• Easy-to-Use External Controls
. 12.95
Cuddly Cat. #12-983
Pekingese. #12-967
13.95
13.95
Wise Owl. #12-987
14.95
Country Mouse. #12-975
14.95
Sad Puppy. #12-988
Spaniel. #12-979
15.95

By Radio Shack

11-3 Sundays

From 1495 to 5995

Shark Island. Pocket adventure game.
14.95
#60-2179
14.95
Deluxe Football. #60-2189
Tandy-12 Arcade. 12 challenging games in
19.95
one #60-2159
Sports Arena. Football, basketball, soccer.
19.95
LED action display. #60-2178
Kingman. Multi-color display. #60-2184 29.95
34.95
Zackman. Space game #60-2185
Alien Chase. Twin action screens
39.95
#60-2186
Tandy 1650 Computer Chess.
#60-2187
59.95
59.95
Backgammon.
#60-2188
LCD
Bat1P. es extra

Murray
N. 16th Kentucky

Battery extra

Lets kids broadcast their voices on
any FM radio. Popular stocking
stutter! #60-2109 Batteries extra

One of our all-time
holiday favorites!
Built-in light and
sirep. #60-3005
Batteries extra

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio /Melt Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION Of TANDY CORPORATION

,`AR
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753-3149
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ALL STORES OPEN 8 A.M. FRIDAY

Coordinating Specials!
MISSES AND
JUNIOR BLAZERS

UP TO

JUNIORS, MISSES AND
GREAT LADY COORDINATES

40 u OFF

40% OFF

OSCAR DE LA RENTA CORDUROY
BLAZER, Orig. $50 Now 29.99
FARAH SUEDE BLAZERS
Orig. $70 Now 39.90
JUNIOR CORDUROY BLAZERS
Orig. $40 Now 24.99
MISSES CORDUROY BLAZERS
Comp. $40 Now 29.90
MISSES WOOL & VELVETEEN
BLAZERS, Orig. $50 Now 39.99
OSCAR DE LA RENTA WOOL
BLAZERS Tweeds, herringbones,
solids in assorted colors. 6-16.
Orig. $75 Now 49.90

KORET WOOL COORDINATES
Orig. $29-$99 Now 16.99-68.99
Moderate Sportswear
FIRE ISLANDER, COS COB
COORDINATES
Ong $20 to $60 Now 40% OFF
Popular Sportswear
PERSONAL II,
GREAT LADY SPORTSWEAR,
MODERN JR., PBJ SPORT
MAGENTA & ESPIRIT JR.
COORDINATES
Orig. $36-$85 Now 40% OFF
Junior View

JOHN MEYER
COORDINATES

OSCAR DE LA
RENTA SUITS

50% OFF

Orig. $54 to $140
Save now on these handsome coordinates by John Meyer. Choose
from blazers, skirts and blouses in
grey, charcoal and camel. Sizes
6-16. Not at Dixie, Indian Trail or
Lexington.
Better Sportswear

Orig. $90
Misses wool suits with classic,
fully lined blazers and dirndle
skirts. Choose from tweeds,
herringbones and solids in
navy, grey, black and camel.
Sizes 6-16.
Moderate Sportswear

WOOL FLANNEL COORDINATES
by Jones New York, Sizes 6-16.
Orig. $90-$175 Now 59.90-129.90

MISSES DESIGNER
BLOUSES

DRESS & CASUAL
JUNIOR BLOUSES
Orig. $18-$26
Choose from solids, stripes
and plaids with bow and
ruffle detailing. Wide assortment of colors. Sizes
5-13.
Junior View

Orig. $40
Two styles to choose
from in these smart
blouses and you
will recognize her
name and quality.
Notch collar &
scarf neck styes. Fashion
colors.
Sizes 4-14.

SHIP 'N SHORE
BLOUSES
Reg. $28
Misses 100% polyester
blouse with detachable
jabot. So very versatile,
this blouse can be
worn 3 ways. Assorted colors. Sizes
8-18.
Popular
viSportswear

Better
Sportswear

25% OFF
ADD-A-BEAD STARTER SETS
14 KT. GOLD, 18" Rope Set
Reg $39

ENTIRE STOCK OF 14 KT. GOLD CHAINS

28.90

Light Serpentine Chain

14 KT. GOLD, 24" Cable Set
Reg. $34

7" Bracelet, orig. $24

24.90

16" Orig. $44
1.8" Orig. $50

9.90
15.90
19.90

Reversible Herringbone Chain
7" Bracelet, Orig. $100
16" Ong $200
18" Orig. $220
24" Orig $300

34.90
74.90
84.90
114.90

14 KT. GOLD 16" & 18" Cable Set
Reg. $29

19.90

c•aa_

T. GOLD FILLED, 18" Serpentine & Rope
Reg $15

10.90
Medium Herringbone Chain
7" Bracelet, ong $40
18" Orig. $110

RLING SILVER, 18" Serpentine & Rope
Reg $12

8.90

24" Orig $140

SAVE 25% ON ENTIRE STOCK OF BEADS
ALSO
Reg 70$-$15 Now 534-11.25 Fashion Jewelry
Advertising Supplement to Louisville Courier irnir nal i-•
P4X:',AVi p1p, Melt 0‘.
Pilau( ah Sun. Mayfield Me!

1
4
-

,
.... OW- •••• 4.3*
fe/O.

A-,

„.„„
,-alam-77.s.r.,•

13.90
32.90
49.90

Solid Rope Chain
•

7" Bracelet, Orig. $140
18" Orig. $340

24" Orig. $460
Fashion & Fine Jewelry

59.90
149.90
199.90

'
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big savings for boys & girls
ENTIRE STOCK
HEALTH-TEX

ENTIRE STOCK
OF OUTERWEAR

30°/o OFF

30% OFF

Reg. 6.50-$25 Now 4.55-17.50
Choose from corduroy pants, skirts,
knit tops, crawlers, overalls and much,
much morel Assorted colors in the
group. 3-24 mos., 2-4T, girls 4-6X,
boys 4-7, 7-14 girls.
Childrens

BOYS IZOD
KNIT TOPS

30% OFF

Reg. $22-$29 Now 15.40-20.30
Save now on famous Izod girls sweaters in acrylics, orlons and blends
Assorted holiday fashion and basic
colors. Girls & teen sizes S-M-L. Boys
select group sweaters, velours, shirts.
Assorted colors 4-7, 8-20.
Girls & Boys

Reg. $28-$86 Now 19.80-80.20
Save now on stadiums, fake furs, reversibles and bombers. Fall fashion
colors and basics to choose from.
Styles for girls, boys and toddlers.
Childrens

30% OFF

Reg. 19.00 Now 13.30
Save now on these long sleeve style
knit tops in wide assortment of stripes
Sizes 8-20.
Boys

Oa.

BOYS & GIRLS
CREW NECK SWEATERS'
DENIM
FASHION JEANS

25% OFF
k

Reg. 18.50-$27
Denim fashion jeans in sizes
2-4T. girls 4-6X, 7-14, teen,
boys 4-7. 8-20.
Childrens

CHILDREN'S
OXFORD SHIRTS

9.90

boys 8-20
girls 7-14
and Pre Teen

9.90

$12-$14 value
Choose from a wide assortment of basic and fashion
colors in crew neck sweaters
for both boys and girls and
don't forget free monogramming.
2-4T. $10 value, 7.90
4-6X, 4-7, $11-$12 value,
now 8.90
Childrens

Reg. $12-$13
Save now on long sleeve oxford cloth shirts with buttondown collars. Assorted colors. Girls 7-14, pre-teen.
Boys 8-20. Girls 4-6X, boys
4-7, reg. $11 now 8.90

a*.

thl,

77-

CONNIE PUMPS

CORELLI MOO

LEVI'Sg HUSTLER

20% OFF

29.90

20% OFF

Save now on these popular
pumps. KISS, low heel in
red. teal, purple, grey. navy,
taupe Black & black suede
HAUGHTY, mid heel in red,
wine, grey, navy. Black
suede. black patent, black
leather & black faille.
Sizes 7N -9N. 5'42M -9M &
10M
Shoes

Reg 38.00
Classic styling in smart
stacked heel shoe with soft
leather upper. Black, tan,
wine and navy. Sizes 7N-9N,
51/2M-9M & 10M.
Shoes

Reg. $34 Now 27.20
Save on these shoes with nylon and leather upper on
durable lug sole. High top in
beige, navy, olive. Low cut in
2-11 &
/
beige or navy. Sizes 71
12.
Shoes

1
ENTIRE STOCK BASS SPORTS

20% OFF
Reg $48
Great time to save on these Bass penny and tassel loafers Hurry in, buy yours and save'

NATURALIZER SANDAL

26.90
Reg $32
Save now on this smart padded sandal Newark style
Shoes

SPORTO "DUCK"

1
`0

MENS/BOYS KANGAROO

9.9O
19.90

20% OFF

SAVE ON SPORTS

GIRLS FASHION BOOT

Reg $29
Save now on these popular shoes. Navy rubber
super, non-skid soles. Sizes 5-10M.

19.90

Reg.-$32-$40
Classic and rugged styles in the group Brown, tan,
navy and wine.
Shoes

Reg. $32-$38
Save now on these popular sport boots. Sizes boys 11
to meqs 12.

15.90

Reg $29
Save now on these fashion boots for girls Sizes little
wiriS 8 to big Oda
Shoes
•
•
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save 20-50% on ladles' coats
ENTIRE STOCK OF
LONDON FOG COATS

,•

25%

•

WOMEN'S
PEA COAT

BONDER'S
PANT COAT

59.90

64.90

Reg. $100
Save now on this great topper
for pants! Double breasted
wool blend pea coat in your
choice of red or navy. Sizes
6-18.
Coats

Orig. $85
A super topper for pants! Calendar cloth pant coat so warmly
pile lined. Gunmetal, mocha,
tan, silver, grape. Sizes 8-20.
Coats

OFF

Reg. $150 Now 112.50
Save now on these popular all
weather coats from London Fog.
Poly/cotton in your choice of
navy, natural or coffee. The versatile coat that goes out in all kinds
of weather Sizes 6-20.

KASHMIRACLE
COAT

STADIUM
COATS

QUILTED
PANT COATS

49.90

49.90

Reg $78
Save now on these versatile
stadium coats that are great for
all those outdoor activities.
Choose from Boysenberry,
cream, mallard. Sizes 8-16.
Coats

Orig. $78
Save now on these versatile
pant coats, a must for your fall
and winter wardrobe. Choose
from grape/mist, mist/grape.
Sizes 6-16.
Coats

LONDON FOG
STORM COAT

WOOL PLUSH
COAT

79.90

79.90

69.90

Orig. $90
Save now on this luxurious coat
with the look and feel of cashmere. Celanese Arnel triacetate,
in choice of assorted colors. Sizes
6-18.

Orig. $170
Enjoy the warmth of this pile
lined corduroy storm coat and
save! Wood color. Sizes 6-16.
Coats

Reg. $100
Timely savings on this wool/
nylon plush coat in a wide
assortment of colors. Sizes 816.
Coats

SPECIAL PURCHASE
FAKE FURS

POLY-FILLED
DOWN COATS

TRENCH
COATS

79,90

79.90

59.90

Reg. $100
Elegance at N-etrite! Polyester
pile jacket. Choice of white,
brown or black. Sizes 8-18.
Coats

Orig. $150-$180
Save now on this poly/cotton
chintz coat, poly filled for
warmth, yet so lightweight and
comfortable. Mauve, silver,
claret. Sizes S-M-L.
Coats

Orig. $90
The coat that goes out in any
kind of weather. Popular trench
style in your choice of taffy,
sand, camel, plum, rose, black.
Sizes 8-16.
Coats

save 30-50%on dresses 8( lingerie
pal

Half

lit 6
es 141/

VANITY FAIR
SATIN ROBE

WINTER
FLEECE ROBES

26.90

24.90

11.25

F-LANNEL
SLEEPWEAR

12.90

Gown
Req. $15
Antron Ill nylon tricot gown
with floral applique.
Coats, reg. $22 now 16.50
Pajamas, reg. $21 now 15.75
Lingerie

$20 Value
Cotton flannel pajamas and
gowns so cozy and warm.
Assorted styles and prints
32-40 and S-M-L
Lingerie

SELECTED STYLES
BALI BRAS

DEAR FOAM
WARM-UP BOOTS

ANIMAL
SLIPPERS

8.90-11.90

6.99

8.90

Reg. $35-$36
Glissanda robes in Antron III®
nylon satin, deep bright colors. Tartan red, mandarin
jade, bright blue. P-S-M-L
Lingerie

Reg $33
Arnel fleece with beautiful
trims. Deep tone colors from
Vanity Fair. Kayser, Say-lu
and Shadowline reg. $39-$46
Now 29.90 reg. $44-$48 Now
34.90

ENTIRE STOCK
18 HR.® PLAYTEX

30% OFF
Reg. 13 50-21 50
Now 9.45-15.09°
Choose from our entire stock
of pnpular 18 Hr. bras and
girdle:, by Playtex. White
34-42 B. C. D and M-L-3XL
Foundations

VANITY FAIR
SLEEPWEAR

Reg. $12-$16
Today's Woman. Free Woman & Total Woman collections. 01909. #1908, Z2860.
#2820. White, .beige. Sizes
32;36 B, C. 34-38D
Not all styles in all stores.
Foundations

Reg. $10...
A great gift idea! Select from
2 styles in solid colors and
prints. S-M-L-XL.
Hosiery

Fleg $11-$12
Cuddle your feet in furry
anirnal slinners in assdrted
styles. Raebbit, lion. elephant.
Women's & childrens sizes
S-M-L.
Hosiery

••••••-••••••

•-••

with $35 or more purchase

PURITAN ORLON
V-NECK SWEATER
Reg. $22
Great savings on this popular orlon
acrylic, V-neck sweater in a wide selection of solid colors_ Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Mens

HAGGAR WOOL
BLEND COATS

Orig. $90
Choose from herringbones, tic-weaves,
plaids and solids in these handsome
wool/polyeser sport coats. Famous
Haggar quality & fit. Sizes 38-46 reg. &
long.
Mens

LEVI'S®
ACTION SLACKS

VAN HEUSEN &
ARROW SHIRTS

Reg. $26
100% polyester dress slacks with famous Levi's fit in a variety of colors.
both regular dress and Western pocket
styles. Sizes 30-40.
Mens

Orig. $16-$21
Cotton/poly blend dress shirts in variety of popular styles. Arrow, Kent and
Trump. Van Heusen 417 collection &
tone on tone in solids & fancies. Sizes
/
2.
141
/
2-171
Mens
DESIGNER TIES
John Henry, Allyn, St. George,
Marquis. Stripes & prints. Reg. 11.5012.50 Now 9.90

AIGNER DRESS
SHIRTS

VAN HEUSEN
VELOUR ROBES

LEVI'S®
DENIM JEANS

Reg. $18-$19
Cotton/poly dress
shirts with distinctive style and quality.
Solids & fancies. Oxford cloth solids.
/
2-17.
Sizes 141
AIGNER TIES
Neat prints, fashion
and textured stripes
in poly/silk.
Reg. 13.50 9.90
Mens

Orig. $25
Soft touch velour
robe in your choice
of wine, navy, blue. /
grey, camel or brown./
One size fits all.
Mens

Reg. 15.90
100% cotton denim basic
jeans with straight leg and
boot cut styling. Sizes
28-40.
Young Mens

ENTIRE STOCK
HANES UNDERWEAR

SALE PRICED
DRESS SHIRTS

20% OFF
Cotton briefs, boxers. T-shirts and
thermal tops & bottoms, sizes 30-44
Mens

Free
Monogramming

2for15

$13 value
Exceptional value on
these long sleeve broadcloth shirts with straight
collar styling. White, blue,
tan, maize. 7.90 ea.
Sizes 14'/2-17 1...,.
Mens
WEMBLEY TIES
Polyester solids, stripes
prints. Reg. $10 7.90

REVERSIBLE INITIAL
BOXED BELT

Perfect for gift giving! Full grain
leather black/brown rever-sible belt
with brass buckle. Choose initial and
decorative styles. One size fits all.
Mens
4

Page 5
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MEN'S JANTZEN
SHETLAND SWEATER

IZOD® V-NECK
SWEATER

VAN HEUSEN & ARROW
FLANNEL SHIRTS

CREW NECK
SKI SWEATERS

Reg. $26
Save now on this classic crew neck
and V-neck sweater in wool blend. Red,
navy, natural, blue and more. M-L-XL
Mens

Reg. $29
Save now on these orlon acrylic pullovers with V-neck styling from famous
Izods. Wide choice of solid colors.
S-M-L-XL.
Mens

Reg. $16
Save now on these 100% cotton flannel
shirts with regular and button-down
collar styling with pocket. Wide choice
of colorful plaids. S-M-L-XL.
Mens

Orig. $30
Save now on these handsome orlon/
ragg wool ski sweaters with smart chest
pattern. Assorted patterns and colors.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Mens
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LONG SLEEVE
SWEATER SHIRT

Reg. $18
Save on this long sleeve,
lightweight orlon pullover accented with
stripes.
Sizes S-M-L-XL
Mens
• ,

VAN HEUSEN
SPORT SHIRT

NIKE ACTIVE
SEPARATES

12.90

20% OFF

Reg. $8-$28
Now 6.40-22.40
Save now on jerseys,
active pants, shorts,
windbreakers, and
more. Navy, silver,
royal, red-,-- black.
S-M-L-XL.
Young Mens

Reg. $16
Save on these poly/
cotton plaid sport
shirts, long sleeves.
Sizes S-M-L-XL.
Mens

YOUNG MEN'S
SPORT SHIRTS

9.90
13.90

Reg. $14-$19
Save now on this
smart collection
from Levi's, Saturdays, Hallelujah.
Solids, woven plaids,
stripe oxfords..
S-M-L-XL.
Young Mens a
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Reg. 17.90
Cotton/poly corduroy jeans with straight
leg & boot cut styling. Brown, green,
navy, rust, light blue,
olive green & more.
Sizes 28-40.
Young Mens
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Reg. $26
Save on these belted
poly/flannel pants in
grey, navy, brown
or camel. Sizes
30-40.
Mens
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save on gifts for the home!

24.88 free.
20 PC. SEMI-PORCELAIN
DINNER SET BY NIKKO

-

2R4e
.9
g9

BUY 1-5 PC. PLACE SETTING
OF ONEIDA FLATWARE AT
SALE PRICE AND GET AN
EXTRA TEASPOON FREE!
AND SAVE TO 50°/o

Perfect holiday gift or for your own
table. Lovely fluted edge white dinnerware with fine cafe au lait edge. 20 pc.
set includes: 4 each, dinner plates,
salad plates, soup/cereal bowls, tea
cups, saucers.
China

Over 35 patterns to choose!
Reg. 5 pc. + teaspoon
Reg.
Sale
Profile . . . .$20
2.75 22.75 12.00
Deluxe . . . .$25
3.50 28.50 15.00
Community
$32
5.00 37.00 19.20
Heirloom ..$45
7.00 52.00 27.00
LTD
$65 13.00 78.00 39.00
China

)

1

19.99 19.88

N

REGAL 7 PC. COOKWARE
SAVE 42% ON THIS SET

CORNING WARE 6 PC.
TRIO SET

Orig. 34.99
Heavyweight aluminum with SilverStone interiors. Set includes 1 and 11
/
2
qt. covered saucepans, 5 quart Dutch
oven, 10" open fry pan.
Housewares

Save now on this versatile 6 pc. set that
1
2 qt. casseroles with
includes: 1 and 1 /
one interchangeable plastic and one
glass cover and 2 qt. glass cover casserole in cornflower pattern.
Spice 0' Life or Wildflower
pattern, 23.88
Housewares
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1.99

20%
OFF
ENTIRE STOCK GLASSWARE

ea.
BRASS CANDLESTICKS
Choose from five graduated sizes in
these gleaming brass candle sticks for
your home. Also, 3 styles to choose
and 3 sizes in brass candle stands, 3.99
ea
.20% OFF the rest of our entire stock of
fine brass candle sticks (not including
1.99 or 3.99 pieces).'
Gifts

7.88

your choice
PYREX FIRESIDE DISHES
IN SERVING BASKETS
Big savings on these popular pyrex
dishes, all with their own serving baskets. Choose from 8" square cake dish,
2 qt. oblong baking dish, 4 qt. serving
bowl and 11/2 qt. covered casserole.
Housewares
,--44-4
.5. ,. ‘. '. -. `. --- --....,

AND GLASSWARE SETS
Choose from classic patterns such as
Chivalry or Blue Tulip in open stock,
wine and beverage sets and 18 & 24 pc.
glassware sets from Durand & Leonard.
Reg. 89C-16.99
Housewares
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your choice
'G.E. LIGHT & EASY IRON OR
WEST BEND 4 OT. SLO-COOKER
Save on this spray, steam & dry iron.
White break-resistant shell won't burn
you if accidentally touched. Or 4 quart
slo-cooker with the additional feature
of a built-in griddle
Housewares
.
; - . .-..
-.- -,
- _....
19.99

IMPORTED BY ONEIDA
70 pc. flatware set in gleaming stainless. 48 pc. service for 8, plus 8 seafood
forks, 8 tall drink spoons,4 pc. Hostess
set, butter knife, sugar spoon.
7 Housewares
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BRASS
PLATED
FLOOR
LAMPS
Reg. $80
Choose from
three handsome
styles in swing
arm, downbridge
or six-way style
All with shirred
shades.
Lamps

SAVINGS ON PHONES
5 TO CHOOSE FROM
• Touchtone Phone With cradle, 9.99
• Touch-tone phone with cradle accessible to sprint system, 14.99
• AM/FM Clock/Radio with telephone,
44.99
• Deluxe AM/FM Digital Clock Radio
with "hands-free" speaker system,
64.99
• 700-A cordless remote telephone,
84.99
Housewares
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39.88
SAVE 1/2
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24.88
NORTHLAND 70 PC. SET

BRASS GIFTWARE
Choose from bookends, figurines. executive gifts and much more. Accent
your home with the rich look of brass
or buy several for much welcomed
gifts
Gifts
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Orig. 19.90 A super value! Big 14" steel
wok with wood handles & aluminum
dome cover, stainless ring, 7 useful
utensils, steaming rack, 2 cooking
chopsticks, rice paddle and more.
Housewares
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: 4.7

9.99
12 PC. WOK SET

IS FREE
WHEN YOU
var.
-...
PURCHASE
f p,..ams. '''.‘Vt._ 4/..
THE GARMENT
BAG FOR
' ilk
11
29.99
ill ii
Buy this garment
bag with large ,
te".outside pocket, 1I _.__, .. . Aillnar
....0.-7111bmie •,.•
"
two outside shoe
pockets & get a
FREE Tote. Tan/
WA'
burgundy, black/
tan trim.
Luggage
.
.
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REGAL-MOULINEX
LA MACHINE II
FOOD PROCESSOR
This handsome
processor mixes,
creams, minces,
shreds, crumbs,
slices, chops,
chips, grates,
grinds, kneads,
blends and
purees!
Reg.
64.99
Sale
56.88
Mfg.
Rebate
-7.00 _....
,,,
,

_ ___ _
-

CHROME & CANE CHAIRS
Save on these versatile chairs with nautical cane seat and back, gleaming
chrome frame.

29.99
ilL... - ..‘ •
‘
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LIFESTYLE TABLES
Lifestyle tables in handsome butcher
block round or square shape, chrome
pedestal. 30" diameter.

34.99
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12.99 29.88 4

im
Bath, if pert
$12
"LUSTRE" TOWELS
BY FJELDCREST

any size

1" VINYL MINI BLINDS

any width

EXTRA WIDE LINED
DRAPERIES

A great low price on these handsome
vinyl mini blinds in your choice of white

Great time to buy your new draperies
at this outstanding price! Great energy
savers, these handsome lined draperies in your choice of 48", 72", 96",
120" and patio wide x 84" long.
Orig. up to $95. Choose from natural or
brown.
Matching 48x63", 16.88
Draperies

33", 35", 36" wide, 64" long.

READY MADE BLINDS
BY LEVOLOR

2
4.88 any size
Choice of 23", 27", 29", 31", 32", 35",
36" wide, all 64" long. Choose Levelor
in white or alabaster. Made of 1" aluminum slats with steel headrail and
bottom rail, wand tilt control.
80x84" patio door, special 89.88
Draperies

Sheared elegance in a towel that
sparkles as it's name implies. Velour
on one side, super absorbent terry on
the other. Assorted colors. Slight imperfections will not affect wear or appearance.
Hand, if pert 7.50 now 3.49
Wash Cloth, if pert. 3.50 now 1.79
- ,
Linens
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31.99
QUEEN/KING
ORIG.
79.99
SALE
39.99
DUPONT REBATE -3.00
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FULL
ORIG.
69.99
SALE
34.99
DUPONT REBATE -3.00
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Save now on these luxurious Quallofil
comforters with superior thermal efficiency that holds your body's heat to
insulate you from the cold. Hygienic,
non-allergic, machine washable and
dryable. Fullfill for maximum comfort
and luxurious loft. By Whiting.
TWIN
ORIG.
49.99
SALE
22.99
DUPONT REBATE -3.00
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OUALLOFIL® COMFORTER
THE MODERN
ALTERNATIVE TO DOWN

19.99
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12.88
POLE TOP
RUFFLED
CURTAINS
Choose from a
beautiful assortment of pole top
ruffled curtains.
included in this
group are lace
edge, solid colors,
prints.
If pert Values to
$25
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EMBROIDERED

,
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PANELS
60x84" long
Orig. 19.88
Handsome embroidered curtains
so elegantly styled
to treat your windows to beauty.
Washable, dripdry. White in assorted patterns,
Valance, orig.
14.88, 5.88
Draperies

19.99
IMPORTED
ANIMAL DESIGN
FUR THROWS
Orig. $35
60x80"
Beautiful animal
design throws of
100% acrylic. Several styles to
choose. Comes
with a handy zip
vinyl storage bag.
Linens
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FIELDCREST REGENCY ELECTRIC
BLANKETS -5 YEAR WARRANTY
100% acrylic, boxed by Fieldcrest. Choose_
from champagne, ice blue & coffee.
Twin, single control, reg. $50 . .
35.99
Full, single control, reg. $60 ...
49.99
Full, dual control, reg. $70
59.99
Queen, dual control, reg. $80
69.99
King, dual control, reg. $120 .
99,99
,
Linens
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Off
20%
ENTIRE STOCK BEDSPREADS,
COMFORTERS 8 DUST RUFFLES
Choose from a large assortment of first
_quality spreads and comforters. Select
from both florals andgeometric prints.
Add just that right touch of new beauty
to your rooms and save!
Draperies
i
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4.88
ROOM

FLANNEL SHEETS
BY SPRINGMAID*
Relaxing warmth in the winter or a cool
summer blanket. 60% poly/40% cotton.
Machine washable, no-iron. Light blue,
bone, candy stripe and bone ground
floral,
Twin, reg. $12
..8.99
Full, reg. $16 ..
.10.99
Queen, reg. $20 .
15.99
King, reg. $24 ..
18.99
Std. Cases, reg. $11
7 99 pr.
King Cases, reg. $13
899 pr.

ismr...m.ontwrwargep

DARKENER
CUSTOM LOOK
SHADES
Save no w on
these custom look shades in
easy wipe-clean
vinyl. Great energy savers. White
/
2"x6'.
or ivory. 371
Draperies
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DELUXE VINYL BEAN BAG

$99
6x9'
104% WOOL ORIENTAL

So. -.
2.99
CHRISTMAS FINGERTIP TOWELS

The perfect extra chair! Great for your
own use, great for gifts! Choose from
brown, tan, black, red, yellow or blue,
Draperies
k. i'
.
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DESIGN RUGS
Beautifully styles 100% wool oriental
design rugs in red or ivory All sizes
approximate. 9x12', $199
Available in Kerman or Chinese designs. Not all sizes & colors at all stores.
Rugs

This decorative terry towel comes in
assorted colors of red, green and white.
Great value for the holidays!
Linens
CHRISTMAS POT HOLDERS
Bring the holiday spirit into your
kitchen. Angel, bell, tree, Santa. 3.49 ea.
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SATIN SHEETS BY
W ISPER SOFT'
Md an elegant look to your bedroom
ith these luxurious sheets and cases.
Choose from alabaster, taupe and blue.
fFull. reg. 29.99
24.99
34.99
toueen. reg. 39 99
ing, reg. 49.99
39.99
td. Case, reg. 24.99
19.99 pr.
King Case, reg. 29.99 .
24.99 pr.
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19.99

Twin or Full
"CHATEAU" COMFORTERS
BY WHITING
Values to $70
Choose from a wide assortment of first
quality comforters. Select from both
solid colors and prints.
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Pigs a

FREE
STERLING SILVER
CHAIN WITH A
12.50 OR MORE PURCHASE
Of any of the fine fragrances Shown:
SHALIMAR, CIARA, HALSTON, LAUREN, TATIANA, RAFFINEE, VANDERBILT,
LAIR DU TEMPS, CHARLIE, FIDJI
Buy from this exciting collection of fragrances and receive a gleaming sterling silver
chain FREE! Take this opportunity to buy for yourself and for gifts.
Cosmetics
•

•

ii
:11
4t:
C‘NE

Charlie
2.25 oz. 12.75

Fidji
1.8 oz. 15.00

JORDACHE
WATCHES

Holston
1 oz. $17 2.5 oz. $23

II

L'Air Du Temps
1.7 oz. 17.50

Clara
1.7 oz. $15

Lauren
2 oz. 22.50

MONOGRAM
SWEATERS

$14 value
A basic acrYlic crewneck
sweater with FREE monogram! Navy, red, kelly,
natural, black, grey. 3
I"
initial monogram.
Accessories

Vanderbilt
1.7 oz. $15

Shalimar
2.5 oz. $19

Tatiana
1.5 oz. $15

ENTIRE STOCK
AIGNER

9.90

Orig. 24.95
Great savings now on
watches for men and women. Choose from assorted colors in stripes, solids
& denims.
Fashion Jewelry

Raffinee
1 oz. 13.50

OFF
Reg. $10-$118

flag,

Save now on our complete collection of Aigner
handbags, knitwear,
sweaters, gloves, belts
and purse accessories.
Accessories

4

CUBIC
ZIRCON IA

CHECKBOOK
CLUTCH

LEATHER
HANDBAGS

$30 value
When you buy this "Sans
Souci" checkbook clutch
in wine or taupe, you will
receive a FREE WATCH &
PEN Great for gift giving!
Accessories

Reg. $30-$35
A terrific buy on these
handsome leather handbags. Assorted styles and
colors. Both shoulder &
double handle straps.
Handbags

6.90

Orig. $15-$30
Choose from sparkling
diamond-look earrings,
pendants & rings at this
low price!
Lifetime Guarantee.
Fashion Jewelry

LEATHER
CLUTCHES

12.90
Reg. $16-$17
Save now on our soft
leather clutches in great
styles, fall colors.

FASHION"
.
RINGS

ARIS LEATHER
GLOVES

ENTIRE STOCK OF
DIAMOND JEWELRY

Reg. $29
Save now on these leather
antron lined gloves in
wrist length. Black, brown
or cordovan. Sizes 6'6-771
/
2-8. Mid -arm length,
reg. $33 now 21.90
Accessories

Reg. $40-$1,150
$30-862.50
Choose from a great selection of ladies cluster
rings and solitaires, Mens
rings, earrings and pendants
Fine Jewelry

11.90

Orig. $20-$45
Choose from beautiful
styles in genuine and
simulated stones at this
great savings!
Fashion Jewelry

OFF

Ring enlarged to
show detail

'`'••••

IP

Manufacturing Jewelers
428 Broadway — Paducah, KY

42001

Some Items
Are Closeout
Quantities
Limited
Compare $199.00
$149.95

Ruby or
Sapphire and
Diamond Cluster

4 Kt. Add-A-Beads

$74_95

Si

9995

Our New 1964 Catalog, packed with
Values. Stop by and pick one up today. We're ready now! When they're
gone.. they're gone!

'

km.

r\t,,

8-Diamond
Modern Cluster

Opal Ring

1 -Diamond
Filigree Ring

Compare $349.95
$149.95

Compare $75.00
$39.95

Compare $150.90
$99.95

1\
1 1495

Compare $74.95
$49.95

7-Diamond
Flair Style

16-Diamond
Cluster

Compare $199.95
$149.95

Compare $179.95
$119.95

Compare $89.95
$59.90

Compare $300.00
$249.95

15 Diamond
1/4 Ct. T.W.
Waterfall

000'
Compare $400.00
$229.95

Some Items Are Closeouts - Quantities Limited

•

.. •

Prices Good Till
Dec. 10, 1983

-

7-Diamond

5-Diamond
..

1 /2 ct.
T.W.
Cluster

\ Large
Center
Diamond

ct.
T.W.

Compare $1,600.00
$699.95
L

$1,09995

9995

A
v.
',14‘...
•, <,_ -•

r,,,)

Compare $1,800.00
$1,295.00

COmpare $295.00
$199.00

-.,c'
• '.---,.,

yi&

Gent's
Signet Ring
In 10 Kt. Gold

17995

$

Compare $150.00
$99.95

1995
Compare $2,100.00
$1,495.00

Up To 20

0
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'
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•
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14 Kt. Gold
Diamond
Initials

14 Kt. Gold
Floating Heart
With A
Diamond

Cultured
Pearl
Earrings

14 Kt.
Ball Earrings
r-tr,

14 Kt.
Gold

14 Kt. 3 MMA<
'
Ball Earring

4 MM Size
Salo

Chain Not
Included

Chain Not Included
Compare $16.06
$9.89

Compare $150.00
699.95

5PAM
6 MM Size
Sok

14 Kt. Gold Hoops

14 Kt. Wedding Bands

Complete Stock Of
21111
2 MM

14K
Gold Chains

314-4 55 MM Gents

5 MM

$6995

A.,
A10..-•

3.1.19
Ii .,;„ $.2995$19"
A.Ardeudia.i.eaktuAa_aidts,a,id

.

CU11114:Zfr2222K.211111/13/11rtittramassi

Serpentine
7"Sias,26.04
11" Chi64.00
2$" Chi 68.11
24" Chi 112.11

12.11 1.99
211.11 26.1111
33.11 311.11
46.18 36.06
.."..,
277717-27.
4are.‘

Cultured Pearls
61
/
2-7 MM
15" Shin
Reg. 225.00
1 II" Seise
Reg. 275.00
23" Shin
Reg. 325.00
•

Serpentine
11" Chi 121.110
2$" Chi 1411.011 .
24" Chi 1611.110
sir Chip MAIO

$142.50
$165°°
499"

30"Shin
Reg. 400.00.... $249
"
7" Imolai
'Reg. 110.00 .....$6995 •

51.44
61.11
71.11
99.111

51./5
62./5
71.95
I/.15

Herringbone
It" Chi 114.06
21" allda 121.11
24"al& 141.11

51.811 46.11S-.
59.Si
0.1$ 62.11
-

Rope
It"Chi 560.116
W'
MUM
24"Chi 711.06

MAI 237.95
2/9.81 254.115
ar":3 197.95

t
•.i_

3-Diamond
Swirl Ring

.

•

Compare $132.50
$84.90

3 Initial
Collar Pin

In 14 Kt. Gold
Give 10 Days
For Delivery
Compare $40.00
$24.95

$
I

Rrmitron'

mcoong urns pnwous""

1

Diamond Dot
Pendant

0-Diamonti
Watch
ARM25/3906
1074-607-1X
$1513,00

anLhacturing Jewelers
cr)

Paducatl. KV

120C1

st
Gold Dipped
Leaves

Engravoble
Knife
In Yellow
Reg.$22

Sand Dollar
Gold Dipped
Sale
Price

Pine Cone
Gold Dipped

Reg.$9.00

Cultured
Pearl
Pendant

Collar Bar
In Yellow
Reg. $6.00

Reg. $25.08

Sate$388

10% Down (p_r
Layaway

-

Entire
stock ot
Wove
Selko
Bennis
hrmitron
*etches
0910
50%
Oii Fketa'

Micro-Mini
Electronic
Calculator

Gold
Tone
Lighter

;?3,15618"

With 4-key memory, battery and carrying case
/
4
included. 21/4 x1 314x1
Inch.

What a daisy impression
you'll make - drawing your
business cards, credit cards or
ID's from this elegant, efficient case. Keeps cards
clean...neat...together. Handsomely covered in status satin
brass, with the option of your
Initials engraved for the final
prestige touch. Slim 2/
1
4" x
31
/
4" to fit in pocket or purse.
Sensational gift, 'too.' Order
today!

Lucite Desk
Clock LCD
Sale Price

$599

•

Reg $20
Sale

499

finish
Walnut
Jewel Box
Pen
Watch
Compare
$4.99

3
99'

A

.11

•

•

• •••••

15 in. Diameter
Silverplated Troy
,z
4:4
•

9" Crystal
Salad Bowl
Will, Silver Plated Bose
Incledes SitvegiatesIServers

Deviled Egg Tray- and
Silver Server By Oneida
Denkirk Crystal Trey &
Siherpietesi Server

Silverplated &
Crystal Coasters
Set of 4
4" in Diameter

g‹ttvlic'
A

_
Compare $10.95
$7.46

Compare $21.95
$14.97

Compare $9.50
$6.47

Compare $5.95
$3.97

.$599

•••••

Crystal Relish Dish
With 2 Sitverpleted Fork

24% Lead Crystal
8" In Height
Bud Vase

3-Piece Relish Set

2 Pc. Sauce Set
By Oneida

10' Dunkirk Crystal
Divided Relish Dish
Silverplated Fork & Spoon

Dunkirk Crystal Footed
Bowl Silverplated
Sauce Ladle

Compare $13.25

‘1.9
Compare $9.75
$6.37

Compare $12.00
$6.99
Compare $5.00
$3.97

$ 99

$8.94

29

$3

$799

$549

Serving Bowl With Spoon
Compare
$8.95
$5.94
.
•

$s29
Durkin& Crystal I" Seryidlq Bowl with Clairhill
pattern Silverplated Spoon by Oneida
Silversmiths
•

.

is itevy•luAit • ssai sot sips

Kodak "disc" 4000 Camera
•Motorized film advance •No wait electronic ti.
*Just aim and press one button *Includes 2-1
exposure discs

Mighty Tonka Dump Truck
•20 Inches long *Metal ond plastic
*Hauls and dumps big loads of dirt,
sand and rocks 'Tilt-back dump bo
•No. 3901
Valtraltifat

Prices Good Wed., Nov. 23 thru

4 Roll Gift Wrap
40 Sq. Ft.
A &sorted Designs

Sun., Nov. 27

Wal-Mart
Invisible Tape or
Transparent Tape
•invisible /
1
2x325 inch size
•Transparent. /
1
2x800 inch
• size

Corelle Livingware
by Corning
•16 Piece set •4 Plates, 4
cups. 4 saucers. 4 cereals
*Choice of five colors
•16-1N, r6-4N, 16-5N
16-NN, 16-23

' .•

=IP

•

•••

^--40

w

tsi-Mer• Sons to, Loss•

.Wol-Mart Stalls for Less• Wall-Mort Solls for Loss •WoWklow S•lis Ns Lints • WolAitort Soils hw Loss • Wai-fflarf Sella tat Loss •

II f

ens Fashion Sweaters
L:o% Acrylic **Assorted styles
izes S-M-L-XL

Save Up To 16%
Ladies
Knit Hat or
Gloves
'
Knit Hat-100% Acrylic,
assorted colors and
designs •Reg. 2.96
'Gloves-Knit and vinyl,
large selection of colors
'
Reg. 2.66 each

Save 20%
Mens Vinyl Gloves
•Foam lined 'Sizes M-L
•Reg 2 46

Save 18%
Girls and Ladies Legwarmers
•100% Acrylic 'Assorted colors
•Onetsize 'Nos 4007, 4000R/500R,
12724,FLK301 •Reg 366

- ":-.--,

- :-

•ave Up To 2.97
isses Brushed Tops
Polyester/acrylic 'Assorted
fashion colors 'Sizes S-M-L
Reg 10 97 & 11 97
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Save 160

Mens Fleece
Muscle Shirt
•50/50 Creslan• acrylic
and cotton 'Assorted colors
•Serged neck & sleeves
'Sizes S-M-L-XL

die and Girls Ledtards and Tights by Danskin
Nylon 'Assorted colors and styles
Ladisis Short
Sleeve Scoop
Neck Leotard
'
Ladies Long
Slows, Scoop
leec lsot.d
RrN 4 46
•

$9

Ladies Mods
Wrap Tani
Leotard
Rec.iIn 46

$3Ladiers
Foolod Tights
Reg 3 96

American Styles

lkngers

Mens and Ladies Quartz
Digital Watches
*Silver or gold tone
finishes *Outstanding
values in LCD digital
watches

Girls Short
Sheave or
Reg 4 46
Ponch Front Cap
Slam* Leotard s
2
Olds
Fooled Tights
Reg

Save 5.50

Mans Slip-on Dress Shoe
•Tru-moc styling
-*Fully lined with full length sock
•DuraNe longwearing sole

•PMens Sizes 7-12
•Reg 17 43

siMere CO.

Lass • Wit

Sells for

:

• W $-Mort Sells to. Lass •Wol-esorf Soils for Less • Wel:Mort Sons tor Loss• Wei-moo Sell for Lass •St o

Corning
Pie Plate
With Keeper
•Fireside 9 inch with plastic
keeper •Almond color
*No. 209F A

• 4.

I--

• Walls••W

Save 10 00
Newcor 45 Piece
China Dinnerware
*Set includes place
settings for eight as well
as 5 completer pieces—
sugar with cover, creamer
platter and vegetable bowl
•Nos. 2002 Rapture
2003 Eternal. and
' 1005 Elegance
•Reg 59 97

s
•

••-•
•

$1 1 88

Final Cost with
Mfr. Rebate

Conair Curl Dazzler

1=1.0

•Heats in 7 minutes •20
Rollers 'Perfect
temperature for perfect
curls •No HS-2

$24"
Tomytronic 3-0 Games
*Choose from Thundering
Turbo, Sky Attack, Planet
Zion •Batteries not included
•Nos 7615/16/17

CON!1:2

EVEREA DY
Energizer
Batteries

•

9 Volt, C, D or AA
Reg. 2.03

21$300

44
22
$
Conair
True Reflections If'
Lighted Make-up Mirror

'Four light settings
•Adiustable wing mirrors for
panoramic view 'Regular
and magnifying center
mirrors •No TM6

Save 1 01
Parker Brothers
Nerfoop
•No 97 •R,

A

"

Reg. 25.87
Ts

3
Each
Figure

•
:X

Save 1 54
Giant Ball Darts
•17 Inch x 24 inch •Includes two
_SLELCRO° covered balls &
VELCRO covered darts
'Reg 747

moo son,so,Los, Wei-mew soh to,liii.

UN Dungeons &
Dragons Good and Evil
Figures and Their
Mounts
•Poseabic characters •3
Mounts,'Lgood figures
ähW evil figures to
choose from *Nos 1440/45
Mounts
No. 1170

Sells for Ur,• Woi-osos Seth to. Loss ..We4•ordwo Seth Is. Wet• Wo4•Mort Soils for Lees • WoLsoore WI. tor Loss *Wet Moo Solis tor Wes• wet

......orenrbar

el •

d

n

-

Sells for Lees *WetLlittest tells Ier Lest•

Seal Otht Lees

•wellaele Sells fee Lees•WelMart S

Up Lase•Weaalea

00
3
2
Reg. 29.96

spiii Loin
off/c/A1

Dr. J or Larry Bird
Basketball

Trimline Exercise Bench

'Dr J—tough rubber cover,
extra deep pebbling,
No 61-232 *Larry Bird—
unique rubber product that
looks like a leather ball.
No. 61-258

110 Lb. Barbell Set

$1996
1684

•One 66" steel barbell bar
*One 31" barbell sleeve
•Two 18" dumbell bars
•Reg. 26.44 *No. 03-4170
..

Panasonic Stereo With Detac ed Speakers

*Wide stance leg supports and "weld loc
for strength and stability *Thick
sect is covered with heavy guoge vinyl
*Bench adjusts to 5 positions •No.,15510

Save 15.00
Polaroid 660
Sun Camera
'Automatic focus 'Built-in
flash that never needs
batteries 'Uses new high
speed 600 film
'Reg 79 92

Sun 6C'

Quaker State Deluxe
or Phillips Trop-Artic
10W40 Oil
•1 Quart •10W40 'Your
choice 'Limit 6 quarts

Save 20.00

03 Piece FM/AM stereo radio cassette recorder 'AC/Battery operation
*Separate speaker system 05 Band graphic equalizer
*Soft touch mechanism *Metal tope capabilty
*Metal tape capability *No. RX-C45'Reg. 188.47
'iltWaftWerCa-44111111111111111•11112111111111111D -

Brach's Chocolate
Covered Peanuts
•12 Ounce oag

Coty Wild Musk
Cologne Spray

Reg. 1.78

•3 Ounces

Limit 3

From Your
Favorite
Color Neg.

FOR Alt14
ca.co‘
Coty Musk for Men
Cologne Splash
•6 Ounces

Covpon Must
Accompany Purchase
Coves Wires 11-27-83

WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—it is our 'Mention to have every adve•
!used *on in stock However it due to any untcreseen reason an advertised stern is not "vadat*
tor our
,
hase, Wat-Mart will iitsue a Rain Check on request tOf th• MOIChandeif to be per,..based it the sale price whenever available or will
you a %mar iteni.al a comoarabia
redumort in puce Iva 4...servo time sight to arytt qtaantitieS

•••

...............................................................................•II Wire II

: ..1"..-:.`:.,::-'5..•,:.":7".. .......:1 7",::!!::-.7::',77.•`_::::,...77-7,7,:7 ,'-::•:'::7.7..7.....':'...:7.-..:.:.....,:l4 „71.-,.•.'": • .:
-,...'.-5 . . ';.77:-..:-..,. -'''...."-7...-,17:...:'-,.....'''.:'.-.::,.".'!.7'.7..,---,

HOLIDAY
SALE-A-BRATION

-
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2A. Reg. 19.99. Star track team on the run or at
home for the holidays. V-neck pullover with contrast
sleeve striping. Pull-on pants with elasticized waist.
Cozy cotton/acrylic fleece in dramatic color choices.
Misses sizes S,M,L.
2B. Reg. 19.99. Warm-up set for a 'tog through the
winter wonderland or a tree-trimming spree.
Pullover with drawstring hood and toasty muff
pocket. Pull-on pants with elasticized waist and a
back pocket. Plush polyester/cotton or cotton/
acrylic fleece in a happy holiday display of pastel
and bright solid colors. Misses' sizes S,M,L.

7.99
Sale
our newsworthy
holiday crews
2C. Reg. $12. The classic crewneck pullover. An
essential component of your own sweater collection
An absolute must on your Christmas giving list. In
acrylic knit gifted with softness and warmth And a
line-up of solid colors all sale priced to make it easy
to fill up Santa's bag! Juniors' sizes S,M,l__
Sale prima ettactty• through Sunday, November 27th.

2(12)

ale 1
tive w

1111111
Sale 19.99 to 22.99
3A. Sale 22.99 Reg. $29. A fashionable flow of fabulously
soft fleece. Full-length zip-into robe, comfortably loose fitting.
Embellished with row upon row of trapunto stitching to
outline the neckline, sleeves and pockets. Lovely acetate...
polyester blend in raspberry, blue, jade or lilac. Misses S.M,L.
Wrap style full-length fleece robe, Reg.$28 Sale 21.99
3B. Sale 19.99 Reg. $30. Long on luxury. Our full-length
robe of plush-touch velour. Goes to great lengths for comfort,
too. Sumptuous acetate/nylon blend in berry red, rich royal
or jewel-tone jade. Misses' S,M,L.
Zip style full-length velour robe, Reg. $30 Sale 19.99

. •

20% off all winter nighties and pj's
Sale $12
Sale 10.40
3D. Reg. $15. A toasty
Cozy cotton
3C. Reg. $13.
flannel long gown in pretty
prints for sizes S.M,L Just
one example of all in store,
short gowns too. at 20% off.

tradition. Tailored flannel
pajamas in prints. stripes
and solids. All cotton, or
cotton/polyester. Misses'
sizes 12 to 18. More in
store at 20% off.

çO

Sale prices itftecthr• through
Sunday. November 27th.

40% off our Motion Pant- in
these very current end-ofseason oolors: camel, wine,
plum, foal blue, navy
heather and grey heather.
Print bertv-...‘v,,,,
also 40% off. All easy stretch
woven polyester. Not all
colors available in all sizes
Sale
Ong
Misses pants . $18 10.80
$18 10.80
Petites' pants
Women's pants $20 12.00
Misses' blouse $.21 12.60
302)

•

•

-

Sale 11.99
Your pick of our Plain Pockets:
4A Reg.$15. Pick our Plain
Pockets* denim jeans. They have
nothing on the back pockets to
interfere with their good looks.
Select the style that suits your fancy.
Choose rugged cottorVpolyester
Denim Extra* or ail cotton. In navy,
naturally, all the way. What more
could a guy ask for? Savings,too.
Well, they're 20% ffl Men's sizes.

-

••1

3off action mates.
ratus: Nike:Track & Court:
Sale 12.99
to 21.99
5A. Ws 15.99 Reg.$19. Apparatus"
in action! Warm-up jacket of acrylic/
polyestertofton. Men's sizes
513. Sate 13.99 Reg. $17. Apparatus*
action mate. Pull-on sweatpants with
back zip pocket. Men's sizes.
5C.Sale 12.99 Reg. 15.99. Hike*
sports-action classic. Crewneck
sweatshirt of acrylic/cotton. Men's sizes.
50.Sale 14.99 Reg. 17.99. All
matched up! Nike* sweatpants with
drawstring waiseine. Men's sizes.
5E.Sale 21.99 Reg. 24.99. Two-part
action. Track & Court warm-up suit of
acrylic triple knit. Women's sizes.
Saki prams effeeilve through
Sunday, November 27th.

FAST-A
FOOTWORKS.
51t. 41$.111. Wiens Converse* leather
itkopbaskeebielshoe. Whesinaturei
S.44.99. Me Pegasus ot'Vora(
Wade.Gaty/navy,in men's sires.
OIL 29.1111. Wonien's Hike Spirit
Wining Mies White nylonNuede

. 1111110

40101111111111110.111111110br
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ENTIRE LINE OF
WOMEN'S OUTERWEAR.

25T

Sale 51.75 to 59.25
Bundle up and save 25% on all our
winter coats and jackets for juniors,
misses and woman. Time-tested
classics and the latest trend-setters In
„the season's favonte colors_
6A. Sale 51.75 Reg. $69 Our 5-in-one
chintz jacket. The quitted polyester'
cotton vest reverses. And the chintz
jacket reverses to an acrylic knit. All
sides have front pockets Juniors' sizes
Sale prices effective through
Sunday, November 27th.
6( 12)

68. Sala 654 Reg. $72. Our two-tone,
roll-cuff jacket for a clean, contemporary
look Polyeltericottoi,
lining
Stand-up collar and concealed zipper
Misses sizes 8-18.
Sale 59.25 Reg. $79. An allweather polyester/cotton quilt coat
Features stand-up collar, puffed
shoulders. Two toggle button front with
concealed zipper Misses' sizes
S,M.L,XL

ek.

a

'

ENTIRE LINE OF
MEN'S OUTERWEAR

Sale 33.75 and 48.75

Smart jackets for him, at prices you'll warm up
to. In a great choice of styles and colors. Men's
sizes. Here's just a sampling 7A. Sale 48.75 Reg $65. He'll look terrific on
and off fly ki clorlAs irwur nylon jacket
Dolwaster fiberfill for extra warmth. Chest stripe
and security front pockets.
7B. Sale 33./51:leg 445. The frinsitional`
Contouracket keeps him warm and
comfortable until the chill of winter sets in
Polyester/cotton shell with nylon lining over
polyester fiberfill Ribbed knit cuffs, zipper front
and strap collar

7C. Sale 33.75 Reg. $46 More season-spanning
midweight jackets Two handsome styles, both
with a polyester cotton shell and nylon lining with
polyester fiberfill Zipper fronts, raglan sleeves
Sale prices effective through
•
Sunday, Nolirber 27th.

JCPenney
7(12)
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KID'S COZ OUTERW
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5%OF
ID'S COMFY SLEEP-INS
Sale 5.69
to 9.75
9A.Sale 9.75 Rog.$13. Our
snide length polyester
flannel gownfor ghls. Long
sleeves,Mastic cuffs, and
lace trim. Sikes 7-14.
Sizes 44X,Reg.$10 Sale 7.50
95.Sale $6 Reg.$8.For
your future ski champion.
Sid peMmas of polyester
Choice of prints on
pullover to tittle boys'
sizes 4-7.
Sizes846,Reg,$9Sale 5.75
9C.Sale 5.119-Reg.7.99. Our
prfnt amid saddle*polyester
sleeper.Vitas Pee-bumpers
foot Sine Ilre.
90.Sid•5.09 Rog.7.59.Zip
your by hdo aoozy onepiece overeleeper of
polyester fleece. Wants'
and toddlers'etas 924.
Sizes 5-6„ Reg.9.445.1.7.0$
Selo prices ellseare through
Staiwisy,ilarember 27th.

Stock up on these values
for your girls.Cable stitch
wimee-highst OfOrion*
end nylon.Colorful no-run
stretch nylonopaque
with a cottaa crotch.Save
on polyester/009On Print
briefs ki
4-14.
Reg.
95.8 ph.
pandas
4.77 3.
OF.0130tine
2.25 1
tt9ttto
1291.

...

•11

•

Samsonite®
American
Touriste

6

000
'

10A. Closeout savings tough
Samsonite® hardside luggage in
fashion colors.
Ong
Sale
$110 66.00
24" pullman .
Garment bag
$ 95 57.00
$ 55 29.90
Shoulder tote .
$ 78 46.80
Beauty case.
26" cartwheel .
$140 77.00
$165 82.50
29'' cartwheel
$110 66.00
24" companion .
3-suiter cartwheel
$145 79.75
108. Pack along savings with
American Touristerf softside vinyl
luggage.
Orig.
Sale
29" pullman
$115 69.00
with wheels
Carry-on
$ 85 42.50
Tote bag
$ 48 24.00
26" pullman
with wheels
$105 63.00
Car bag
$ 50 25.00
10C. Vacations go smoothly with
sturdy lightweight luggage from
American Touristerf Of nylon with
contrasting vinyl trim.
Orig.
Sale
. $100
$59
29" pullman
Carry-on
$ 70
$35
$24
Tote . .
$ 48
26" pullman
$54
$ 90
Garment bag
$ 50
$25

Save 30%5-pc.set
100. Choose this lightweight nylon
luggage with vinyl trim. The 5-piece
set includes: 27" pullman, 25"
pultman, 21" carry on, garment beg
and shoulder tote. Or pick the pieces
you need. At tremendous savings!
Orig. Salo
5-pc nested set
99.95 69.95
27" pullman
32.99 23.09
25" pullman
24.99 17.49
21" carry on
18.99 1129
Garment bag
12.99 9.09
Shoulder tote
9.99 6.99
Where parcentip off fOpIlle•Rill
savings on original prices
ineennedlele andellowns wry haw
been Man.
10(12)
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got a potpourri of
unique holiday accents to make
your kitchen more festive this
holiday season. Match up a set
for yourself or as gifts while
they're all 25% off!
Reg. Sale
Towel
3.00 2.25
Pot holder
2.50 1.87
Dish cloth
2.00 1.50
Oven mitt
3.50 2.62
11B.Spread a little holiday cheer
around your horns with these
decorative towels.
Reg. Sale
Embroidered towel
. 3.49 2.99
Print towel
1.99 1.49
Christmas ball towel. 3.99 3.49
Also, here's a merry assortment
of his, hers and guest towels. Gift
boxed for someone on your list.
Reg. Sale
Set of 3towels
9.99 7.99

20% off all miss
11C. Weigh the savings on all our
bathroom scales. Digital and disl
models In. variety of styles and
colors.
Reg. Sale
Vinyl top digital . . . $40 32.00
Wicker oval
$20 16.00
Solid color
$26 20.80

25% off gift ideas
110. We've put together a
fabulous collection of gifts for
you or someone special. All at
25% offl
Reg. Sale
Duck soap basket .
$10 7.50
English soap set . . . . $12 9.00
Basket/soap
$ 7 5.25
Pine wreath
$10 7.50
Not shown:
Potpourri stocking. . . $ 9 6.75
Glycerine soaps . . . . $ 9 6.75
done/tin
$120 9.00
Basket/loofa
$ 6 4.50
Gift pleated soap . .. $ 8 6.00
Special $10
11E.Pert up your bath with our
°Works.3-pc. ceramic set.
ktcludas tumbler,soap dish and
toothbrush holder.

11(12)

Reg. $18. Dress shirts tailored for success. At $4
savings, they're smart investments for a perfect
future. Choose from elegant styles and patterns.
In mens' sizes.
12A. Stafford- dress shirt in striking patterns.
Cotton/polyester broadcloth.
12B. Stafford oxford cloth dress shirt. Woven
stripes or checks in smooth cotton/polyester.
12C. Oxford Plus buttondown shirt from our
Stafford- collection. Cotton/polyester. In solids
and candy stripes.

12D. Slip on this plaid dress shirt in cotton/
polyester before or after five.
12E. Gentry® European tapered shirt in
handsome woven patterns. Polyester/cotton.
12F. Gentry® colors this polyester/cotton
shirt in stripes and plaids.
Sale prices effective through
Sunday, November 27th.

JCPenney
rj

EVENT STARTS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER.25, 1983
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Shop Sunday 1 2.30 to 6 00pm

Mondaç_ - aylis011."1 to 9,00pm

Saturday 9 00am to 9 30pm
Store Phone 759-1400 • Catalog Phone 759-4080
SALE PRICtS EFSECTIVE THROUGH SUNDAY fftOVEtvtBER
Advertising SUpplement to MURRAY LEDGER 8 "(IMES .
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Reg $2100
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Reg S2000

$1499
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1/3 Off
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Reg. $3000
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Reg $1495

$1199
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1/2 Carat Diamond Solitaires

Save 1/3

Rings: Choose from 1/2 carat round. marquise, oval of
pear shapes in 14 Kt. gold tiffany settings.
Pendants: Choose from round or pear shapes in 14 Kt gold.

Reg. $1500
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1/3 Off
Reg. $3000
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'Minimum 'Airs 1 19 carats

Any illustrated item 1101 OH 1.11Spidly IS ieadily available

All prices sublet' 1,, Lhaticp• dtie to market conditions
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A
Re.
A. Ladies oval quartz.
Reg. $110....$77
B. Man's tank watch.
Reg. $135....$99
C. Man's strap watch.
Reg. $115....$89
D. Man's two-tone quartz.
Reg. $250...4175
E. Ladies'square quartz.
Reg. $110....$77
F. Ladies' round quartz.
Reg. $115....$87
G. Men's Day/Date quartz.
Reg. $195...4136
H. Ladies' square quartz.
Reg. $115....$87
I. Ladies' tank watch.
Reg. $150...4119

.

)411111110.

• • -•

.

Re.

Re.

•

A Nugget-look w diamonds
Reg $1625,...$1299
B Nugget-look
<I
Reg $500 399
,
C Woven-look
Reg $550 $449,teS:v

Reg $1000

Reg. $1750

$799

$1399

Special
Savings

Reg $350

Reg. $1800

$299

$1399
Reg. $400

Reg $875

Reg $1350

Mug

Reg. $375

$750

$249
1/3 Off

$499
Reg S175

$149

Convenient Credit Terms
Interest-Free Layaway
Master Card • Visa
American Express
Carte Blanche
Diner's Club
Illustrations Enlarged To Show Detail
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$699

'Total Weight

$999

$299

,

$
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•

•
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Save On
Diamond
Pendants

Diamond Earrings
A. 4-Prong or B. Scallop or C. Buttercup
.06 Ct.*
Reg. $100
$69
.10 Ct.'
Reg. $150
$99
.16 Ct.
Reg. $225
$149
1/5 Ct.'
Reg $300
$199
1/4 Ct.*
Reg. $375
$249
Available in 6 prong (not shown)
1/3 Ct.*
Reg. $425
$299
1/2 Ct.*
Reg. $850
$599
1 Ct.*
Reg. $1500
$999

E. Cluster pendant.
Reg. $375....$299
F. 3-diamond pendant.
Reg. $550....$439
G. 1 pear-shaped diamond.
Reg. $650....$499

Matching Pendants
.03 Ct.
Reg. $100
S59
Reg. $150
05 Ct
S99
.10 Ct
Reg. $225
S179
.15 Ct
Reg $300
S199
Available in 6 prong (not shown)
1;5 Ct
Reg $400
S299
1/4 Ct
Reg $500
S399
1/3 Ct
Reg $650
S499
1/2 Ct
Reg 51200
S799

Antique-Style
14 Karat Gold
Diamond
Crosses
H. Reg. $750....$599
I. Reg. $1250....$999

Cluster Set
D Earrings
D1 Pendant

Reg $625
Reg $375

S499
$299

Stylish Bar Pins

Reg
S90

$69

*Total Weight

A. N
Reg
B. C
Reg
C. N
Reg
D. C
Reg
E. 3
Reg
F. C
Reg
G. N
Reg
H. h
Reg
I. TE
Reg
J. C
Reg
K.
Reg

Save On
Diamond
Wedding Rings

B Reg $150

A. Nugget-look wedding set.
Reg. $625...4499
B. Cluster-top wedding set.
Reg. $150...1119
C. Multi-diamond wedding trio.
Reg. $1125...1899
D. Cluster-top open wideband.
Reg. $1000...4799
E. 3 row diamond wedding band.
Reg. $875....$699
F. Cluster-top wideband.
Reg. $625...4499
G. Multi-diamond wedding trio.
Reg. $875....$699
H. Multi-diamond wedding trio.
Reg. $1250...4999
I. Tailored wedding set.
Reg. $375....$299
J. Cluster-top open wideband.
Reg. $875...4699 K. Tailored insert wedding set.
Reg. $1500...41199

$119
A Reg. $625

$499

D Reg $1000

S799

1/3 Carat
Solitaires

G Reg $875

$699

F Reg S625

Reg. $650

$499

I Reg $375

J Reg S875

$299

$699

H Reg S1250

$999

$1199

Convenient Credit Terms
Interest Free Layaway
Mastercard • Visa
Carte Blanche • Diner's Club
American Express

60 Day
Money-Back
Diamond
Warranty

k

S.

Save
20%-33 1/3%
On
Cultured Pearls
Bracelets
Freshwater pearls with gold beads.
Reg. $59.95...439
6-61
/
2mm pearls/fluted gold beads.
Reg. $225....$149

Strands
22" freshwater pearls/gold beads.
Reg. $150....$99
41
/
2-5mm choker length.
Reg. $300...4199
51
/
2-6mm choker length.
Reg. $375...4249
51
/
2-6mm princess length.
Reg. $450....$299
51
/
2-6mm matinee length.
$600.:::$399

Rings
A. 1 pearl, 2 diamonds
Reg. $125,...$89
B. 1 pearl, 2 diamonds.
Reg. $125....$99
C. 4 pearls, 3 diamonds
Reg. $150...4119
D. 8 pearls, 2 diamonds.
Reg. $295....$199

14
Gc
A.

A. 16'
Reg.
B. 20'
Reg.
C. 18
Reg.
D. 16
Reg.
E. 7"
Reg.
F. 7"1
Reg.
G. 7"
Reg. !
H. 7"
Reg. !

01
Le

Accent Pins
E. Pearis and 14 Kt. gold bar pin.
Reg. $39.95. ..$29
F. Pearls and 14 Kt. gold circle pin.
Reg. $75...449
G. Pearl and diamond stick pin.
Reg. $99.95....$79

4

000'

Reg $175 $129

Re
Reg. $26.95
$1999

.•

Reg $7f-)

$49

All prices subject to change
due to market conditions

Save 40% On
14 Kt. Tr -Color
Gold Neckwear
And Bracelets
A. 16" braided herringbone chain,
Reg. $295....$175
B. 20" frosted bevel herringbone.
Reg. $250....$150
C. 18" frosted bevel herringbone.
Reg. $575....$345
D. 16" basket-weave chain.
Reg. $375...4225
E. 7" basket-weave bracelet.
Reg. $295...4175
F. 7" frosted herringbone bracelet.
Reg. $250...4150
G. 7" frosted herringbone bracelet
Reg. $90...454
H. 7"5 strand braided herringbone
Reg. $150....$90

Other Styles And
Lengths Available
Neckchains from
$115
Bracelets from

Save 20% On Tr -Color Earrings

Reg. $125
599
Reg. $250 $199
Reg. $150

$119

Illustrations Enlarged
To Show Detail

1/3 Off 1 Carat* Diamonds
Reg.
$1500

999 Save $501

Use our
Interest Free
Layaway Plan
for your shopping
convienr•e.

1/4 Carat

$299
Reg. $450

Save $151

*Total Weight

Convenient Credit Terms
Interest-Free Layaway
Mastercard • Visa
American Express
Diner's Club • Carte
Blanche

_ Save $251

Ask-

Iv%

•• ;

•V

\\711

Diamonds And Genuine Stones

Namorar
Reg $1350

$899

Save $151
To $676
Total Weight

/

6,94 dandeA,
$100

•

. Rin9
'79.95
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Amethyst ond Diamond

89.95
311 10M,
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4C
-E 1414, 1/12ct.,t.w.
1414,107cr..t.w.

Sopprere
4AN 14M. Sapphire
455 1414, Sappier*
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Bring in this Coupon for

10% Off

14K GOti and Didmond
Floating Heart

$4.95
REG. $9.95

